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"THE IMPRINTS IN THE CONSOLE LOOK LIKE RIGHT AND LEFT HANDS? earthfiles.com 1967
 C+F+BRAILLE 

"Yeah, and it does not matter how big your hand is because the hand spaces changed and molded right 

to my hand. The way the ship was piloted – the only thing that looks anything like it and I was aston-

ished when I saw it – was a Disney movie about a little boy who gets inside a UFO and he puts his hand 

on this panel thing. The way the ship is piloted is that your hands go down on these two places.  

Your right hand is where all the control is.  

The left hand can do some other aspects of control, but most is your right hand. 

In other words, if you put your hands in there, your fingers go into kind of sockets, little indentations. 

You can move each finger independently or make a fist or undo the fist. The console imprints move with 

you very fluid-like, but that is what makes the disc go and you can’t make it go unless it knows you." 

" Zo told me that the ship was alive and it recognizes who is in there. The ship won’t work unless it 

knows you. If you walked up outside the ship and put your hands at the right place, if it does not know 

you, the ship is not going to open up.  The ship knows what is going on – it’s keeping track of 

everything. 
DID ZO TRY TO TEACH YOU HOW TO FLY THAT CRAFT? 

"No, but I knew how because after a certain point, I was able to pull things out of his mind just like      

he was able to put things in my mind. I had already learned how to merge with him and pull all his 

information into my mind. Zo was not upset with that at all. He thought that was great.
 1 

You walk inside the area on this particular craft, which was circular, and probably 20 feet across. And inside, 

one part of it had a pretty high ceiling because I could not reach up and touch it. But going up there were some 

sort of supports, but not like grid work. It was more like beams that move out of the ceiling and into the walls. 

Then there was something at the very top that flattened off. It doesn’t come up like a dome on the top. It comes 

up and flattens off." 
2 

 

Skin of Craft Can Become Transparent                     ever seen those puzzling "clear" circles in the clouds 

"That was where the person would be looking outside because they showed me how they turned the 

walls clear and it was incredible. Where there had been a window, that would disappear and become      

a solid wall. Then they could make the window reappear. They could do that to the floor. 
SO THE OPAQUENESS OF A SILVER DISC, FOR EXAMPLE, COULD BE MADE COMPLETELY 

TRANSPARENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT?  

"Yes, it seemed to be. 

THAT’S WHAT TRAVIS WALTON DESCRIBED AS WELL. 
3 
 [Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest near Heber, 

Arizona, November 5, 1975. See The Walton Experience © 1978 by Travis Walton.]                  earthfiles.com  

n light of what we have been learning throughout these texts, the first knee-jerk reaction might be this:  
"oh, this Zo must be one of the same which visited Adamski and Meier" in other words – those good lookin' fallen 
angels formerly from the Pleiades. Problem being that  Zo turned up in a cigar type craft – which we have learned 
is the same or similar to the child-abductee craft.  C+F+ZEPPELIN  or   CIGAR 

Then we go on to learn that The Tau Ceti 3 (according to Interview With William) had boarded and overtaken  at least 
one CIGAR CRAFT (see Ileana's report in ANDROGYNE DOREAN part One)   and were using it. C+F+ILEANA 
At this stage, if I were the reader – I would keep my cards close to the heart and brain and wait for more evidence. 
If you want a copy of the earthfiles "Interview With William" articles, just ask me.    At no cost.     
It is ALL for the purposes of educating oneself.  (See the pdf forum 29 NORDICS – which has become 30 since published) 
Many things he was told, mainly with the expected timing of events – have not yet transpired. 
We might consider several reasons for these events not coming true as told to "William". One of which is the Mandela 
Effect. The altering of time lines to suit various entities' agendas. Those (fallen-ones) visitors of Meier also said things 
which have not eventuated – and the things they said were to happen decades  before  the Mandela Effect. 
                      1 One cannot imagine a reptilian based reptilian-bred entity thinking it "was great" that "William" was reading its mind. 
                      2 The Vril craft possess this attribute,  not saying that others do not. It could be that all off world scout craft do.  but it's not 
                      3 The primary feature about the Walton case is that he was returned alive - and able to tell what he experienced 
                      4 The detail repeating "like what you see in the NASA shots" refers to the Earth being a sphere.     This was back in 1967.  
                      5  In the Template there is a craft described as "DORY" which is a flat fish.   Could also be described as "pancake". 

† 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_b?url=search-alias=stripbooks&field-keywords=Travis+Walton&x=0&y=0
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" YOU WERE SEEING THE EARTH RECEDING BELOW THE TRANSPARENT FLOOR?    no mention of a flat Earth 

Many of you may have seen or heard of huge transparent circular "holes" in amongst thick cloud cover. Termed "sky crop circles" 

Yeah, and quickly until we got to a point where we were way above the Earth – kind of like what you see in the 

NASA shots with the space shuttle. I could see this thin... – I know now it was the Earth’s atmosphere - but I 

remember seeing the thin, blue line and we went in a direction. Zo said we were going into darkness and we went 

into darkness on the dark side of the Earth."  
4 

DID YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT ZO BEING FROM ANOTHER SOLAR SYSTEM IN THIS 

GALAXY? OR WAS HE A TIME TRAVELER? 

I never had a sense that he was a time traveler, but he certainly seemed to know a lot about the future because of 

the things they were intent on showing me after this flight experience.  First, they showed me the flight and then 

on the next visit,  Zo came in a different ship.* 

WHAT DID THAT NEXT CRAFT LOOK LIKE? 

Instead of a flying saucer, it looked more like a big, thick, flat, flying pancake. 
5
 And thick at the center. 

WAS IT LIKE A COIN SEEN FROM THE SIDE? 

It was like that, maybe 12 feet tall.  

HOW DID YOU ENTER THE PANCAKE CRAFT? 

Same way. But after it landed, I was walking around looking at it thinking, ‘Oh, great, what if this is not Zo.’ I got 

worried that it might be somebody else inside who wouldn’t care about me.  Zo told me there were visitors who 

on this world. So, I took off running and I heard in my mind, ‘Stop! This is Zo!’  ” were not friendly to humans 

June 15, 2008 Part 3:  

Insights from An Experiencer  

with Greys and Blond Humanoids 
© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe 

“Zo told me that the ship was alive and it recognizes who is in there.  

The ship won’t work unless it knows you. If you walked up outside the ship  

and put your hands at the right place, 
braille

 if it does not know you,  

.” - Arizona Abductee Jan. 1967 earthfiles.com the ship is not going to open up

o  * Zo came in a different ship.

There  is always the chance that the Copiests did follow thru in the visits of Zo, pretending to be him, in just 
the same way that the apostle-disciples of Immanuel were fooled by a copy.   When handing out titles (such 
as "Ra", or "Jesu christos" – the Copiests excel), especially with humans who could not possibly imagine it is 
feasible  to have almost perfect copies of one person appear on que.   Sometimes I wonder if that might even 
be the reason I have very recognizable scars on every corner of the body I inhabit. That thought came to me 
as a result of publishing a pdf which had four different sources saying the same thing:  events which revolved 
around one of the "STAIRUUAY TO AIRUUAY" "pickups" (the event where Da Vinci was questioning, pointing 
at me, asking was it me who had found his "cues"): in which a reader (rightly so) asked how I could be sure 
it was the original me that had been returned!   By such query, passing doubt on the veracity that it was the 
"good ones" who had picked me upMarch 20 2017and not the Copiests. Yet, what would be the point of a charade 
using a copied Da Vinci displaying his doubt regarding someone having found his "cues"? 

Ephesians 6:12 “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” 
Eph. 6:12 is one reason in which that reader (rightly so) asked how I could be sure.      We should ALL 
be asking these questions – ALL the time when it comes to "powers" we have placed above our own. 
 

ONLY THE ALIENS CAN FLY THE CRAFT SAYS WHISTLEBLOWER  ELMER SMITH  3:18  excepting when 'whistleblowers' do not know: 
"Yeah, and it does not matter how big your hand is because the hand spaces changed and molded right to my hand." 

https://www.disclose.tv/us-scientist-claims-to-have-worked-in-an-underground-biological-facility-located-in-the-united-333051  
 

Nazi Scientists Cloning People Since 1938?           9:18 

https://www.disclose.tv/nazi-scientists-cloning-people-since-1938-333063 

Keeping in mind the date of 1933 – the date of the first "treaties" trading in  stranger sciences - how all weird 
new technology seems to mysteriously appear; being fed to us piecemeal thereafter. The ordinary folk do not 
receive benefit of any of this new technology until newer replaces the older.   This means the folk can be up to 
ten to thirty years behind in the understanding and functional use of alien technologies. Especially genetically 

Reptilian Genesis video - The Original Super Soldier Creation of the Nephilim by Carolyn Hamlett Saturday, July 11 2015 
http://beyondthephysical.blogspot.com.au/2015/07/reptilian-genesis-original-super.html?m=1 

This video has many merits but is written without benefit of these texts, in which we have learned that it is not the Nephilim 
which do any "creating" since they are the result of  genetic meddling. The other main topic of contention is her dependancy 
on the bible/s without taking into account that they are all edited with agendas – beginning with the King James VERSION. 

https://www.disclose.tv/us-scientist-claims-to-have-worked-in-an-underground-biological-facility-located-in-the-united-333051
https://www.disclose.tv/nazi-scientists-cloning-people-since-1938-333063
http://beyondthephysical.blogspot.com.au/2015/07/reptilian-genesis-original-super.html?m=1
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THE WORD DOREAN has two possible interpretations. The first meaning from D'OR as "golden [one]" & the second as 
the owners of the DORY craft. This word is mentioned 32 times in the Template.  (So "gilded" craft & or "flat fish" like) 

9 25  (Bi Thesaural) 
ENTER VIA ROSEWOOD BRIDGE STRUCTURE – BLUR 
 

SOONER ARRIVE LATE – TILE WHAT ENCODESmicrochips 
 

NO-OVARY-RIBS,Leo Minor greys,  (Cassiopeia) COME OVER ZEE
 

NECK BEAST, HUNTER, VOICE PRINT, voice activation 
SEPARATE,  JUMP via jump rooms/A.R.C. "aerial reconaissance chamber" 
“Voice print” or “finger impression” means the start 
button.  In other lines the word “braille” is used to 
describe a part of the space ship  used by the pilot. 

9 25 

Describing using a stage gate 
Would rather arrive after the event, but the encoded tiles 
were distributed (mark of the Beast) making this a timing clue 
The sexless or androgynous greys from Chertan in Leo, 
once part of Carpenter-Leo Minor ; were the reason the 
Cassiopeans came over 
“Neck” is Taurus = Aldebaran beast. “Hunter” is Orion, 
“jump” is another word used by users of the stargate- 
jump rooms (A.R.C.) and “separate” is the beaming up 
and away. 

 

9 25 
Crossing the bridges/stargates to arrive near the innocents, 
Sooner than he thought,time travel  arrived late. 
recall what Ileana said – Doreans arrived to see the gore 

New spaniards coming to Beziers, 
So that this chase will break the enterprise. 
the "new spaniards" could be the code worded "Navarre" which was found via 3 25 and ICON which is the 

Golden Cube "100 sided planetoid"  

o 3: 25 1 NAME  NAUARRE
 [Lat ]   

ERID
.
ANU (star 'foot' of Orion) 

saying wherever Navarre appears in the quatrains  it refers to those SHIPS from Eridani   
   

. BATTLE SHIP

o 3: 25 2 POET SEES CENTILE
one hundred 

SIDED JOINTS LESSER  PLANET 
the Golden Cube, as a planetoid, the 'other moonship' footnotes     

C+F+ANOTHER
 

One ufo fires shaft of light at the other – May 10, 2018 

Footage shows a UFO that fired some sort of energy weapon – Minnesota    2:49 

The bright one in this video is the GoldenCube of the Elohim Alliances (for the Living Library).  

When looked at it thru a telescope it is clear to see it is a cube composed of hundreds of smaller very bright cubes. 

I could not see who was shooting at whom. The other seems to be the Copiests' black cube. 
Those which have been running the western hemisphere have been shooting the "goodies" out of the skies since at least 1864. 

https://www.disclose.tv/footage-shows-a-ufo-that-fired-some-sort-of-energy-weapon-333456 

o  9 25 BEƑIRS   "i'="y"  REF.ER BYRE: 3 92 4 next page 
FE iron FIBRES, E.F.energy field FIRES RIFE, IS SERBS'.Adriatic BRIEFagenda FIBS RE SERFS, BEVirgoRISES BY RIBS' F.B.I. Fb  FRI.FIRDec 21 

ERR SIR'S Marduk E.B.E'S IRE...   thus telling us that those copiests from Leo, which run the F.B.I. Facebook, have underestimated 
the anger of Marduk. This is one part of the star wars scenario – involving  the BYRE volcano of the Serbian Basin Alive.Adriatic.   

  is  Christmas Eve solstice, but it can be a day either side of that date. Naturally,  2018  has  Dec. 21 on a Friday! Fir Tree day
The "IRON FIBRES" is a reference to A.I. fibres of Morgellons, somehow involved with the directed energy weapon relating to 
setting off the Serbian Basin volcano.    The letters for Bravo Sierra (B.S.) allied with FIBS also appeared. 
FIBS RE SERFS is reminding us that we are lied to all the time by those off worlders running the shadow gubberment.  
It actually said RE REIS SERFS, using the name of Piri Reis as a chain reference to the entire world map. 
Anyone ("scholars") who try to tell us that the English language is degenerating to meaninglessness needs an upper right to 
the jaw to wake them up.     Despite all attempts by our false education "systems" we can still study enough to realize that 
our Language has indeed been "engineered" to serve us, once we have understood the "keys".  These keys are hidden tucked 
away amongst the Alkhemye, a topic served to us as  "so boringly too esoteric" (for the uneducated).   Here is the very reason 
the works of people like Nostra Damus are derided and described as "meaningless claptrap" by the likes of Stephen Fry; et alia. 
9 25 1 Paffant les pontz venir pres des rofiers, 
ALTERNATIVE POISON-PEN FALSE ROSE TRANSFERER TRIES OFFSET PERVERSE TRAPEZOIDAL NANO-SPIDERS', PERVERT 
ELITE TO DEPRIVE     IS VIPERS' SPLEEN SPANS V.I.P. FED. FEEL EVEN. FROSTIER-FROZEN APPENDS PROP IN RAT IEAR.
SPALPEEN SENDS FLIP SLEEPERS PAD,earth SPEEDS SEVEN days PLANS PENS PROLE, SNAPPED PLANES OF AIR  APPLE DATE
o FALSE ROSE/stargate  TRANSFERER = clone makers...  getting to the elite to use weather weapons to prevent the ice age   
o TRAPEZOIDAL four unequal sided  SPIDERS'. hmmm. Insectoids comes to mind. The nano spider images appear next page 
o APPENDS PROP – sticks to all of nature                     RAT YEAR = 2020
o SPALPEEN  – rotter, bad entity-person  POISON-PEN= propaganda 
o VIPER  = reptile  SPANS V.I.P. FED.  all gubberments, even thinking of flipping Earth to stop the ice age.  
o The "days" (SEVEN) are already shortened (SPEEDS) shatters  PLANES OF AIR  jetstreams.   Would this bring outer space in? 
o PLANS PENS PROLE, the F E M A "camps" – a place to avoid at any cost 
o APPLE DATE happens to be Yuletide – see December 21 above. If they plan to set off super-volcanoes to avoid one thing – they 

will be causing the very other thing they are trying to avoid – nuclear winter world wide.     Reptiles do not operate in the cold 
 very well.  It seems to me this type of event has happened before.  If this is the case – they do not appear to learn much.

https://www.disclose.tv/footage-shows-a-ufo-that-fired-some-sort-of-energy-weapon-333456
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3 92 4 L'oeil arrache a Narbon par Autour. The eye all around/all seeing FreeMasons plucked out at Narbonne.Pairs 9 25BEFIRS 
BORN AN ARCHER,Sagittarian ARCHAEANPreCambrian E'A, ENHANCE EARVirgoTO CAR Capricorn, and see  9 25 BE/VirgoRISES FRI. FIR Dec 21 

ARCANE LEO TO UUAR ARACHNE spider RACE REACH APRON
 atmosphere

 LAIR
 Earth 

APRIL ANAROBE Android BRANCH [DNA] 
RAILCAR CRANE-HERON CARRHAE battle ACHERNAR Alpha Eridani ARENA, EARN  BUONAPART  UUATERLOO  CHANCE 

see above in 9 25 BEƑIRS BY RIBS' Leo ERR SIR'S Marduk E.B.E'S/androgyne-android    RAILCAR CHANCE taking opportunity of events 
(3 92 4 found in What Are The Chances while looking for the image of the Trapezoidal Spider) 

RAILCAR CHANCE = the result of the defeat (Bonapart's [EMPIRE] defeat) means  being "penned in camps" "Empire EARNS IT" 
Interesting that Chani's Template is saying that E'Yah is a Sagittarian, as was NostraDamus, and ditto the Collator. 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le Grand blessé poursuit le coffre. (this La could be L.A. or LA sinkhole) LA at night great wounding 
GENDERLESS CENTAURI ANDROGYNE ARE UUARLORD URSA PIG’S STRONG-UUILL’D SOLDIER PESTS SPREAD BLACK  SPIDER GOO SPRAUUL 
FINES SPAUUN  "fines" are the residue formed by  the making of a brew – and fines can be used to make more brew from the same yeast fines 

Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. La nuict le Grand blessé poursuit le coffre.                          (SINGULAR = unique) 
CELTIC TREES IS PART OF TRIPLE STAR CODES BASE IN GLOBAL BAFFLED CENTURIES LANGUAGE R.O. BRAINS ANGELS' 
o GLOBAL world wide BAFFLED LANGUAGE intentionally confusing CENTURIES the 12 Books of Centuries. Intentionally in order to 

prevent the likes of Hitler finding the keys then propaganderizing selected quotes, and editing to suit their agendas. 

GLASSFUL PENSIONER PROOFREADER NELL PARKS FINDS SOULFUL TABLES AROUSING SINGULAR ENGINEERED GAINS 
o GLASSFUL = optimistic. TABLES ENGINEERED UNIQUE GAINS  but they had to be found first, and only found once Allan Webber 

had decided anagrams do contain meaning (ENGINEERED) then only after they had been produced as a TABLE (the Template) 
then only after pertinent lines in that Template had been paired and collated to provide the meaningful guidance. One good 
example was the finding of the number code to use, that of the publication date for ZERO. This collection appears in the intro 
to the two pdf forums  of ALLAN WEBBERS TEMPLATE. The Triple Code itself was finally gathered by Nell Parks on reading Lettre 
#32 (in December 2012) in which NostraDamus is telling his friend about the Triple Method. Which, as we can see, is NOT a tripod 
but IS based on a three footed foundation. Each of the three "feet" has three "feet" of its own to gain the entire full ciphers. It was 
Allan Webber who discovered two of the cipher bases – that of the Runic Skies &  that of the 458 Jain number code.The Celtic 
Clues, the Celtic Tree Zodiac, the Alkhemye List of keywords, the Table of "left-over" letters, the use of the Very Original of the 
publications, the research of the Bibliography guided from within the Texts:- all provided the Triple Method to the collator. 

3 94 For five hundred years more one will keep count of it (him)  
Who/which was the ornament of its (his) time  

By adding 458 to I555 (the year of publication of the first quatrains), [the “it”], the result is 2013. then it goes on to say:  

Suddenly it(he, the ornament) will give great light - and it was! Beginning in 2013, his Triple Method having been found 

TRUSTFUL TACTFUL CALCULATIONS OBSTRUCT SCARAB-FLAIL BULL-BRAT CARP ULTRA FASCIST COPIESTS  COLOURFUL 
o SCARAB-FLAIL ancient alien pharaohs  BULL-BRAT= Ninurta CARP= Oannes/On COPIESTS = cloned, charade-spoofers = actors 
SPOOF FOOLS PUBLIC, SEND BRUTAL FIBRES, FLU, CERNS PULL CORE, TRIES TURN PLANET. RAPTOR GIANTS RAPTURE 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/aussie-flu-deaths-all-were-vaccinated-against-flu/ 

GOLDEN CUBE'S CLUBFOOT, FIRST TALL  SUPER-LOCUST, SUDDEN BLAST; STILLS  POLES ROLL.  
 o CLUBFOOT is either the little blue-gray from Pegasus  or from Arcturus TALL SUPER LOCUST = Original Mantid. A date here for 

the "Day After Tomorrow" Scenario we have been seeing in these warnings since they began.
 

SACRED PRINCESS GRACE
 

 o SACRED PRINCESS GRACE = The Andromeda Council    
BE ALERT: BOLD SIRIUS ACCORD PRINCE LUCIFER'S PLEIADES-POSER ARIAN SCUTTLES PROLE PRE-NATAL, CENSURED 
CRUDE DULL SELF-CENTRED ABSORPTION. SPELLBOUND NEGLECTFUL UNBALANCED RAT RACE. IS SERF ARES AGENDA 
o  SIRIUS ACCORD is the Orion Group. Both words ORION GROUP are actually within this line. PRINCE is alkhemye for Sirius
o  The words ALA-LU and ANU were also within this line.  Admiral Byrd's diary spelled Aryan as 'Arien' when he met them.
o PLEIADES-POSER ARIAN – one of the "29 Nordics". From Antarctica   The words ATLAS, ALCIONE were also within this line 

It is interesting that Linda Moulton Howe chose to use the word "SWEDE",  and not  "Nordic",  described from Tau Ceti 3.      
There is a pdf forum  titled  29 NORDICS, with a thirtieth having been found since it wasmade public on the web site.                   

 

nano entities in black goo 
image appears pg 17 in THE ADRIATIC Continues  
9 25 1 Paffant les pontz venir pres des rofiers, 
ALTERNATIVE POISON-PEN propaganda FALSE TRANSFERER 
(clonemaker) TRIES TO OFFSET (or SET OFF) PERVERSE 

 TRAPEZOIDAL - :squares with unequal sides: - SPIDERS

9 25 2 Tard arrive pluftoft qu'il cuydera, Quicker than he thought,ringlord arrived later. follows Crossing the ford/portal/arrives from the rose/ stargate 
YEAR  VERTICAL DARTS (TRACKS DRIED-UP DIRT-TRACTS) AS " UUILD FOREST-FIRES" CORRUPTFUL TV VIP QUALIFIED
VORTICAL DRAFT CAPTURED, FLOUUS VOIDS DRIFT UP. ADD: PROUDFUL QUADRATIC EVIL CRAFTED FRAUDFUL VER.DICT 
o The year this speaks of is the latter part of 2017 which did have d.e.f. "vortical drafts" of wild fire followed by intense cold  

 DAHL, DUUARFLIKE,  QUID PRO  QUARTERSvb AUUEFUL FREAK COLD, FOLLOUUS  QUA E'YA DAD,Father AQUA.DUCT FORD:
AVID DUTY TO PRODUCTIVELY ATTACK UUORLD ORDER PRATTLERS UURECKFUL OF YOUR  PLANET;    PROTECTIVELY. 

Jain published in 458, just on a hundred years before NostraDamus published. 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/aussie-flu-deaths-all-were-vaccinated-against-flu/
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RAPTURE FRAUD COUUARD UUOLF CULPRITS' TICK-FEVER DISEASE TRICK TRAVELS ACROSS COUNTRY. TARDYslow KILLER 
YÖD ARRIVED TRIPLE-FIVE-FOLD YEAR(i555TO DEAL VICTORY OVER FICKLE  UUICKED ELITE. DONT UUORRY ONE  IOTA 

TO  "FAREUUELL"  ODD LEUUD DARK IEUU, FORCES UUELL-FRACKERS (DRAFT DIRTY QUARRY QUOTA ) YOU 
o QUADRATIC  EVIL  the evil four are those of  SAMAROBRIN of  6 5 3 being SAAM of Marduk, RIB from Chertan in Leo ON from Sirius 

and those from R/Draco.  UUOLF = Rockefeller  CULPRITS' TICK-FEVER DISEASE = Lymes/Epstein Barr 
o FIVE-FOLD YÖD = the Pyramid Craft users, FIVE being their number base. A "fold" is  a crofters home. It was the Yod which 

appeared at Rendlesham according to these texts. But FIVE FOLD YEAR IS 555 the year NostraDamus first published the 
 Centuries (Our Gift). The "fold" meaning "encompassed" so really saying 554, the year of the 

 hour long ufo "flap" in his report to Lord Tende – although I have not yet read that these ufo included the pyramid.
o Plus outre – in other versions these words are capitalized as PLUS OUTRE 

6 70 2 Plus outre  apres ayme, craint, redoubte:       hidden in PLUS OUTRE =  FURTHER BEYOND:  
HEREUNTO BY F.D.R, ENDURETH FORBY...     [trade in men treaties] ...  
N.Y. IT BURNED REROUTED BY BUSH BY HY-BRED FORTUNE HERD – HE HU-BRED.  FURORE in  BE (Virgo/Sept.11)  
BRED THE FURY – DETHRONE (Earth by) F'BURY FOURTEEN. Yes, October 2013 the new orbit began with 377 days 
YES, URN

/ Aquarius 
BURN RED HOT –  

TENSE CLEANING NONES N (Ash Tree date – nones of Ash tree is the oceans lifting)  
IN NINETEEN (Nones, the fifth or 7th day of the month, of Celtic zodiac in this case) ASH  TREE 

February 18 –
 March 17 =  

fifth day of Celtic Ash tree would be February 23 or of March it would be March 7 
7 38 2 Picquer viendra fi rudement courir : 

NURTURER MAN means EnKi REMAINS UP IN TRIM URANITE heavenly CUPS' PIRAMID QUARTERS INVERTED.  
the pyramidal ufo “Yod”/10 the CUP/graal/Casseopea.And think Rendlesham Forest Bentwaters incident December 26 - 28, 1980 

Linda Moulton-Howe asks  Jim Penniston: 

 

 
(This is what happened with the testimony of Dan Burisch and most of history) 

 

6 5 3 SAMAROBRYN  (Harry in the hidden texts was first published June 2017 – before wedding date set) 
MARRY AN SNOB, BY before MAYS ARMS Gemini SOB.  IS SORRY. ARAB BORNE  'ARRY RAN ROMAN MASON RAMBO BOYAR 
BARONS ROB MANY. (And QEII  has been saying she has bloodlines that go back to Mohammmed) 
SAMBO BARRY OBAMA'S NOSY/Altairan MARS-NORMA BOYS' ARMY SONAR ARRAYS RAY ARSON ROSY MARY'S SON  
Rosary Mary's son would be Christianity 
NOR MY BRAN, (Chani) YA, (EnKi) OARS MARRON/Mantid ORBS SOAR MYRA,in Cetus BANS, NAY-SAY, ARMORYnuclear 

according to the texts Mira in Cetus is slated to become the North pointer star, currently in the south 
SO MARRANOS a Jew or Moor purporting to be Christian (see QEII above) MAYOR RANSOM BOAR'S (Ursa) RAS (head of draco Vatican) 
(see "HARRY" details in 1 38 3 SIR PATRON CONCERNS PRINCE HARRY.  (can be taken two ways) 

o where SIR is Marduk & PATRON a qualifyer for those of the Vatican  and: 
9 34 3 Par cinq cens,  un trahyr fera tiltre,           Via/throughout five centuries/hundreds, titled one will [make] to betray, 

(See Sylvie Ivanova's EXOSKELETON video. Megalith.org)  freaked me out 

ARRESTS  TRIPLE TERRESTRIAL CQIN/Dragon = three types of reptilian. 
PARKS  SQUAT AT OUR SUN:  SARAN  REPTILE’S  STAR   
LETTERSPAIR  TRIPLES  IN  EARTHYEARS  SHAR./orbit     
So saying Nemesis and Sarru are held up for three years at our sun !    PAIRING THE  FACT/causing our orbit then to triple

9 34 3 Par cinq cens,  un trahyr fera tiltre,      continues  
YEAR HARRY  ALTERS  PRESET  STRIPES,  IS PER RATTLER.  

 LIES TO PERT STAR, TIS HER  REAL TRIPLE  TEST  IN APRIL.  and  to be married on May 19, just before Gemini (May 22)
SHY/qualifyer HARRY TREATS PERIL TO ARTIST actress  LEPER/unknowing

(ALERT THE PRIEST),  ACTRESS, (IS PERT sharp ALERT TO HER.) 

  ALTERS  PRESET  STRIPES  changes his spots?  Shows her what he really is? 

9 25 3 Viendront les noves efpaignolz Befirs,                                New spaniards coming to Beziers,   immigrants 
NOBEL-PRIZE SILVER ANDROGYNE BENT VELVET VERB ONE EVENING, BAFFLER ALIENS' RAFT ENGINE LIFTING OFF PROLES  
NON-BELIEVING ELITE STAFF FELON SELF-LOVER SOROS SINNER ARRANGES VIOLENT RIOT REVOLTERS INVITES ENSLAVES. 

 REVOLVES SPIN FROZEN ZERO OVER POLES EVENT INVOLVES BEST FINER PLEBS BORN, RAISED PROPER NO SON LAZINESS
ORION'S BELT OANNES, IBIS-BILL LABORATORIES EVOLVE ZONELESS SPIDER GOO PROVE SPILL ON OFFENSIVE SNIFFER DERO. 
PROBE VENDS ROOT VEGETABLE LABELS DNA ZEST IS DOZENS' INVENTIVENESS. IS PROVISIONS BENIGN-NESS LOST VISION 

SEVERS OFFENDING PLANES OF LIVING ORBIT PERIL FIELD LOVING FINE DENIZENS OF LIVING LIBRARIES' DIVINE FIVE IN NOON    
LAVA PONG, LONGER ELEVEN DAZE/days IN  IS SPELLING VITAL PLAN TO FIND NOVEL OPEN ORBIT OF ADORE-NOBLE. BONES DATE 

FILING ORDER, EVEN PAST SOLAR  RINGS, ENDS A.D. SOLVES, PREVENTS DEVILIZER FELON BELONGS SPITZBERGEN ARE DENEBOLA 
LEGENDARI BIG SERPO GRAILE  REPTILIAN DRAGONS GOVERN "VIP"  EVOLVING BINDING  DEFOLIATE  DESERTIFIER  FONDNESS 
DESERT SANDS  (find the SERPO PROJECT which indicates the reptoids have made deserts of every planet they occupy) 
o DENEBOLA the tail of – is in many constellations. Virgo. Leo has Berenices at Deneb. its tail. DENEB of Altair, Aquila the falling eagle out 

of Sagittarius,  and DENEB of Lyra (formerly Vulture) DENEB/ Al Gedi in Capricorn, Cygnus' Deneb, Cetus has a Deneb/tail called Kaitos.  

 

I had to screen shot this and 

place it on a later page 

because it kept appearing 

minus the words  that were  

copied to within the red line 
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o NOBEL-PRIZE=the winner is SILVER ANDROGYNE this is the "Graal" in the Template,  aka ARGENTAL which word is herein too. 
o BENT VELVET VERB  refers to the bending of sonic-light waves which "baffled" the propulsion system of a "RAFT' craft.  This very 

rare ship has appeared in a crop circle. I have seen this as a black "raft" with the engines light-muted.  It is a very large ship. 

 

Found in my August 6 2011 files. Platform RAFT 
Recall I was tasked with learning "ASTRIONICS"?  This is why 
A facebooker yesterday argued with me that there is only one type of Vril 
craft, the saucer. He needed reminding that all craft with this propulsion 
are Vril, including the platform here & "B" series triangle 
See this propulsion system – it is the same used by all Vrill. 

9 25 3  SILVER ANDROGYNE BENT VELVET VERB sonic field 
        LIFTING OFF PROLES BAFFLING ALIENS' RAFT ENGINES

o STAFF here refers to politicians and the word POLLIES is here as well, but STAFF  is a date too. It can be STAVES (rods) Jan 21 – Feb 17 and 
or April 15 – May 12 or August 5 – Sept. 1.  As a RODS date it is also February 18 – Mar 17.  Jan 21 – Feb 18 is also Rowan or DRAGON-TREE.   

o ORION'S BELT OANNES, see The Giants Base under Bucegi by Peter Moon  ALLIED IBIS-BILL/Grus = the likes of McCain & Soros  
(said CHANI) – are  EVOLVING A SPIDER-GOO to defeat the Dero Hu-breds.  

o NOBEL=PRIZE simply means "the best" of  innovations   BENT VELVET VERB bending light with a gentle/ELF sonic field fetch 
o IS PROVISIONS  the food shopping because it mentions "LABELS" ... VISION BENIGN-NESS LOST    genetically manipulated food is 

depleted of goodness in order to keep us all feeling unwell and not thinking properly, especially the bad sugars and bad oils of 
which margarine &  Canola are near the top of the list.  Margarine is causing cataracts and loss of vision, but I think this means 
loss of imagination too, which comes with a clear mind. This is part of the destruction of the artistic/creative mind, a thing the  
establishment  feel you have no need of. A good article worth reading is KILLER IN THE CUPBOARD.    Almost every pre-packed 
food I pick up in the shops has a form of M.S.G in it, usually termed as "yeast" which is what it is.    The main thrust of this line 
speaks of vegetables, especially root veges, being transformed from what they should be to what they should not be.   A good 
example is the splicing of spider web DNA into potato DNA to gain shelf life. 

o LIVING ORBIT PERIL the "living orbit" refers to the "Goldilocks area" "just right" for mammalian life but not perfect for reptilian life 
SPITZBERGEN, Norway, where one destination is called "Pyramiden".   A recent Jay Essex video claims that a "northern 
reptilian  base has been defeated".      This is part of where the "missing t rillions" goes.   Now that one in the video was 
somewhere off shore from Seattle and named in these texts in the previous pdf forum. We must never lose sight of the 
knowledge that the underground bases are all inter-connected. Essex insists Anunnaki is spelt Annunaki. Not according    
to Anton Parcs.   9 52 2 Oncques ne fut la penrfuitte fi- grande,  Never was    the pursuit of itwarso great, 9 52 2   EQUATE UUEST 
PUGET-SOUND REPUGNANT ANU ALIEN OANNES 'GIFTED' POTENT CERN PUTTING  PLANET CORE OFF CENTRE (C+F+PUGET) 

o IN NOON OF ADORE-NOBLE. the middle of Libra in October. Thus, the middle  between Oct. 1 and Oct 21. = Oct 10th /11th  here is 
that exact same day nominated in several other quatre  ins of former pdf forums. Appeared in 7 73 Presented To Vulcan: Apl 2014

3 77 2 Lan mil sept cens vingt et sept en Octobre (Lan are the Anakim) 

SEE SPLENETIC TESTING confirmation in VIGNETTES  
ONCE [after] PENTECOST [fiftieth day] May 11th  
MARBLE [rising] LION [Leo] or Pentecost Leo rising is    Oct 10th
SIMPLE VETTING CONVENTIONS (count the days  
MAIN MINERAL/Piscean VESTING [event] SPELT 
OCTOBER  SETTING (October 10/11th) RAT/2020 
In other lines this is Yellowstone, and the 'great translation'  
the information in C1 Q7 Line 2 Word 7 "prinfes"  
INFER FINER P.S. IN Sp. REF. REINS[Auriga], F [Pegasus Markabian]  

6 7 1 BRANSaturday 10th day TEN Oct. RAI BE IN TEN.NET TENET RAT  
Ten Net (Eloim internet) TENET (belief in) "astrological  RAT year"   

3 77 2 L'an mil ƒept cens vingt & ƒept en Octobre: (V = U)  

 
The Original quatrain with year clue I .7  2 7  
The third climate [season] under Aries [sheep] 
comprehended [understood – included] this was saying Autumn in 2015  

Either the year I727 (or the information in 1 7 2 7) October  
MINERAL means ORMUS   MARBLE means 'ascending'  

The Iranian leader those of Egypt took/captured . 
3 77 4 Conflict, death, scrutinize the rising cross discord  
grád = gradient, slope, incline; rate of ascent rising, or descent 

PENTECOST = 50th day after Leo Is October 10th see 6 7 1 
Ormus users = ORMANTIC, rising in stargates Piscean + Grus 

OANNES ALLEVIATE lifting up  BLAST MONOXIDE (CS=X) IN BLACK VILLAIN BOX MILLIONS NOT ALIVE  
U.N. PREARRANGED:  RUDE CHERTAN ANURY no anus GREY LEAGUE  ROUND UP in  RUNE [winter solstice].  A 
3 34 4    CHERTAN LAND, DEPLOYED ~ YOU GUARD:  ("dear European" would mean France) READ: 
ALDERNEY [Perth W.A.] ARYAN (India Pakistan),CANADA, DEAR EUROPEAN, DRAGON (China), DUNGAREE [Kandos NSW/Mt 
Baw Baw Victoria] DRURY LANE, (UK), EAGLE [USA] GADARENES[see map] GRANADA [Andalusia], GRENADA [Sth Caribbean] 
GRAND CANYON, GREENDALE(many), GROENENDAEL[Belgium] GURNARD [Nth France] LA GUERRE [New Caledonia] 
LAUDERDALE, NAURU, PERU, RENAUD/RENAULT [France], RURAL DANE, UNDER [Australia] "Melbourne, queer year" 
LEGENDARY UR AREA, URUGUAY 

3 77 4 the i557 edition has the word "opprobre" as "ospbre"  
o 3 77 4 Conflit,mort,perte : a la croix grand opprobre  (the key letters  removed first were EXPLOREOCTOBER) 

DARLING NELL MEAD GIRL  (FIXING PANTOPRAGMATIC meddlers IMPART CALENDARS): 

EXPLORE INTO FRAGRANT RADICAL ANGELS PROMPT OLD DIM ARM PATROL IN COLD PIT –OCTOBER X TEN RAT DATE: 
D.E.F. DART ORMANTIC OLM CARP-MAN (ADOPTING PARROT ALL) GRIM A.I. FATAL PLATFORM RAFT (!)

EDICT DRAFTED  PROCLAIMED CROPPED TO MORE RAPID TIMING, 
LATER FANATIC RAPTOR FACTION MEDDLING  PROMPTING PREPARATION FOR TRAGICAL TOXIC 
CARBON MONOXIDE CRAFTED AIR BOXED IN, cigar-cylinder ships  ARROGANT FOR PROFIT FROM PAPER Earth AND PROP nature 

  

The year I 720 with September made October see 7 20 
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ELOIM' ALIEN  DAL,  ROBED  BIREO  BEING, Cygnus Leptorrhin,   BENIGN  COBRA Putin     BEGIN ABORTING  PLANNED  FOX   TRAP
o THE NEXT CALENDAR WITH A SATURDAY AS 10th/11th of  OCTOBER is in 2020 RAT DATE   probably means Saturday night
o COLD PIT outer space    
o ALIEN DAL cat eyed "Nordic" Dahl,  ROBED BIREO BEING, (Cygnus Leptorrhin) BENIGN COBRA (Putin) = the Altai area which 

happens to be the same region as Tibet and this FOX described in these texts is the copied Dalai Lama. At the extreme west of this 
region is the Giants' Base under Bucegi/Caucus where negative off worlders have gained a footing. This is what the huge 
earthquake under Nepal  was about – an underground star wars. Although the template has no hint of Agharian-Argarta – 
(Allan programmed the template not aware of names of off worlders) – it is on record that such things called Naga dwell under 
the extreme east  of Tibet-Nepal-Altai. To get answers about the reason for aborting plans against the Fox, will need spotting 
these names in my own directives. 

o CRAFTED AIR, (ARROGANT FOR PROFIT) goes with the DEFOLIATION AGENDA – which words are within the line. Believe it or not 
– they plan to sell you AIR so that joke about "next thing they will be taxing our air" : is not a joke. And you are letting them 
spread chemtrails – all part of the DEFOLIATION program. There is an entire collection of lines from the Template which make 
a pdf titled AIR, TREES & DEFOLIATION  which got started nearly ten years  ago but had been placed way back in the queue. Do 
you see how one will never ever escape their slavery paradigm?  

o OLD DIM ARM PATROL the Seraphim in the Black Knight/s ORBITING POLE TO POLE.  these words are here as well, with DIM-
DIMMED meaning not easily seen. These are the true Watchers – not the SAAMe of Penre! 

o RAMPAGE FROM  ALTERED CALENDAR MODEL  the subject of clauses in the false treaties where we were all "legally" signed 
away by the cloned F.D.R. The calendars having been first CROPPED – with three centuries removed at the stroke of a 
DRAFTED EDICT (from Constantinople) ... that word "drafted" makes me wonder if it was ever really ratified see 1 40 4 

o 6 2 1 SIMEON
/Jew

 PELEUS   MONETISES CO-TENANTS  CONSTANCE     the fiscal money system to enslave us CQIN/
dragon

AISE MENTIONS IEUUS USE UP PLANET OCTANTS = UNSPELT OCTANES  COST     caused by chemical trails, fracking etc 
LINCQ CONNECTS  CONSTANTINOPLE  LINES  (!) 

11 18  5 page 2  of 10 72 Does Not Say 1999 INSANE TIMER LIE, USED YULE AT JULI 

6 2 1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, Made the [centuries] year five hundred and eighty more and less (5:80?) i580 
  meaning  ƚ582 – at the time of pope Gregory calculations, done to introduce January as the new year and not a "pagan" season to  

CONNECT LINK, NAMES NONCOMPETENT pope INNOCENT COMPLIES  COMPONENT CONCEPT - ANNUAL CLOCK’S SLICK EMPTINESS 

NECK/Bull=edict ANNOUNCEMENT  INSTALLS ONTINENTAL  COINS  1 40 4 edict changing money TROIS  CENS LOST   ANNUAL LOCKED TO  MINT  C

6:2:1 En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, 
PENS  CLUE  MENTIONS  ANNOTATE  LINK  CONNECTS  ANNUALS  refers to J 555 being 30 years prior to J 582  footnotes 
SIMEON  CQIN 

dragon 
CONCOCTS MONETISES  CONSTANTINOPLE  AS  TENANTS ICON  SPELT 

 U.N  CONMEN  USE  OCTANES:  COST COMMON  MAN  the  PLANET

o 11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,  Of his torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven  
(see ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS) 

  

 
both in the Bible''put in irons''  (iron also means Mars, the Face in Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki  

ELATUS proud  JU Jew TRUE DEMON SEED SATAN TO MULTI-SOLUTION REASON 

USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUSTS SLANDEROUS SEASON                                  

         He who removed 3241/2 years from our calendar (season timer)  UUAS INSANE TIMER LIE.         

SLANDEROUS SEASON = when Christms is really Xmass

and – from the fourth line in the document ''Enfa Cour de Parlement,& Sur-Intendant en la Iuftice du Lyonnois''  
colonnes ardantes , les pier- pier columns,     fervent/intense [trumpets]…saying "listen up" 

  unknowing

Unknowing merely means those who have not learned the Alkhemy key words.   There is a forum about the stolen 324 years  
with S.O.S.–SAVE being a pun. 'save' once used to mean ''except that'' knowing the real calendar saves the listener –  

those who really hear the message, that is, accept it. this colonnes ardantes  continues: RESPONSE TO CALENDAR LINES... NOT LIE 
We were really in I690, (at 2014) in one calendar, and using this knowledge will save us all from the man-snake. 
POISED means being held as unknowing – which we all are under the current education systems. This is one reason the 'elite' do not 
want any of us to learn the Alkhemy knowledge. We can make use of our free will once we know we can. 

1 42  MAN-SNAKE (a Naga?)  FLY DAMNED PLANET [Nibiru/Mars]      This would be Marduk or Alla.Lu 
1 38 4EXULT DA VINCI/ PURE EA UP : THE PERFECT MIRACLE - ARCH-FOE IMPAIRER … HUMILIATEƒ PUTREFIER R Draco  

HOT EARTH HOAXER - PREMIER NEUROTIC V.I.P. CHAP president, DOES TOXIC AIR UP, chemtrails MI ACE VIPERINE.  
INDICATES UUHEEL of ages IS APPROXIMATE.    IS DA VINCI HAVE RARE EXAMPLE UP: - abduction  
REMOVE, FIX, REPAIR "APPROXIMATE" FAKE PRIMITIVE MEDIEVAL CALENDAR CONSTANTINOPLE V.I.P. UUIPED. MI REPETITIVE ALERT 

‘TAKEN-OVER CHILDREN’,  REFERS FREAK PACTS CLAUSE FOR ‘TRADE IN MEN’ FOXED EXIT EXPIRED 
(in the pdf forums ADRIATIC & LEONARDO and much more in CONSCIENCE, CONSCIOUSNESS & QUBITS,     C+F+1 38 4 in that pdf)  
1 38 4 Vindicte paix par mors si acheve a l'heure PREDICT: IOU UNDERPRECIATE DA VINCI: IS DIVINE PEDANTIC E’A IS DEPICTED 
AS ONE ANU IDENTICS IN EUCHARISTE CASSETTE    (the clean faced one, in the Y-fronted robe)  

IS DA VINCI HAVE RARE EXAMPLE UP: AXE cut ELUSIVE LEO CHRIST HERO, EXAMINE SUAVE PERIPHERAL IN   EUCHARISTS 
9 25 4 Qui icelle chaffe emprinfe caffera.  So that this chase will break the enterprise.    RELIC-ELM = Nov 25 to Sept 29 = 10  months 
IS FECAL FEAR EMPIRE CHIEF QUENCH, FILCH FECAL. FALLEN ONES FEEL FACES NEAR HALF EQUAL; CLEANER E.M.R. LIFE 

HER ELF FIRM FREES MAN-LIKE HELL-FIRE CRECHE OF CRIME . REFER CHILLS E.L.F  IN RELIC-ELM QUEEN CASSEAPEA 

HEAR NELL PARKS CUES AIM: CACHE RIFLES CURE IMPERIAL FEMA ACHE IS REPTILIAN  RE-PLACES  E.M.P. AMPLIFIER  
o FECAL  refers  to the "mongrel bred pile" under the tail of Taurus, the line-bred Pleiadians with Anakim DNA 

normally I would 

place dates in 

running order, 

such as ELM to 

RELIC. But it needs 

to rhyme because  

rhyming confirms. 

So this was made 

 watch CobraDove videos 

         Telling us this is how and when they "installed" the fiscal year – recall "new year IN JULI" 
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1 73 3 Leon, Seuilie, Barcelon nefaillie,   Lyon, Seville, Barcelona having failed, 

FINAL FILIALrelated  LONER; CUBE ORACLE
 Nostr. LABELS LEISURABLE LILLE/false asteroid: FAILS NONE. 

 USER(to operate ufo) LIABLE LIBEL: LIBERAL LIAR CRAB
/Cancer

 Ʃ
 greys

                                   BELIAL ALBI BRAILLE USE CLONE.  

2 81 4 Apres que Libra lairra fon Phaëton. Its/his Phaeton  will  leave after Libra                            (C+F+PHAETON) 

PARQES PHONATE EPANASTROPHE(mnemonic recall) BRAILLE.NOTES IN  AIR SEQUEL ORPHAN.RELIQUES-LIBRA  
fates 

A.U.
space 

HEATER NOPH~SELIUQ PATRONIC PANTHEON.Relics date Nov 25-December 22 ELS NOTE PAQUES.
NOPH an obsolete name for Memphis (found in the bibles) ...meaning the Giza cremation using the sun's rays (A.U.) SELIQ/Iran. PATRONIC/Vatican 
This "A.U. astronomical units fate/s" could be the Chani "fuse event" or "universal sonic boom" from an exploding star 

5 29 1 La liberte ne fera recouuree,  The liberty will not be recovered,
  line 2 A proud, fiery  unjust black one will occupy it, (America)  fiery means Leo  

 

CORIE'S Goode  
white 

 REENTERS CERN CORE.RARE BELIAL
 devil 

ALBI BRAILLE TRIBE LIBERAL CARE ALL  
the redhaired giant Og 

UUERE LIABLE TIBER/ RELIABLE EASTERNER/either Putin or Leptorrhin 5 62 2  LIBERATE.
o 5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, (Russia) Saturnines  (dark ones) in the Western: hemisphere 

6 58 4 Qu'aux I$les & Sienne la liberte rendue. Allan Webber used a $ sign for the "f" which is an "s" So that liberty is restored to the Isles and Siena.(Europe) 

ENNEAD NINE-SET,  LESS[unholy]SIX,
 (= 3, a triad) 

 INSET U.N. 'ELITE' AXIS INTERBRED ALL TERRA Earths XI 
(11) 

: 
o NINE-SET = group LESS other than the unholy six  equals a triad, the same under Antarctica. Fallen Ones from Pleiades, those 

"sexual rogues" from Aldebaran and Oannes from Sirius B. This triad has the shape-shifting interference running the U.N.  
UUAX'D grown UUEAQ.                LITTLE BEAR BELIAL BRAILLE-ALBI RETURNED, ENTER UNDER TIBER   

o LITTLE BEAR is Ursa Minor – said to be one of the greater dangers to Earth both in all the texts and in many vignettes 
o BELIAL = devilish  ALBI = white grays, could mean Grayles (UNDER) but certainly meaning the genetic splicers – such as the 

evidence showed in the giant's base under Bucegi.  (watch Peter Moon's videos). Other albi greys are those which "float". 
o TRIAD is a term which appears everywhere. Usually refers to the "other three" in the Off World "treaties".  The "Nordic" (fallen 

ones), a shape shifter from the Orion Group  (probably an Oannes of Sirius) and those of Aldebaran "thick trunked" and "sexual 
rogues". All from under Antarctica. These perform the "semi lobotomy" we see on people of influence, yet we ignore that detail. 
However, Bob Dean mentioned to ProjectCamelot there is a "triad" composed of the N.R.O., Military Industrial Complex and the 
N.S.A. (NASA). If it has the word "Nation" in it, it is run by Off Worlders. To me, National Reconaissance Office and National Security 
Agencies  seem to be the same thing, but they are not.  The "Agencies" include all the Acronym (Alphabet Groups).  All of them. 

UUAQES TIBER SITES XVI/16 = 2016 from Allan Webber's Template of the Quatreins – finished  in 2008, when he handed them to me 
o The naming of "UNDER TIBER" is highly relevant, and waking the giants there has also proven eventful – see "redline" and  
Kandahar Giants in other pdf forums. The very reason gubberment wants you to go on to the Ancestry web sites and freely give         
your DNA is the Devil asking permission to "be let in", not just when you ask, but includes all your relatives whose DNA you share.  

 

9 83 3 L'air ciel et terre ob$curcir et troubler
 (A.W.)

 L'air, ciel & terre obfcurcir & troubler,          Allan was using $ sign for ' ƒ' as 's' 
A quatrain which came true in 2008. First line says:  Air skies and earth obscured  & (made)  troubled. HAARP  lights in the skies. 

Sun twentieth of Taurus:May 13 the earth will tremble very mightily,   May 13 2008 man made earthquake Sechuan China 
It will ruin the great theater filled:  The 2008 Olympic games theatre where Beijing  was constructed does look «ruined» 

To darken and trouble air, sky and land. 
OUR OBSCURE BRAILLE

feeling the way [hidden] 
LETTERS  BORE

carried within, by 
RECRUIT;  LIBRA ARCTURUS  CUBES CURB 

RELETTER OBSCURE = CENSOR, which word is also herein                                                                       

RIB BELL LIARS ABLE RULE AIR-BALLEarthRE;OBSCURE BILL ERA LETTER-E (Ʃ) = numerator greys LETTER- R (R = Draco     
the Template of the texts hidden was recently published so you can discern for yourself.  Use the quatrain number to find the line     BELL = time gate RIB = Leo Minor 

BILL ERA = a presidential "bill" does not become statute until passed by congress or the "executive", "owning" those  
either by "donations" or "lobbying" or blackmail is how the shadow g bberment operate.  No politician is immune to 
a) money under duress (threats to family)     b) the "apparent rigntness" (such as gun confiscation)    or  c) blackmail. 

This is the real reason truly good people like Dick Smith, refused, when asked to run for the office of  Prime Minister. 

Here is the Big Plan  for the introduction of the "money system": onto a planet where no one before had to pay to exist. 
This is why the likes of Michael Tellinger's Ubuntu ideals were squashed and kept out of public enquiry.  It is also the 
agenda of certain entity-persons to insist you will "be safer in the cities"; when nothing could be further from the 
truth. People forget (and it is NEVER mentioned in shows which purport the"Top 100 most important inventions" that 
the REFRIGERATOR has been the number ONE TOP MOST IMPORTANT INVENTION for humanity. It is the very reason 
Ubuntu principle (the Community) became dissolved. Without refrigerators, community needed each other. Supplies 
were local, and people needed to walk to the baker and the butcher each day. We can blame the refrigerator for the 
construction of large cities! How many people do you know understand this? That simply by turning off the electricity  
grid they can herd you into F.E.M.A camps via your empty stomachs! Turning off the grid also closes your A.T.M.  so just 
owning a generator, even a water driven one, does not mean you are safe. Water needs electricity to be pumped in cities 
1 27 2 Non loing  la eƒt caché le treƒor :       by removing the letters N A G A , the "issue", we receive the following information 
the treasure/stargate is hidden not far from there: That by/which  many centuries  had contained 
NAGA CERN FELON OF CONCRETEmixed, strong THRILLS: CONFER THEIR RECENT HOT FLOORING CORE FELL IN OFF CENTRE :  
hmmm – I wonder if this has anything to do with Hawaii and her volcanic eruptions some are blaming on fracking – as usual, events like this 
have flow on consequences, one of which could be the alleviation of nearby super volcanoes.   In effect, Hawaii acting like the little lid on a 
pressure cooker.  Not to be excluded a passing giant planet in this mix either. 
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AFTER FIVE ELECTRON INTELLECTS ROLLING EARTH ONCE, CHILLING CONTROLLER RICH ELITE CHIEF HELL CRETIN NET   
REFER IN FRONT OF NO REFLECTION-RING CONNECTOR CONFLICT.  CONCERNS ELECTRIC ETHNOCENTRIC INANA CHARACTERS 

o The reference to CHILLING CHIEF CRETIN NET CONTROLLERS OF RICH ELITE HELL harks back to locking the elite in timelines. A pun 
o NAGA CERN FELON also harks back to KALI 3 44 1  Quand l'animal a l'homme domeftique, KALI MADE ALL DJINN’S MILL MillWheel of 

precessions     TO HELEN MEAD: AIM ‘MILK’ QUANTUM OF OLD, UUIT OF A MONK,Psellus LIMITATION  QUEEN
o MILL=FLAUUED UUINDS  either EnLil ‘lord of the winds’ or the vortex system has a "winding"  flawed  winds vb = the orbits 

o NET always means those from Reticuli. the Greys of Serpo/ names which should make one ponder 
o NAGA = serpent with "many heads".  This could be taken to mean a Hydra style of reptile, or one which posseses the DNA 

that means it can replace its head.    Super-soldier DNA, from reptiles,  allows for the replacement of limbs. 
TRYING TO UNDERSTAND KALI 

From Greg Jenner: “… Mission de l’Inde, to put it bluntly, takes the lid off Agartha. We learn that it is a hidden land 
somewhere in the East, below the surface of the Earth, where a population of millions is ruled by a “Sovereign 
Pontiff” 

a reptilian term/Pindar  
of Ethiopian race, styled the Brahmatma. This almost superhuman figure is assisted by two 

colleagues, the “Mahatma” and the “Mahanga”… His realm, Saint-Yves explains, was transferred underground and 
concealed from the surface-dwellers at the start of the KALI-YUGA… Agartha has long enjoyed the benefits of a 

technology advanced far beyond our own: gas lighting, railways, AIR TRAVEL, and the like. Its government is the 
ideal one of “Synarchy” which the surface races have lost since the schism that broke the Universal Empire in the 
fourth millennium BCE… Now and then Agartha sends emissaries to the upper world, of which it has perfect 

knowledge. Not only the latest discoveries of modern man, but the whole wisdom of the ages is  enshrined in its  
libraries engraved on stone in Vattanian characters… ”  
“… As for the question of Saint-Yves’ sources… there is an obvious resemblance to the novel of Bulwer Lytton, 

 Vril - The Power of the Coming Race 
(1871)   [33 years before Crowley wrote "the Law of One" which ushered in the Vril "again" 

Ferdinand Ossendowski (Beasts, Men and Gods ©1922) 
“More and more the people will forget their souls and care about their bodies. The greatest sin and corruption will reign on this 

earth. People will become as ferocious animals, thirsting for the blood and death of their brothers. THE 'CRESCENT' WILL GROW 
DIM and its followers will descend into beggary and ceaseless war. Its conquerors will be stricken by the sun but will not progress 
upward and twice they will be visited with the heaviest misfortune, which will end in insult before the eye of the other peoples.  
The crowns of kings, great and small, will fall...one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight....There will be a terrible battle among all 
the peoples. The seas will become red... the earth and the bottom of the seas will be strewn with bones... kingdoms will be 

scattered... whole peoples will die... hunger, disease, crimes unknown to the law, never before seen in the world.”  
“The enemies of God and of the Divine Spirit in man will come. Those who take the hand of [SaLuSa] another shall also 

perish. The forgotten and pursued shall rise and hold the attention of the whole world. There will be fogs and storms.  
Bare mountains shall suddenly be covered with forests. Earthquakes will come...Millions will exchange the fetters of slavery and 
humiliation for hunger, disease and death.  
The ancient roads will be covered with crowds wandering from one place to another. The greatest and most beautiful cities shall 
perish in fire...one, two, three... (three ‘sleeping giants’) 

Father shall rise against son, brother against brother and mother against daughter....Vice, crime and the destruction of body and 
soul shall follow.... Families shall be scattered....Truth and Love shall disappear .....From ten thousand men one shall remain; 

he shall be nude and mad and without force and the knowledge to build him a house and find his food....He will howl as the raging 
wolf, devour dead bodies, bite his own flesh and challenge God to fight....  All the earth will be emptied.  
God will turn away from it and over it there will be only night and death.”  

“THEN I SHALL SEND A PEOPLE, NOW UNKNOWN, exactly what Mother Shipton said which shall tear out the weeds of madness and vice  

 with a strong hand and will lead those who still remain faithful to the spirit of man in the fight against Evil.  They will find a new life on   
the earth purified by the death of nations.In the fiftieth year only three great kingdoms will appear, which will exist happily seventy-one 

years.In the  Epistle to Henri Nostradamus says this  Afterwards there will be eighteen years of war and destruction.       THEN THE PEOPLES OF
 Pages 224 & 225. 

AGHARTI WILL COME UP FROM THEIR SUBTERRANEAN CAVERNS TO THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH.”             
WEEDS = TARES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 "Here’s Inanna’s Background: 
 Rulers of Nibiru and  Earth pampered Inanna, who, as a child, was called Irnini.  

Known in later years as Ishtar, Ashtoreth, Annutitum, Aphrodite, Athena, Venus, Eshdar,
Ashtar

 Innin, Ninni, Kali 

and was --  Shakti. Inanna Commander Enlil's son's daughter  a royal member of the Enlil Lineage.
""Inanna by her parents Nannar and Ningal was beloved. Enlil [Her Grandfather] by her cradle sat. Beautiful beyond 
describing she was, in martial arts with Anunnaki heros [Nibirans on Earth] she competed.   

 Recently I saw a 

photograph of QEII 
and prince Phillip 

kow-towing  with 
great respect  to an 

Ethiopian queen and 
king.   The UK queen 

NEVER  curtsies to 

anyone 

  
 

 

"In a Speech to the United Nations 42nd General Assembly on September 21 1987, President Ronald 
Reagan gave us a hint of this “Coming Race.” See below: 

“In our obsession with antagonisms of the moment, we often forget how much unites all the 
members of humanity. Perhaps we need some outside, universal threat to make us recognize 

this common bond. I occasionally think how quickly our differences worldwide would vanish if 
we were facing an alien threat from outside this world” 

Many UFO researchers today believe Reagan’s remarks were preparing us for a direct threat from outer 
space, however, I beg to differ. My argument contends that Reagan’s speech was referring to the 
“coming race” prophecy foretold by the ‘King of the World’ himself in 1890!  
So one must not be too hasty to think that an ‘alien’ strictly originates from light years away in the 
Universe A race literally below our feet, hidden below the Earth’s surface, would appear alien to us 
as well — our resident terrestrials."  GREG JENNER .        (See GANESH in the Dero-Tero forums)

 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/vril/index.htm
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A skyship of her own, to roam Earth’s skies, to her the Anunnaki presented."
 [The Lost Book of Enki, Sitchin, 2002 page 

250] 
 Inanna and brother Utu, twins of Nannar (Enlil’s second son), were both Nibirans born on Earth."   

Dr. Lessin at: sashalessinphd@aol.com 
If  you have been following Ninurta/James Casbolt  (the "brat") throughout these texts and his MANNEQUIN A.I. , you will see 
references to not only his period in South America as Ninurta (followed by periods he himself spent there as a sexual controlled 
child by the Aldebaran), but also details about his being locked away in one of the Saqqara tombs by his relatives. Which relative?  
Why, the one with the most to gain – Marduk.  Casbolt is the "great-nephew" in the quatrains. 6 22 "Nephew wounded at London" 
o 1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking [California]  
NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS, BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA/Serapium TOMB.   
EMERGES ABLE BODIED,  AT GREAT MADNESS EDGE. 9 22 DucMantorAlbe codes within codes  
ENTOMBED UNDER ALTAR; ABORTED, the entombment of Ninurta (the ‘brat’ aka James Casbolt) aborted, indeed  DRACULA BRAT .... 

elite  TO BECALM MANURE BARON CAME NOT MATURED came before their time (or as a clone) 
10 70 1 

/Ninurta /Lord  /Russia's /Putin 
 

 

 In recent months we have learned the BRAT (made that way by the Aldebaran sexual rogues) is James Casbolt a.k.a 
Ninurta – who loved his mother so much he made lovely gardens for her.  

 so it seems, that Casbolt/Ninurta often bucks the traces of his heritage (which is why Ninurta was locked in the 
Saqqara tomb, only to escape after centuries  "nearly mindless") despite being programmed to "be activated soon" – 
his own instincts rebel against the damage (to humanity) that his "Manchurian candidate" actions stimulate.  This line     
is saying he is very happy that Russia is defending herself against the alien New World Order take-over. An event 
which has appeared in their "RARE BELL" – the "docking bell portal"  

1 40 1 La trombe faulfe difsimulant folie The false edict concealing madness (removing 324 years) a "BULL" IS ALSO AN EDICT, but qualified here by 'ANIMAL' 

ANIMAL BULL’S TOMB OF FRAUDFUL ANU OF STRIFEFUL ALIEN FAMILIES’ ILL FAME SEATS ILL FATED FALSIFIER, AIMS DOLE-FUL IDLE  
 o the tomb at Saqqara where the huge lid was moved sideways – once held Ninurta for centuries  

"Perhaps under outside influence, the recording of eras  was begun at various times, but these were without   

   universal appeal, and few have remained influential. Among those are:
                         (and how does this relate to the reason for Julius Caesar and his campaigns?) (1) the Vikrama era, begun 58 BC;  

                                  (these two are the most commonly used);  Coincides with events surrounding (2) the Saka era, begun AD 78  

Vesuvius and the Temple Destructions 
                          (coincides with the real reason Nicean Council culminating in the 324 and a (3) the Gupta era, begun AD 320;    

half [325] convening) 
 (4) the Harsa era, begun

 collator's italics
 AD 606.  All these were dated from some significant historical events.  

(Coincides with 676 AD altering the medieval calends, manouvering for seventy years means nothing to them) 
"Of more mythological interest is the Kali era (Kali being the latest and most decadent period in the system of the four 

Yugas), which is thought to have started either at dawn on February 18,  3102 BC, or at midnight between February 17 and 18 

_  Source for these quotes = HINDI CALENDAR, Encyc. Britt. in that year.

 3102 BC: – very close to Hancock's 3114BC (allowing for "recovery time" ) following the 3127BC 
Austrian asteroid event which wiped out Sodom and Gomorrha) 

 

Marcia Schafer:  Phoenix, Arizona, September 2008  ProjectCamelot Interview 

" So, there's those major changes that are coming in that affect generations that could be an impetus for this.  

As far as astronomy, we have what's called the end of the Kali Yuga. We're coming to the end of a major cycle.  

And we do tend to forget that we’re on a planet hurtling through space, that is moving.  
We just tend to look out the window and see our car parked out there and traffic going by, or look at the four walls and see 
our immediate surroundings. But we're on a space vehicle. And we're moving, as if we were a boat in the ocean.  
We're moving through space. And as a result of that, we are going through different areas, different zones that have 
different influences, just like, if we were on that ocean, and we were suddenly coming to a region that was characterized 
by great storm activity. And then we would get through it and go on to a region that may have calmer waters.  
That's pretty much where we're at right now. And I think we're all feeling that effect. And, you know, it's a little bit of 
chaos.  
But I think chaos can be a good thing, because otherwise, you’d just stay where you're at. And where we have been has not 
necessarily been that great in the past. 
We have tremendous advantages that we haven't had, but at the same time, we're not paying attention to the full picture.  
And we have to respect the entire cycle of life on this planet, and really pay attention to the extinction of species that is 
going on, the environmental decimation that's taking place.  
And the human being has to really get its act together if they want to continue to be the leading harbinger on this planet of 
the species kingdom. 

From the other Marcia: 

Burisch and McDowell pledge to testify on behalf of Gary McKinnon regarding the truth of what he found. 

"[Gary McKinnon]...who claims he saw evidence that the United States Government and Orions are in a joint orbital 

fleet, awaiting a possible worldwide catastrophe." -- Eagles Disobey Forum 15 August 2008 
Gary stated in our interview that he found evidence of "non terrestrial officers, and off-world fleet to fleet transfers." 

Eagles Disobey Forum post by Marcia McDowell (scroll down) Gary McKinnon. 

mailto:sashalessinphd@aol.com
http://neweaglesforum.proboards107.com/index.cgi?board=news&action=display&thread=139&page=12
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Gary's case they do NOT yet, to my knowledge have any indication of where they plan to send him.  
This could be an indicator that may make arguing the case more difficult for Gary's side. 

And efforts to contact Majestic via DB may have moved the timeline because they (the PTB) are afraid we might 
gather more evidence and a following for Gary that would force the secret space program into the public 

arena. Because of this, they may be escalating matters.  
But I want to stress that the evidence Gary found for the secret space program is likely his only TRUMP CARD.  
If he doesn't play it then the Americans may be able to simply promise not to torture him... “ 

Bob Dean: September 2008 interview with ProjectCamelot: 
"Anyhow, I’m getting away with sharing bits and pieces and tidbits which intrigue me because I think somebody 
wants some of this out. 
But the story I was going to share with you is that... In the National Reconnaissance Office, about, I guess four or five 
years now, they had for a number of years a series of satellites called the Keyhole System. Have you heard of it? 
They could supposedly read a postage stamp from space. Well, there were some intriguing questions being raised 
by a number of people about what was known as the Ararat Anomaly.  
And so, the guys in the NRO took their Keyhole system and focused on the Ararat Anomaly, which is, you know, a 
puzzle. Well, when the word got out, when the pictures were finally down-loaded and they computerized and 
enhanced them and cleaned them up, and they put them on the wall or they broadcast them on the wall there at 
NRO, the remarks went something like this -- and these are actual quotes: Jesus Christ, it’s a god-damn boat! Christ! 
It’s a big boat!  Why would something like that be so highly classified that it is way above top secret?  
Why would the discovery of a boat on Mount Ararat be classified so far above, you know... anything? 
Anyhow, the story comes out. The reason they classified it is because, after they discovered that it is a god-damn 
boat, a big god-damn boat, they inserted a team of SEALs on the site. They inserted them onto the scene and these 
guys spent several days in this god-damn boat. And then they extracted them by helicopters.  
And when they extracted them, the guys brought with them some “anomalous artifacts” which have never been 
described or named. But those anomalous artifacts is what led to this whole thing being classified not only Top 
Secret, but the way the hell above.  And that’s a little bit of information that’s come out via the network of the Old 
Boys. And it’s survived all these years. (That there were TWO craft found, one high near the top) 
The question, how many years?  You know... when was the flood?  
The last rumor I heard had that it was 12,000 years ago: 10,500 BC. [The sinking of Atlantis] A PassOver of Nemesis 

KC:  What year was this when the SEALs were sent in? (About 2003 Dean answered). 

No mention of CIA taking evidence  in 1991.  But that is how technological secrets operate so far as the public goes. 
 

 Quelli che saranno morti, the English      Those Saran who are dead (living-dead – stargate users, men in black)

LUCKIER SCHOLAR  THOU TRUCK MURKIER SKULL ELITE, LIAR ARCHON RAN ILLUSIONS  CLOONIE : CUTE LOOKER,
KALI CERN AIM STOLEN MINUTES HOUR ONEROUS HALT – HARMONICS LOUT EMOTIONAL RUSH LOATHSOME RUIN 
6 96 3 O qu'el hideufe calamite f'approche,  

      no trust in the Elohim  OF PEDOPHILE ELITE KALI’S CERN ILL-FAME... ‘EARTH ILL EQUIPPED QUEUE OFF’ ACCLAIM
PEACEFUL EA CHIEF OPAQUE CODE UP COUCH HOPES QUALIFIED LAME FEMALE MEAD COPES CHOICE POUCHormus  

4 44 1 Lous gros de Mende, de Roudes & Milhau 

RUDE GRUESOME DOGHOUSE GLOOM DULLNESS UNDERGROUND,  RIDE EDGE GEM, DO SOUR NEEDLESS INHUMANE 
NEEDLES MISDEEDS: IS HIDEOUS GODS RÉSUMÉ:  USE DEMI-GODDESS’ Shiva/Kali   SHEERS HOURS ;  SHUDDERS GEM 
9 54 3 Sous roc cachez raviront fept aute ames. 
COMATOSE HEAP UUITH CATASTROPHIC SPERMATAZOA [DNA] CAPTURE:  SUPER-STAR SATAN SORCERESS IN CERN RAPTURE 

 COMATOSE HEAP the unaware Pleiadians who have reptilian DNA – fallen angels allied somehow with the Vril forces of Kali 

 
1 93 1 Terre Italique pres des monts tremblera, 
PUTRID BLOATERS in the next line refers to people who have become fat due to a diet lacking in natural goodness, so they eat more. 
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1 27 3 Qui pour longs ƒiecles auoit eƒté grappé , That which  for many centuries was  contained,(stargate)      "issue" = S P A C E S U I T 
GRATEFUL ELOQUENT ORATOR POETESS QUOTES UUISE QUEEN GRACE:    SNUG GRIPPING SPACE-SUIT GRUELLING RIGOUR
NAGA POLLUTER FORGES  FRAGILE PROFITS, FOOLS, PIRATES AGES, OGRES LIFTING UP FELLOUUS' PIGGERIES SPOOF 

– IS KINGS' TREATIES :  LOOK UP OPAQUE CLAUSES GUILE (PIOUS RULES COOKING/menu) FLOOR 
UUOLF EGOES REQUIRES RIPOFF FRUGAL FOLK PLENTIFUL, ERGO STARGATES PERILOUS TO UUOEFUL POOR'S PROOF 
LARGE GOAT- EQUATES TRUE QUEER FALSE APOLLO ROCKET PATROL AS REAL: ARE NASA PLUGS SLOUUER  TOURS SPIEL   

POUUERFUL  ANTARCTIC  POLAR "ANGELIC" ORION  GROUP vb  AS  UUIFELESS; 
SUPER  GREEN,  PLANET  AS  LIFELESS. 
USING  PROFLIGATE  POUUERLESS   PUPPET-POPE  

SACRILEGE  USURPING  POLITICS,  SCUPPERING 
o  GRIPPING SPACE-SUIT ... think the Iron Man movies; and saying it's no fun wearing one (GRUELLING RIGOUR)
o FELLOUUS' PIGGERIES SPOOF – fellow mankind, piggery – where pigs are turned into food, the word SPOOF means the pun on 

 the word "piggeries". We have seen the "pig sty in the sky" in other lines.   Humans are said to taste like pork
o – IS KINGS' presidents' TREATIES in which are OPAQUE hard to see  CLAUSES GUILE=  hard to 

 recognize because naming "2014" when 2014 has not yet come, is a subject the most discerning lawyer would never work out
o  PIOUS RULES COOKING ambiguous and meant to be. "PIOUS" rules = Moloch being revered, and that the "pious" do it.
o  FLOOR is also a pun.  This as a verb – floors those involved.  And that the COOKING takes the consumer/eater to basest levels.
o  UUOLF hs been David Rockefeller, incarnated as one of the fallen ones. STARGATES  are "perilous to proof". Is  NASA RIP OFF
o  SLOUUER  TOURS SPIEL – made me laugh. NASA still plugging rocket travel when they have jump rooms and time gates.

2 2 3 Mort a l'anthene grand pedu fus la branche,  i 555  publication                  Dead at the sail-yard the great one hung on the branch, (antennae) 

one hung on/by the branche – one caught by its own DNA 
SAMPLE ANGEL SPAUUN  ANTEHERO, BeforeChrist  PLANT GENE ALLELE  DERO BRANCH GRANDEST PAN  giant crossbred   
LEGENDS SPRAUUL  ACROSS ENGLAND  MAPS  because "royalty" is related to the ante-christ third peoples 
BURGLAR DRAGON CAMELOPARDALUS-HUMAN-BRED ANTHERO (botanical) DNA MEGA NASAL DERO ABLE TO CHANGE APPEARANCE 

o Camelopardalus area near Ursa Major and Orion. ANTHERO DNA = botanical genes   NASAL they use the sinus as a sonic resonator 
CRAPULENTmanure HUGE RED-HEAD ENCHANTED SHAMEFUL GERMAN S.S. PAUUN: so, Hitler was a pawn of those under Antarctica 
FLAUNTS  U.F.O. (BEATEN) FLEET OF O.T.O.  "DAUUN" Aleister Crowley's "DAWN" that of Lucifer, the great Copiest  Charade dealer 
CAN BE A HANDSOME SORT, RANGE ALL OUER EARTH, EUEN NEANDERTHAL LEGEND:UUARN fallen angels,been on Earth for Ages 
UNDER THE  SOUTH POLE, CANE,ABELmankind EAT.joining Cane & Abel gets cannibal there is a triad under Antarctica.Add Sirius Oannes & Aldebaran 

o CRAPULENT is a qualifyer word for MANURE, which we have learned means those from the Heap/Pile of the Pleiades. Atlas,Alcyone  

Recall what Alex Collier had said "The first to arrive will be from Sirius. They are full of crap!" He could not have used a better word 

2 2 3   i 557 edition     Mort a l'antene grad pendu fus la branche 
GREAT CHANNELLER  TRENCHANTeating HELL-BENT UNPLEASANT TAPEUUORMS (NOT TRANSFERABLE TO CHAMPAGNE) 
BOUGHT;  FORMS FROM BOTTLED UUATER TRADE:   ANOTHER ENCHANTERS ADRENAL SERF FALSE FLAG PLANNED MADE 

AND  TAPEUUORMS (I simply need to add here something that happened yesterday. My life-long friend since kindergarten is in 
California. Recently she has come down with a debilitating stomach bug in every sense of the word – and told to drink 'at least 3 
liters of water per day'. I asked her where was she getting her water and she said "bottled". Then after I recounted the "transparent 
worms found in bottled water" (which has been touted by Coca Cola to be a hoaxed meme) – she checked the next bottle she opened.  

 Sure enough – there, wriggling at the top and trying very hard to reach the light were two transparent worms! 
SHE FARES UUELL: AND BECOMES ANOTHER LEGEND.   TELL TALENTED  GRANDMOTHER  THOSE  UNANNOUNCED DREAMS 
(SHE TOLD NELL); MANUFACTURED FOR HER MUCH FRAGRANT OBSCURE DAMUS. MADE AS ORNAMENT'S  SECRET LAUGHTER 
HELPFUL TO USE ALGEBRA FEEDS AT FRAGMENTED GOLDEN RECTANGLE HOURS HALF A FRUGAL HANDFUL EPSOM SALT MAG. UUATER  
(SEEMS DREADFUL PLAN) CLEANS.  CELEBRATE PEARLESCENT GURU ENTERS PRENATAL ANGEL-FACED GRAND DAUGHTER 

explanatio: the "GREAT CHANNELLER" happens to be a well known medium, and now so does her grand daughter.   Qualifying the 
word "channeller" with the word "great" does mean that not all channellers are receiving negative entities. Hers are seen, & on TV.  
We found each other again in our shadows years – on f.b. by sheer chance. Golden Rectangle = golden ratio = 3.16 hrs. Damus = gift. 

2:67:1  Le blonde au nez forche viendra commettte,   Fork nosed blonde sending the comet, 
Had it said "fork tongued" blond that would be the perfect description of a fallen one. To describe the large nosed ones 
from Altair (which heavily influence the military industrial media complex) as "blonde" is difficult because they wear  a  
"hoody". The other "divided nosed" ones which can appear "blonde" could be  a) from Cancer (see Alkhemye List) which 
would mean a shapeshifter of one of the Anakim factions, or b) Enif of Pegasus which we know almost nothing about. 
These could be allied with the questionable c) Markabians which are Tall Whites, often described as blond.   
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ENCHANTER HOODED CLOVEN-HOOFED ORMANCER: EARTH  BECAME DEMONIZED HOODLUMIZED, TORMENTED ALL. 
MEANTIME   NO  ABANDONMENT  IN RED-HOTR.O. ANDROMEDA  CUBE'S  CLUBFOOTED  DEATH-BED EVENT  NOVEMBER 

COMBATIVE FORMIDABLE FEUDS  VEHEMENT BELCHER ODDER  FALL RELUCTANCE FOR COLD TO  BRAZEN ORNAMENT  
 CONCENTRATE ;  MADE  FEND  EARTH  ACHIEVEMENT.   HELD IN BOLD FONT:  RATHER  THOU  BE  CALM  HEARTED.

NELL MEAD  RECORDER OF THE TRUTH: HATRED FROM TECHNOCRAT ARCH-FOE (ARCHON) COULD NOT  BLUNT LOVE 

7 26 4 Deux eschapees & cing meneesa terre. REDUCES EARTH, THESE ENEMIES THINK HATE EXCUSES SUCH EXCESS 
MARITIMENavyROUTEvb   VENAL DEBT-HOLDERS  FAT-FACED OLD UAN DOZEN CONVENE SUMMIT BENT ON NOVEL ABOVE 
DOZEN  OANNES, ELEVEN  MUTATED ELITE  CONTORTED,  CONNECT  C0VALENT UUAVE CONTOURS  EVENT   
MARINES MADE BLAND OF ORIONS BELT  VENDETTA  BLEEDER  ADVENT/rapture  MEANT. 

  
images above and below taken within minutes apart June 3rd 2018.   
      The white thing on the right is the downpipe I was resting my 
camera-phone against. These are Golden Cubes  over my farm. 
Above: situated almost in the west.   The image below is another 
Golden Cube very high up, high enough for my daughter to argue it is 
Jupiter, yet it can be seen to be a cube.  See the cloaked object to its 
left? This was a crystal clear night to the eye. Can you see the cut off 
effect at its end?  Straight across.   These were towards the east but  
closer to the highest meridian. Enlarge the page to see the object. 

Above: Slovenia May 2018. 
Notice the broad band of reddishness that encompasses both 
the lightning  and this crafts arrival event. 
The craft seems to be a cylindrical type, but could be almost 
any type seen side-edge-on 
This style of arrival is done for stealth reasons, be it to prevent 
attracting attention from other off worlders, or the military. 
These visitors have used time dimensions to arrive this way. 
Thus, are extra-dimensionals. 

 

I wish I knew how to "fiddle" with photographs so that you can see 
the almost perpendicular object. You will not be able to copy it in 
order to enlarge because I have been encrypting the pdfs. 
The object looks like some sort of chemtrail – except it is in outer 
space and sharply truncated. Standing taking this shot with the other 
Golden Cube at my back (making them "peripheral" to the farm),

6 35 1 
  

I couldn't help feeling it was some kind of residue from some sort of 
"protection" (or quite the opposite). 

3 51 1  P A R I S  coiure vn grand meurtre cometre, i555   A great comet murder conjured/brought about in April,[  S.P.A.C.E.]
IS APR. RUMOURED SPACE ORMANCER ADVENTURER INTRUDERS DEVOURING NUTRITIVE (GRECO-ROMAN MURDERER) 
CREATOR NURTURER RIDE OVER: DIRE MERIT VIRTUE , IS , IS REGARDING  
TERROR DEMON CONVERTER RACE INVASION REACTION... NOT RUMOR.  TO OVERTURN 

this is saying that a contagion amongst the people is arranged in order to make those eating the people to become sick – via 
an "emetic" – causing the invasion to be shortened. A case of losing a few to save the many left. If the contagion was not 
arranged – all of the people will be taken.  CONVERTER RACE = pointing to the Copiests and or the transhumanists 

GRAVE OUTRAGES MANURES' COMMONER TORTURER CONTRIVES  IS NURTURER GRACE RECOVERING GREATER MENACE 
MANURE/heap-pile, the fallen angels TORTURING commoners                 NURTURER GRACE are the Elohim Alliances. RECOVERING folk  from  

READ:CAUTION ERECTING ADORNING ONE'S DREAM MUTTERERS ROGUE MAGIC, CONNECTIVE NEGATIVE MORONIC VENTURING 
              saying avoid trying to connect via channelling because you will only find  NEGATIVE  ENTITIES (the word "ENTITIES" is in here too) 

III3 LI51 I1  P a r i s  coniure va grad murtre commettre, i557   removed the letters M.E.A.D.P.A.R.C.S. before anagramming = 
 VIRTUE CAUSING RECURRING VOMITORIA  IS  AGAINST GIANT EATER-TORTURERS NOT CRUMMIER IDEA MEAD PARKS:

IN  OUR DA VINCI'S MUTATED VINTAGE ART  (GERMINATES OPTIMUM ).2020       CRUDE PRETEND CONSTRUCTORS'  
(would-be creators) AGENDA = GARROTING  cutoff  MAGNETIC CURVATURE MOTOR/Earths ROTATION USING MORE CERNS;  

the Military Industrial Media Complex freely admit they have no idea why the Grayles are "fooling with the magnetic fields"  

MOTIVE TO TRIM TREES NATURE TO INACTIVE (I.E.: DEAD). there is an entire forum AIR, TREES & DEFOLIATION  not yet published 
POURED "SMART"  MICRO-COMPUTER NANO VIGOR COVER-UP UUED/at the same time.   TREES NATURE = make oxygen 
ORATOR RE-CANTER MEAD IS CORRECT:  IN CORRUPT 
"TREATIES" SCROTUM  CONTRACT AMPUTATES TREES  VIA CREMATORIUM TO MAKE DESERT VECTOR 'PROTECTORATE'.  

Scrotum = patriarchal. If human women were involved the "treaties" would never have been signed 
RAVAGES,TRIM  REINDEER COMPACTED; AUGURS TART SAVIOR PRAGMATIC AMATEUR R.O. ONES MURMER, UUHISPER, 

An answer did come regarding this 

anomoly. Under the word "HAG" because 

up close the truncated end is surrounded 
by a group of small craft which gave it the 

appearance of a hag fish. According to the 

texts they are "bending light". 2 2 3 C+F  HAG 
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this explains the deaths of thousands of various ruminants – that I had called "useless breathers" thinking it was the elite and their 
Agenda 21 program. But this is saying it is the Creators doing it to buy us some more time  =     TART – sour tasting  SAVIOUR 
AMATEUR  because they do not operate for material gains, and cannot understand why we allow ourselves to be pressured to do so 

UUARS STORM TOUUARD RUSSIA, MUTINEER ADORE PUTIN MOVES, ACTION ARMS COVERT ANTI- M.E. UUEAPON ACROSS 
AMERICA. DATES OVER
(TO CARVE, CUT UP/ DIVIDE U.N. MADE VAST ACUTE T.V. VOTER SCAM)  
other words which appeared: STRONG-ARM COUU

/Aldebaran,
COUUARD, TORNADOES VENDETTA, CONTORT, PERVERTS, TORN , 

UUARMS DRASTIC. [UUED] TAPEUUORMS/  UUOMEN STRIVE.  STAR IN UUORM/
Sagittarius

 or UUORMUUOOD STAR CROUUDS, 
UURONG CAPTIVES. CONTEMPT OVERUURITES  COMMON-SENSE. (Lord of the AIR has not thought it through properly, has he!) 

here, we can see how former allies will become divided factions – when the A.I. (which does not need air) agenda 
suddenly does not suit EnLil – where the proper balance that keeps the Living Library fertile and prospering will  
have nothing to offer those which fight to domineer Nature and Creativity for personal gain.  
In short: there is no room for one individual to subjugate any other.  A lesson in harmonious balance. 

 PUTIN MOVES, ACTION ARMS June 6 2018 PUTIN ORDERS FLEET TO ATLANTIC       (guessing I am running a bit late with the collating) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrcwJqK6YVY&feature=em-uploademail 
3 11 1 Les armes battre au ciel longue ƒaiƒon,      The arms to fight a long celestial season,    (The Age of Pisces, 2,592 years) 
RECESSIONAL  ARM'SBASE

/the Black Knight/s.
LESSON:  BEATS  ALMONERS ASSEMBLER  (YHWH introduced the money system) 

LONG USE OF IONS TREATS/causes  LESIONS.  BATTERS, USAGE of NUCLEOLI (DNA)  RETICULATE /turns it about=mutates                              
 RECESSIONAL defined as "moving away from the observer".   RECESSION.[ALL] is a word also used in a failing money system 

3 41 4 Le traiƒtre au roy pour fidelle reçue.             The traitor to the King received as faithful. (Obamba) 

ARTIST'S  ISTAR FOUR/the insane four of Sirius  POUR FLUORIDE, LITERARY ELITE TRIES  REFILED YOUR  ICE FIELD CLUE. 
 ARTIST'S = Da Vinci's hidden FOUR off worlders (in his art) The "INSANE FOUR" refer to the Sirius shapeshifters and their agenda 
 Year of the Cat is also the Hare and the Rabbit. This ice age has its beginnings in 2020, year of the RAT.  C+F+2023 

IS POET'S UUEARIER  ERROR-FREE DETAILS.  READERS  REPUDIATE  FEAR,  UIA  UUE  REPEAT:  AUUE.FUL  ADORE/Oct.

(POUUERFUL YELLOUU-ROCK Yellowstone RADIATES PUTRIFIER FIRES REALLY DETERIORATE YOU)  FEUU UUADE TRUE
/genocide     

as usual it is about money and the gaining of it, in this case, selling you the air you 

breathe, also intimating it is "all talk" because it is all a "done deal" – being part of the false and illegal  "treaties" 
 

3 51 3 Ceux d'Orleans voudrot leur chef remetre, i 555 Those of Orleans will want to replace their chief, 

Eloim /Tau Cetian  UX/
heavenly partnership

  XU/
sky runes 

CODE. UU/
Cygnu-Lyra  

OLDER XX/ DOREAN ERECT ROUND LUX   VVORDED CODE UUORDS
ODDER ODOUR VAN ELECTRON LORDS  MARDUC  METE  OUTER  RULE. the false treaties  NOT  CHEERFUL  ORDEAL  

CLEODELL OXFORD LECTURER TELL: MORE LEVEL CRUX M.E. RECORDER EXERT ELECTROCUTED  NEUTRON  LUX OVER 
CLEVER  highestpeak  CELLDORDRECHT FLOUUERLET  VERTEX ROLLED ELECTRUM  LXTH 60Th-XLTH RULE  COLDER VOLT  LEX/laws    

the very same day this was being written up, an article appeared Physicists confirm the discovery of an unknown subatomic particle'  '

https://www.facebook.com/ScienceNaturePage/videos/1360913730707548/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NjI5OTU2NTk2NjYx/  

*CLEODELL definition: messenger woman. Cleo/ Khleo itself also means Demeter and we now know that means "time traveller"   
                    as"bringer of future news"  "bringer of spring" – the new year/ the new orbit.   OXFORD LECTURER = professor  

o  MORE LEVEL CRUX  the pheon cross      M.E. multiple/magnetic  RECORDER = cymatics
o  do not go to Wikipedia, this is a chain reference to QUANTUM. Like Snopes, Wikipedia is run by  c/ i/ a/  agents  CLEVER DORDRECHT
o FLOUUERLET = tiny flowers = Therses 
ROLLED ELECTRUM/silver: gold        LXTH 60Th-XLTH   is this saying "possessing" [TH]  60:40%  ratio??    does this pair: 
1 43 PYRAMIDS DIVERT IMPEDIMENTS ~ ENNUI. FURTHERS MOLECULAR LEX TALIANUS 
 o LEX (statute, uncommon law of) TALIANIS (lesser retaliation/path of least resistance     PAIRS 
4 29 Iƒ (is) FREQUENCIES OPEN MOLECULAR ; SELF EVIDENT PARAMETER CHAFFEURED (driven)        C+F+ 1 54 1 
1 54 1 ADMIXTURE UNFULFILLED CATEGORIES IN FAMOUS LARGE ILL-EDUCATED FIXTURES pyramids  
FIVE-FOLD GRACE LOVED UUELL ~ UURANGLES DISFAVOR, TRAGICAL SELF-UUILLED EXCREMENTAL “I’M GOD IV”,  
ALERT: FAIR GENTLE VOICED EXCRETAL ARE MALIGNED; ACTING FOR COLD MARXISTS  
o EXCREMENTAL Pile/Heap/Alcyonese “I’M GOD IV” they were the fourth member of FDR’s 1933 “treaty”.  This topic continues in 1 54 2 

3 41 3 Ceulx d'Orl  vouldrot leur chef remettre   i 557          removed letters O.rbitally R.evolving M.agnetic E.nergy to receive: 
DELUXE DUUELLED HOVEL-ERROR, CLUTCHED, EXCEL OVERLORDED  FREEHOLD;  CULTURED, FERMENTED O.R.M.E. 
TERRIBLE REVOLT.  FURTHERMORE CLOUDED TRUE LOVE, MOREOVER, DEVOTED MURDERER TORTURED, DEVOURED 

, EXTOLLED COVERED/hid HURTFUL CRUDE (UUORLD CENTER RULER, COULD'VE TOLD THE TRUTH NEUU ODDFELLOUU 
COLLUDED HURTFUL  "UUORTH"wealthiness. DOCTORED CRUDE/oil DULLED CLOVER, LED DUTCH ELM FLOCCULE scales  ORDER, 

VULTURE CRWTH ROD COLLECT, RECOVER EXULTED HULL,  DECLUTCHED CORVETTE VORTEX,  CULLED FLUX ROLL 
DUUELLED HOVEL the elite who think they are making a heaven on Earth (for themselves) are merely using up resources for personal 
gain and losing the bigger picture altogether. Abusing the planet Who is a Living Creation.        Thus making it a HOVELL 

CORVETTE:  a small escort ship, a planetoid or the Earth in this instance.   Is that what Earth really is?  Or Nibiru "battlestar" 
CRUUTH = crwth was a Lyre in Wales. So saying LYRE COLLECT EARTH, RECOVER VORTEX/orbit and CULLED the  flow.         
Lyre-Vega was once known as The Vulture. Hence the Vulture (paired with a cobra) seen on pharaoh's head covering during 
certain dynasties. The same Lyran noseless bust found by Sir Flinders Petrie who had it stashed behind his library. 
 

(EXULTED = lift up    HULL = Earth) CORVETTE  VORTEX, = C+F+ "Nibiruan"  &  = C+F+INITIATE  [POLESHIFT]   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrcwJqK6YVY&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.facebook.com/ScienceNaturePage/videos/1360913730707548/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NjI5OTU2NTk2NjYx/
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DECLUTCHED is a word which fits really well with all the other "differential" and "geared" lines – 
referring to the handle we observe in the great millwheel vignette.  
The one with Pavo the Peacock facing off with Cockerel/Puppis &  a sand timer between them    
(Pavo is very close to Grus and like Bennu-Grus-Phoenixoptera, had  been part of Bennu bird constellation, just as Apis-
Musca-Vespa was once part of Aries). The Mantids from Puppis/Cockerel in Argo  consider themselves Creators, 
& the shape shifters from the Grus area would like to. 

 

3 41 3 Ceulx d'Orl  vouldrot leur chef remettre   

VULTURE-CRWTH ROD COLLECT, RECOVER EXULTED CORVETTE 
HULL,  DECLUTCHED VORTEX,  CULLED FLUX ROLL 

''Foreigner'' sigil/ boomerang/wormhole,  pheon cross, outerspace 
MORE LEVEL CRUX M.E. RECORDER  = the cymatic which shows an 

white hedjet crown,  orme-bell  (corvette-hull?)  even armed cross with 
producing a fleure de lis 
hovering over  Vulture/Lyra holding olive branch/rod  with Dove/behind   
Dove has many meanings, Sage, [real] Pleiadian, peaceful. 

 

 

Da Vinci's "FLOWERLETS" 
 
Once one recognizes these for what they are –  
one will see them everywhere in ancent art, 
especially statues such as the "Temple Dog/Lion" 
with its paw sitting on top of a globe completely carved  
with "flowerlets". 
 
These same temples show the "flower bell"  which is 
nothing less than the "die glöcken", a time machine. 

Capitalised words pg 4 Original Preface   Soli   Combien  Dieu    Nolite 
                                                              single sun  what size?  God  unwilling              
DECISION:  MOBILE SOUND OUTLINE/cymatic  ... BECOMES TUNE'S ILLUSION  [cymatics]  EDITION 
COOL BOILED EINSTEINIUM (white powder gold) SO DOUBLE TIME [twice]  IN NICE OIL (oil in ice?) 
nice oil (given by Gk gods to mortals to make them godlike – Ambrosia. Ambergris. 
SO OUTLINE IMBECILED [random] ION  MOBILE LINES NICE IODE OUT  
LONESOME

 (single) 
BLUE

 (is sonic) 
IN IDIOTIC (ION)  DONE I (1) NODE IMBECILE

 (ionic/iodine) 
SOLUTION :  

IN  TUBE  DOMECILE  LIE  IN  LOSE LOOSE recall the tight tubes containing the magnetic field  

described in the Haoma diagram seen in the pdf forum 10 72 KING OF FEAR Part One,   page 12 (published Feb,7, 2018) 
MOBILE IN DELICIOUS (sweet) NOTE/TONE - ELOCUTION [voice activation] INSIDE MOBILE 
OILED MOBILE  

1  CONTINUES   
YOU (all) I.Q. (know)  AUM  'O' (the cymatic shape) 

UTILISE DOMECILED [situated] ON BONE (pointer) MI BLUE (sonic) EDITION COLONISE  (propogates)  
INSIDE-OUT IMBECILE (ion) CONTUMELIES rudeness IN OIL SOLUTION UNDOES  IMBECILE (ions)   
(solving) IS TO NODE UNION TOOLED IMBECILE (ion) COLLIDE  EINSTEINIUM BOIL  IODINE   

Quia (Because) Om (Aum)  Pourquoy (motivate)  
QUIP:  QUA 

(that just stated)
  MOOR,  YOU 

(your)
  ROOM. I.Q. 

know  
QUA MOOR YOU UP 

(as I thought, getting the ''moorings'' i.e:   the co- ordinates) (other lines say this – ''up'' is ascension) 

Capitalised words pg 8 Original Preface   Nia    Funt (to be/exist) Nuda Aperra (boar) Ciel  
                                                              Heaven's Boar (Ursa)Weaving/spin (Earth) laid bare 

ANU  PREDICATE assert UNFAIR  ANNUAL.  the false calendars 
READ UP ANU  FINANCIAL NATURE  INTERFACE AU (gold)  for the white powder. ANNUAL  RAID 

AND  READ  UP IN A PAINFUL  CREATURE
 (Oannes, shape shifters) 

EARN AN UNFAIR  DUPLICATE (clone) (from Chertan) &   
APEƒ

 (Sirius)
 IN ANTI-NUCLEAR FRAUD,

 Valiant Thor  
PREFACE  U.N. IN  UNNATURAL ''AIDS'' 

 (chemtrails)a pun 
  

AND  FAIR  NAUTICAL  E'A  PEER  UNTRUE  FINANCIAL :  PARADES   
4 95 4 Victor puis nay cu Armonique terre.  Victor then born on Armenian soil  
TRUMP AVARICE (UUEAKER VISIONARY) – VORACITY angrily IS RACES EVISCERATION cut out,  
UUINS IN ACTIVE RACKETEER SORCERY. YEAR NAÏVE TRUMP VICTORIOUS IN NECK in Taurus SEVENTEEN  
KNOUU : SICK TRUMP COCKIEST UUIN, CONNIVES RUINOUS ACT AS 'NATIVE SAVIOR’. 
INSINUATES ‘CURE VICIOUS CROOK, (URANITE CREATURE) NUKE AIR CRETIN’  see May 2018  article 

https://www.exopolitics.org/trumps-plan-for-us-space-force-challenges-deep-state-secrecy/ 

ICON (Elohim) ACTIVE IN UUORKERS VOICES IRRITANCY, MARROQUIN* CUP QUORUM (Cassiopeia) OCCUPIES QUAINT CYMATIC ROOM MIRROR 
looking glass * MARROQUIN "awesome loving family but not your average’’  
SEE TOP PRIMARY PRIMARIES INQUIRY OCCUR  
(EVOKED AS ‘INACTIVE’ STAR PORT~ INTIMATE vb EMPTY windbag SIR Marduk)  
the word ‘evoked’ derives from a sorcery source, so those who use sorcery are evoking that the Elohim are inactive. This could also be 
saying the Cronus visor ring lords looking glasses are inactive (neither evocation is true)  

https://www.exopolitics.org/trumps-plan-for-us-space-force-challenges-deep-state-secrecy/
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1 27 3 Qui par longs fiecles auoit efte grappe  (Appeared in EARTH-BEAST  pub. May 27 2014) 
that which for a long time had been contained = knowledge, the 'gold' of Psellus/free energy/the stage gates 
 NOT FIGURES ALL OF ''COPPER'' PLATES. Until now ? What follows here is the directions to making free Tesla energy:  
''Copper-plates'' here is a hint in relation to the ZINC word found twice in the Tellinger forums for free energy. QUES = keys 
QUOTE IS PAINT GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC QUIETS FLOATING SINE QUOITS rings IONS. PICTURE OFF LEGAL 
PAPER (patent) PROFLIGATE LIQUEFACIENTS (petrol?) PURPOSE PLURAL SEQUENCE. IS ACQUIRE SELF-PERPETUATING 
LOOPS. IS GLEEFUL IS [you] APPROPRIATE CONQUEST OF FREE FUEL AGE.   

 ACQUIRE COPPER FIPPLE FLUTE PROFILES TAG LIQUEFACIENT PURPOSE , IS OPTICAL QUEST GENERAL AREA (north & 
south ley magnetic direction mentioned in 1 92) SO PURPOSE OPERATING OF PETALIFEROUS PLACES PRE QUOTING rings  
AS TO PUPIL: TAG FREQUENCIES PROFILE cymatics KEY IS NOT LARGE APPLES PICTURE. PICTURE KEY IS PROPOGATE 
SELF LIFE looks like a chromosome SO ACQUIRING OPERATES FLUTE FIPPLE . QUALIFIER: GATE STOPPAGE REFLECTIONS 
UPwards. PURGE OFF FUSE (or FUSE OFF PURGE). POSTPONE PICTURE IS LARGE FAIL get the patent & do the cymatics first  
APOLOGISE IS FREQUENT PARTICLES UP, EQUALS FORGOTTEN SUPERFICIAL (zinc?) PIPE OUT OF PLACE, FLAG NEEDS PIN  
GRATEFUL QUALIFIER [collator] SPOTS PIPE CONES FILLS APPROPRIATE SONIC CUE. FIPPLE is important is see in footnotes  

IS OPPOSITE (above and parallel to) GREAT SPACE FILLING UUATER (aquafer) EQUALS IF UUATER STOPPING RE-PLACES 
AGILE ; IF UUATER AGILE IS EQUALS PLEASING PROSPECT – so this has to be MOVING WATER!  

IS PROFLIGATE UUATER ESCAPING SLOPE - EQUALS IS PROPOSE GATE the UUATER FILLING (aquafer) SPACE (SLUICES)  
TAG PROFILE, IS OPT IT LEAP-FROG LARGE PIT . IS PLOT UUATER, GET POLAR PROFILE (North to south magnetic field)  
PILOT UUATERS RAGE (guide the water flow north and south) IS LOG (record) TAPER OF GLARE (solar?) TOP OF UUATERS  
GEAR TO FLIP GAP OF LITRE PROFILES. FLAG IS TO LINE UUATER PIPE AS GASTROSCOPE, IS OPPOSING GREAT UUATER 
FALLS www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00428057.pdf?PHPSESSID=13d290fe9a2b748ed90374de1b227e9e;  
(''IF UUATER STOPPING'' so this must be WHY Khufu had to build water channels from the Nile – which had moved away)  
EQUALS IS FILLING POOREST PAGE SPACE (saying this requires a forum of its own) EQUALS GROPE SLEEPING CAPITALS  
IS SPELT IN PREFACING (the Preface?) IS SELECTING PAGE PROPOSAL (the capitals have information about choosing pdfs)  

  

   

 

Top left M.E. multiple/magnetic energy  

and top middle are showing the same 
frequency. The edge of the "Ring" can 
be seen just behind the seated giant, 
who holds a form of ankh.  The word 

"seat" means stargate. 
A diagonal cross seen at left is also 

needed for controlling magnetic fields 
and can be seen on a page in the 

Voynich Documents  

 RECORDER = cymatics
Above is the much desired "pheon" 
cross as a cymatic. The frequency 
which produces this is the same 

needed for controlling magnetic fields 
shown on all haomas. That is, the Ring 
Lord such as Mazuda/Zoro.aster the 
Gheber. The combination of a pheon 
and a diagonal cross is shown at the 
same time within the Maltese cross. 
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"The biblical dietary laws are very specific as to why certain meats are forbidden, and why you 
should avoid eating the blood of  animals entirely.  The Bible says that the Life (Spirit Force) is 
in the blood.  Whatever infuence that spirit force was under is now part of your life.    

Cold blooded animals do not suffer this malady.       Yet Halal killing forces the eating of blood 

In the late 1800's a patent was gained in N. America that used light and sound to completely 
eliminate cancer.  The Patent holder was driven out of business.  It is a felony to build the 
machine, and IF you can get your hands on the blue prints, I can PROMISE you that one of the 
alphabet soup agencies will show up to relieve you of your birthday. 
The idea came to this inventor when he saw the effect of certain stained glass windows on 
worshippers who were being hit with sunlight that came through the stained glass, and were 
singing certain notes.   
The stained glass windows were replaced with glass that has similar optical properties, but 
achieves very different results than what the original glass was able to produce.   
The glass was manufactured by members of the Knights Templar.  The Vatica had help getting rid 
of this glass.  The formula for this glass is held by the same nefarious people I told you about that 
manipulate time and frequencies. 
And I am NOT suicidal, so if I show up dead somewhere, i didn't kill me.  OK????" 

See the crosses? 
Top one is the diagonal & 
lower one is the pheon 

Letter to me July 20 2011 from S.C. ~ a Special Contact, and Friend as it turned out.  
A note he sent February 2 2011: " Oh my g_d. In my lifetime, and i have proof, I've had blood types  of 

ABO, AB-, A+, and, lately, A-.  Does this make me a shapeshifter? " 

 
CAMERAS tuned to a 
specific frequency 

"We were looking at a demonstration of some very sophisticated, military grade cameras that see 
beyond the human spectrum.  Tuned to a certain frequency, it can see the tire tracks from 
when we pulled into the parking lot 6 hours earlier.  It could see where each individual had walked 
during the day, and determine the shoe size and general weight of the person. 
Then he switched it to the more mundane infrared sensors.  That runs off of present heat.   
But it was several times more sensitive than what is available to civilians.  We could see where one 
of our technicians had placed his hand on a car over an hour ago.  We could see the butt print of 
our receptionist from where she had leaned on the same car earlier in the day. 
We could see the exact temperature of a soda can, a cup of coffee, humans, etc.   We could see 
where a cup of coffee had been sitting on a brick wall an hour ago.  After all this seeing, several 
people, including my boss (The Owner), came out of the building with several co-workers.   
Every single one of them glowed a very bright normal body temperature. (And by the way, these 
cameras can see very explicit detail without using radiation at all,  so those Air Port 
thingies are just Kill Machines). 
As I was saying, everyone was glowing a bright normal human temperature.   
Except for my Boss.  He had no heat signature.  He was carrying a cup of coffee that glowed 
very brightly, but he had NO HEAT SIGNATURE. 

I am still trying to figure that one out. And I have 5 witnesses to this event." Date: Tue, 13 Dec 2011 07:18:33 

 
Photo = Light 
Sonic  = frequencies 
 
from Anna Hayes  
Sept. 12  2000 
 

"Presently, the greatest threat to our global well being is not the "United Intruder Resistance" (U.I.R. ) 
itself, but rather our AMNESIA and resulting ignorance as to how to handle ourselves effectively.  
If we all sit around and wait for the 'First Contact Mass Landing" to occur, to 'prove' to us that our ET 
visitors are real, by THEN, know it is too late to do anything other than seek out the nearest Guardian 
evacuation team. If the First Mass Contact drama does take place, as the UIR presently intends - they will 

have already gained full control of EA'rth's portal systems, and will be able to initiate poleshift precisely 

 

There are people who 
insist QuetzalCoatl was 
EnKi.   
These texts say  that 
7Macau was EnKi. 
 
Quetzal means "cement" 
or "solid" and Coatl 
means "spirit" – and see 
the bird- that means 
sonic frequencies – which 
EnLil-QuetzalCoatl was 
"lord" of.  
Noting the link between 
middle America and 
Sumeria. 
Observe the fleur de lis at 
the top of his headpiece 
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remaining aware at all 
times that the NUMBERS 
12 and 24 are Anakim 
base numbers. 
 
The word LUX which we 
see so frequemtly in the 
Template of the Hidden 
Texts means: 
Frequency of Light 

when desired via the Nibiruan Battlestar, CORVETTE   the crystalline installation beneath Stonehenge, 

England, and their global network of subterranean bases located across the planet.  
Prevention is the only way to solve this drama peacefully before it goes any further. 
If the [Draconian, which believe Earth is 'theirs'] "United Intruder Resistance" (UIR) movement has its way, 

the illusion of peace on Earth will be maintained until they have their photo-sonic beam-ship fleets in 

position, cloaked within the lower dimension-4  frequency bands (as many are already).  
The fleets will be positioned over numerous secondary Target Sites and 24 Primary Target Sites, Earth's 
12 Primary Star Gate "Signet Sites" and their corresponding 12 "Templar Sites," the activation sites for 

the corresponded Star Gates.         SEE CROP CIRCLE OVER STONEHENGE  above 
Once fleets are positioned, progressive instigation and amplification of conflict and regional wars among 
human nations will be further implemented via psychotronic technology, a process of scalar impulsing 
that has already begun. Bosnia was the first mass experimental test run and several other tests have 
been already initiated in China, the Middle East, Russia and the USA. As 'ETS' remain a hidden 
potentiality to the masses, instances of 'Mother Mary", "Jesus," Buddha" “Crucifixes” and "Holy Figure" 

holographic inserts, associate "Crying Statues and Paintings” and related pseudo-Divine phenomena 

[holograms] will progressively appear to groups of humans who are mentally ensnared in both 
Traditional and New Age religious dogmas, promoting reassurance that "God’s Chosen Ones" will be 
SAVED in the 'Great Cleansing' or 'Tribulation". 

Wilcock went on to 
emulate this information 
in part, quoting the UIR  
and presenting a photo of a 
genial looking  "ten foot 
Aukrij" / Aukree... from  "the 
Pleiades" when we have 
learned (from many sources)  
real Pleiadians cannot be in 
human vicinity neither 
physically nor psychic-ally.  
Our DNA halo damages 
theirs 

 

 
Rockefeller was named as the Wolf in these texts 
either clones and or shape shifted 

More appears on pg 45  in FIX THE CALENDARS 

 
""The biblical dietary laws are very specific as to 
why certain meats are forbidden, and why you 
should avoid eating the blood of  animals 
entirely.   
The Bible says that the Life (Spirit Force) is in 
the blood.  Whatever infuence that spirit 
force was under is now part of your life.    
Cold blooded animals do not suffer this 
malady.ʺ 
 

     Yet Halal killing forces the eating of blood,    
   and it is adrenal tainted blood at that...  

 

3 51 4 Ang.Troye,Lagres    EARS/of corn Virgo, GALES, NAGS last 4 months of a year 

 REGRET AGGRO AGES STRONG GLORY  LYRAN ANGELS, GENTLE YA, SAGE LAY, 
NASTY  LARGE STERN OGRE GARGOYLES RAGE ARES GREATLY   
ARTYSAN'S  STRANGERS ANALOGY - LEGGY GIANTS RENT, SLAYER TORN  
RARE ALERT: ANGRY SLY STAGE GATE EGOES = GOAT SYRENS ORGANS  
AGONY.  GRAYS STEAL, GONE STONE EAGLE STAR; YET STRAYS. SORRY 

TENS' ANT-GNATMantidEGG craftGOT TARGET RANGE, GOES TO ANGRY OGRE (GETS ORGANS); ARE NETS SLAYER RAY ENERGY   
GOAT: from Capricorn (near Draco)  SYRENS singers = users of sound waves for negative purposes, such as 5G which does damage organs  

ARTYSAN'S  STRANGERS ANALOGY = Artisan is Da Vinci and his "strangers analogy" are those alien beings hidden in his art 
 

3 64 1 Le chef de Perfe replira grande Olchade,     The chief of Persia/Iran will occupy great "Olchades," 
southern Spain

 

OLDEN GRAIL
/Cup/Casseopea 

DOREAN...(Tau Ceti P.D.)  ARRANGED IMPEL LEECH PEERS EMPIRES CLANGORED IMPEL FED CHLORDANE.  
LACE DAHL ARRAIGNED  PRIMAL CHALDEE. (Demi god, possibly Moloch)       (LEECH = Orion Group) 
4 6 1 D'habitz nouueaux apres faicte la treuue,       By new clothes 

space suits 
after the find 

stargate 
is made, 

followed by
 

                                                               Malicious plot and machination: First to die he who will prove it, 
Bill Cooper 

Venetian coloured trap. 

Venetian glass is famous for its multi color, so saying an effect something like Predator had, or the Eldridge 
UUE CITE HIBA

/life force 
LATER. SAFE BITS HAD OUUN ARUSPEX(entrails reading-monitoring body fluids) UUREATHED.

smartsuits
 

SAFER IN RETICULATED SUIT.  CALIFATE/Islam  BI BITS HABITUDES TOUUNS HEADUUATER 
(fluoride)

 NOUU TRUE. 

 

copy &  paste because the link here is a screen shot 

ON  MIXING  WITH ANIMAL PROTEIN and THE NATURE OF 
THE SOUL 
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5 34  3 Entrera claffe dans Gyronde par Blois,       A fleet will enter the Gironde through Blois, 
PRINCE

/Sirius 
SCALES CLASS CANNIBAL BEAST:

(reptiles)
 STRANGE BALD ANDROGYNES REINSERT, REAP ABLE PRISONS PROFIT.   

DRONES ENTER TSERNOBIL
 (Chernobyl) 

BOILS SADNESS... FOR STAGNANCE. ALERT BY ALIEN ARAB OFFENCES PRE-ARRANGED 
AND PONDER,

think 
PRAY,  RARE E.D DAHL, DOREAN, FRAGRANCES GLORY

 Seraphim 
PORTING DNA

 full cellular memory
 ENTRIES 

SACRED SPLENDORS ORNATE ADORE
/October 

DOG
/2018 

TO CAT
/2023

 YEAR BOAT
/Earth 

OFF BALANCE 
 

5 96 1 Sur le milieu du grand monde la rofe,          The rose upon the middle of the entire world  
            stage gate under Giza (= “middle of the world”) 

NAMED UUILLIEMLII (William 52) AUGURED DAMN MILLER UUIDE LORD DEMON LIE, DRUG RANDOM, GOURMAND  cannibals 
SO MI RULES, LEONARDOS OLDER MADONNA UNGUARDED disclosed ARE UNARGUED. REILLUMED DOREAN L

/Tau Ceti  
GUARDS.   

("re-illumed" meaning found the word DOREAN and separated it from the 'L') 
 

6 3 4 Oftera le fceptre coronal de concorde.             Removing agreement of sceptre’s coronet 
/prince 

  (those of Sirius) 

ONCE
 after 

LEONARDO  ENSCONSED  LEO SCEPTRE, CORONA/Leech/Orion  CASSETTE  RECEPTACLES.  See the "Mirrored Madonna" pdfs 

with the entire family from King Anu, including the "Y-Fronted" white robed clean faced EnKi  "REDACTIUE IN EUCHARIST"
 pairs 1 92 1

 

RESTORED  L  CLEAREST LETTERSPACE DOREAN CONCORD, REPLACES PRESELECTED ASTER CODE (Tau Cetian from DORLEAN to DOREAN L) 
 

6 13 1 Un dubieux ne viendra loing du regne,          A doubtful one will not come far from the realm,                     Lion REARguard 

  V. 
Andromeda GENE GUERDONING

/rewarding 
L 

Tau Cetian
 DOREAN. UNDERGOING UNGODLIER

 in the cigar craft 
INVADER LION-GUARD IRE,  ALE

DURING UNBID BUXINE
/uncountable hordes

 LAND REAL DIN. VIXEN/
female fox

 DRIVEN BIDDEN: BEDOUIN URGE DOING LOADING OIL, DRUG. 
not sure who the vixen is, but "BIDDEN" could be "BIDEN".  BUXINE

/uncountable hordes 
there was a forum LANDS IN MELEE, MELEES LAND 

 

6 22 2 Nepveu a Londres par paix feinte menrtry:  Nephew wounded at London via feigned peace: this is James Casbolt/Ninurta 

 the word "meurtry" = wounded, has been altered to menrtry (R MEN TRY) 
In 2017 James Casbolt/Ninurta was gaoled by a London Court via untruths 
They keep putting him "out of the way" - beginning in this historic period at Saqqara, entombed in the Sepulchre of the Bulls, put there by 
his relatives. He reiterated that he was "about to be reactivated". 

A,
/Cass  APPRAISE PAPERS UALUE, RUE

 
APPEARS R E.T. ENTRY SPREAD ; UUEAPON LENDERS RESPOND: FIX RECRUITMENTS 

 
 FAX

 
 L

/Tau Ceti 
DOREAN

o PAPERS =  the Living Library of Earth    R E.T. Draco E.T.  SEEMS TO APPEAR = holograms    RECRUITMENT: happening now 

Source: Institute for UFO Research (IUR) August 2009 
 Iridium Satellites became a new source of UFO Reports: 

“I was looking at the sky when I noticed this light hanging in the sky that got brighter and brighter. I knew it wasn't an 
airplane because there were no red lights. Just a single, round bright light that got incredibly brighter, like a star exploding. 
It couldn't have been anything from this planet.” 
Well, yes, it could have been. 
A constellation of commercial communication satellites has become the latest nuisance to UFO-spotters, not to mention 
astronomers all over the world. 
Iridium LLC, an international consortium based in Washington, D.C., has been launching satellites into 780 km (485 mi.) 

high pole-to-pole orbits. *  

The satellites will provide a global telephone network." 

* 
STRANGE. NASA says we are unable to 'do' pole-to-pole orbits  which is what makes the Black Knight/s unique. 

There were two reasons for showing you this excerpt – the first being the NASA contradiction and the other being 
the howling from flat-earthers saying there are no satellites in orbit.           (Apart from nano satellites) 

It is my understanding this is what the Shuttles were doing. 
  

"This backdating of 15 years takes us to [I]697, which marked the end of the Mayan Kingdom.  The Mayan King Pacal of   

Voltan was known for his prophecies and was known for his knowledge of numbers. Pacal of Voltan speaks about the end 

of the world on December 21, 2012, a year which many believe is the year of the apocalypse.   

BUT WE ARE NOT IN THE YEAR WE THINK WE ARE - @ 2012 = I336. 2018 = I342. VOLTAR WAS THE NAME OF A 
"VISITOR" TO BRIAN SCOTT  earthfiles.com  THERE ARE STILL 670+ YEARS FOR THE REAL 2012  AT '2018'/I342 
 

Brian Scott, in his book 'Transformation of a Common Man - on page 383 states that his contact 'Voltar' comes from 

Epsilon  (the "footstool of Orion") in Eridanus, the fifth brightest star.  
He also states that this constellation was important to the civilization of Sumer in Mesopotamia.The most ancient town in 
Sumer is Eridu - built about 5,000 B.C. Eridu is located about 196 miles southeast of Baghdad, Iraq.  
Historically, Eridu, the first city mentioned, is the city of the water god Enki/Ea (one of the top three deities in the Sumerian 
pantheon). It is situated in the extreme south of Mesopotamia near the sea or a lagoon. It is said that the 'principle of 
agriculture' was revealed by a 'god' to the first king of Eridu: Emmeduranki.  

(Eridu meaning "home away from home") 

http://frii.com/~iufor/
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ERIDU  
The Eridu Genesis is a Sumerian text. It covers the creation of the world, invention of cities and the flood.   After the 
universe was created out of the chaos of the sea, the gods evolved and they in turn created mankind to farm, to herd and 
to worship them.  
From Zechariah Sitchin's book 'The Cosmic Code', we find on page 42, "There was a time, the Sumerians told, when 
civilized Man was not yet on Earth, when animals were only wild and undomesticated and crops were not yet cultivated. 
At that long-ago time there arrived on Earth a group of fifty Anunnaki. Led by a leader whose name was E'A. (meaning 
"whose home in water"), they journeyed from their home planet NIBIRU ("Planet of crossing") and reaching Earth, 
splashed down in the waters of the Persian Gulf. A text known to scholars as the 'myth" of E'A and the Earth describes 
how that group waded ashore, finding themselves in a marshland.  

(The Clay Tablets of EnKi need to be read for more detail about "wading to shore") 
Their first task was to drain the marshes, clear river channels, check out food sources (found to be fish and fowl). They 
then began to make bricks from the clay of the soil and established the first ever settlement on Earth by extra-terrestrials.  

(the first settlement following the destruction during the latest passing over of the Nemesis system) 
They named the habitat ERIDU, which meant "Home in the Faraway" or "Home away from home."  
That name is the origin of the name "earth" in some of the oldest languages. The time: 445,000 years ago.  
The astronauts mission was to obtain gold by extracting it from the waters of the gulf - gold needed for survival on Nibiru; 
for there the planet was losing its atmosphere and thus also its internal heat, slowly endangering continued life on Nibiru. 
But the plan proved unworkable, and the leaders back home decided that gold could be obtained only the hard way - by 
mining it where it was in abundance, in southeastern Africa.  
The new plan called for a substantial increase in the number of Anunnaki on Earth, and in time they numbered six 
hundred. Eventually, the workers got tired of the backbreaking labor and they revolted. That was when Man was created - 
to do the hard labor.  
Mesopotamian Proto-history  
Cuneiform Language  
Eridu Genesis 

chaos of the sea – we have learned in the Alkhemye List that the word "sea" means what 
we call the southern astronomy 
to be fish and fowl:-  see SIXDAYS – this detail is of interest 

 

FROM a Before Its News Article  

3 Presidents & Their Annunaki Overlord Meet In Africa 
Monday, July 8, 2013   11:11 
pointing out that Before Its News will print anything about anything – they work on ratings for income from advertising 
It was the comment in response that article which  attracted my attention 

" Recently, Barack Obama, George Bush and Bill Clinton took a trip to Africa, and all at the same time! What were 
they REALLY doing there at the same time is the question that inquiring minds want to know. Well, the answer from 
Veteran’s Today and Preston James PhD might just surprise and maybe even shock you! Were the three most recent 
presidents secretly meeting with their  Annunaki Overlord ‘Marduk’ as shared in this story, a story whose source is 
someone with very high connections in the intelligence field who is nearly always spot on?" 

Jul 9, 2013, 9:25 am Reply  

 Anonymous  
"You and John “disinfo” rolls are on a “roll” today with your weirdo alien stuff. 
OK, for your edification MJ12 was a “project to set up the bogus alien invasion to scare the sheep into globalizing” as was 
recommended in the 1966 Iron Mountain report and exposed by an Ex-Navy intel officer named Bill Cooper who was killed for 
doing so. His disclosures were mucking up their carefully laid out plans. On top of all that, the US spent the star wars money on 
building a UFO fleet in space with a mother ship the size of an aircraft carrier.  
All the scientists that worked on that project who were going to disclose what they were doing, were also killed.  
Stay with me here…… the space “division” of the US was placed under the Navy and its why navy brass were purged from the 
pentagon so the perverted powers that be could pull off their badly designed and patently bogus scheme to be the aliens we 
are suppose to be intimidated by and afraid of because of their dark demon powers.  
So afraid that we would give up our soveignty. LOL  
Like all the other false flags the Rothschild Zionists have pulled off, this one is the worst and its what happens when you lack a 
soul, then you lack credible creativity and are stuck with your mundane and uncreative insane meandering. Heck, I could have 
come up with some thing far superior to this in a lot less time. WE DON’T BUY IT. If we are invaded, it will be by our own space 
division, and the Plum Island creatures they have created. There is a whole blog on that. 
Google Vatic project – Jesse Ventura – Plum Island read the vatic note about the experimental alien type creature found dead 
on shore across from Plum Island, it was large, with long fingers, so watch for those two traits and see if I am not right. 
Stafford county was going to do an autopsy on the body to find out what killed it and we never got to find out.  
I think it was another perverted zionist experiment gone wrong. That was several years ago, so I am sure they have fixed the 
problem and have enough aliens to take care of the job. " 

http://saturn.sron.nl/~jheise/akkadian/protohistory.html
http://saturn.sron.nl/~jheise/signlists/determin.html
http://www.earth-history.com/Ancient-texts/Sumer/sumer-eridu-genesis.htm
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=/conspiracy-theories/2013/07/3-us-presidents-visit-africa-and-conduct-secret-meetings-in-the-same-week-2452728.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/07/05/secret-space-war-iii-marduk-lands-in-africa/
http://beforeitsnews.com/core/ajax/comment/add_comment.php?replytocom=331408#respond
http://beforeitsnews.com/contributor/pages/20/378/bio.html
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FROM  OUR /Nostra  GIFT /Damus ~ NUCLEAR  HOLOGRAM 

1 2 3  vn peur & voix  fremiffens par les maniches, .......Fear and one voice [activation] shimmering~...returns by the tunnels (wormholes) 
EVIL MISSHAPEN MANURE VIPER PREFIXES Lords, [ARE] SIX  
VAMPIRE VENOM; PLACES HARMFUL NUCLEAR UP IN FLUFFS:  
EXPANSIVE  FEVERS  FLUX HERPES POX; SNIFFLES VVORMS PUS 
ON ALL MEN CHEMICALS OVER SPHERICAL; & FORM MANICHEE religious war IS 
SIRIUS ARES genocide SINS.  PLANS  VVAR S NUFFERS, & CRUEL MENU: 
 ‘PLAN  IX’ CLAUSE SNARES ALIVE.  
IS SHAMEFUL CHASM FOR PRINCE OANNES' FISH-MEN VIEUU, 
 EMPIRE SELF-LOVERS, the elite EXAMINE FANCIFUL EXCEL AS SUPERMEN, 
IS UNSAFE SOUL RUIN 
IS SIMPLE FIX, SUFFIX (Yah) SEVEN  PINS FILM  ICES  OVER   
FOXES INVOLVE  EXPLOSIVE  NUCLEAR  VEILS hides IN PIXELS MOVIE/holograms LOVER  
(PLUS  ICES PROVEN NERVELESS, PAINLESS)  
LEAVES WOMEN AS CHIEF EXPERIENCERS:   
AFFIRM NICE  RUSSIAN  HARMLESSNESS (SIVE) discern 
MARXIAN ANU SHRIMP-SHIP ELEVEN; FEEL MEAN OFFENSIVE:  
FOR EXPANSIVE  FEMALE  PARKS  FORUMS  FROM OUR ELOIM 
REASON HIS/Nostradamus PREFACE  PRIMNESS FOXES,verb INFORMS SPACE NAMES  
FAMOUS HEAVENS VERSES IN FARM  AS  VULCANS PRISONER  IN HOME

 o SIX the ‘unholy Six’ of SEXE in 4 27                
 o MANICHEE dogmatic religious war ARES genocide SINS  arranged 
 o HARMFUL UP IN FLUFFS harmful biogens into chemtrails, spraying us all 
 o  ALL MEN OVER SPHERICAL – the globe 
 o MISSHAPEN MANURE-VIPER Miss-Shapen because although the Alcyonese look human, they are reptilian in DNA   
 o EXAMINE that they should check their FANCIFUL Dream dreaming.  
 o Recall why the Anu ‘dump’ the elite! Double-crossing the ‘elite’ by saying they do not deserve immortality because of the care-free 

manner they are treating their fellow mankind! 
 o CRUEL MENU ‘PLAN IX’ CLAUSE SNARES ALIVE. the words PREFIX  & SUFFIX apply to the activation of the 'mendacious' CLAUSE 

 which was ratified by nine presidents (one of them twice, the cloned F.D.R.) for “trade in children”. But not for another  1,000  years 
 o SHAMEFUL CHASM... often called hell  
 o EXCEL AS SUPERMEN... Trying to become immortal  IS UNSAFE SOUL RUIN 
 o FOXES Enlil-Parvechal  VEILS disguises  INVOLVE  PIXELS  MOVIE holograms – NUCLEAR HOLOGRAMS 

so the propaganda we are shown as bombs on others are holograms.  
 o The word PARVECHAL is also within this quatrain line, also known as the Fox 
 o (PLUS ICES PROVEN NERVELESS, PAINLESS) even getting rid of the problem does not involve cruelty by the Elohim 
 o VVOMENS CHIEF EXPERIENCES = the Matriarchal society, which one line did say Putin reveres.   
 o SHRIMP-SHIP  The shape-shifting craft which ran the crucifixion of their Jesus  
 o ELEVEN the ‘elite’  
 o MEAN AN OFFENSIVE: Planning something against the  EXPENSIVE costly  PARKS FORUMS 
 o PREFACE  PRIMNESS... Being careful with the wording in the Preface, to study that wording           
 o FOXES cunningly  INFORMS SPACE NAMES: Centuries 11 & 12 do describe new names such as Crocodile, Leech and Elephant 
 o FARM  kept AS VULCANS PRISONER... had said ‘rendered to Vulcan’ making everyone think he had burned Centuries 11 and 12 and the 

latter part of Centuries seven, because they do refer to now, and he wanted them kept safe. They were found behind the hearth fireplace 
in his home . These are the three books seen nearby him seated in his office – in many different vignettes. 

 

5 96 3  A dire vray on aura bouche clofe  To speak the truth, one will have a closed mouth   =       MIND READING 
 - BUREAUCRACY  FAVOURABLE to CHOICE YEAR-ROUND (seasons) OF CLAIRVOYANCE  BUREAU  OVERHEAD

NOUVEAU RICH RACE:elite ABLE-CARE take care IN  NOUVEAU RICH RACE AUDIENCE listen,  HEAR 
(Regency Order) FOILS  ON Uan BUREAU (U.N.) [rich race/elite] UNAVOIDABLE:   VOCABULARY OF R.O. OVERHEAD,  

TO SINE  RAY  FORCE - CURE  RICH  RACE  FARCE 
READ: NAÏVE BUREAUCRACY FOOLS FAILED HEROIC DECAY.  
 ''HO HO, YAHOO ROAD''  road – 'education' FOOL YE  ALOOF 

EAR, ADORE, FACE:  Virgo, Libra, Scorpio – the Yellowstone dates 
SINE RAY FORCE RACE – the M.E. weapon of directed energy 
5 75 4     Baston tortu en main bouche ferree The bent staff in his hand, his mouth sealed.    

The crooked staff in his hand  his mouth sealed.   Crooked staff – which guides electro magnetic fields , in many vignettes     
AIM COHERANT clear thinking – THE CENTURIES  BROCHURES BORN - RECONNOITRE  SOUTHERN, TUBES  ABSORB  THE  FOUR  
BREATHES EARTH ...  ENCOUNTER  M.E., CONURBATION  SEUENTEEN   quite so 

o A conurbation is a region comprising a number of cities, large towns, and other urbanised areas close by 
THE BAMBOO CURTAIN (China) SNEER ON BRAHMAN TIBETO-BURMAN REACHES,  
CHINA RAN COMBINE, BATCH THERE-ABOUTS    changing the map boundaries 
SOBER ENUMERATION.  OBSCURE  ENORMOUS CABIN mothership  ROBE hides  E.T. NOMINATE  BEAR Ursa  ON Uan CONTRIBUTES, 
NAME  COUNTERS [Chinese] HABIT.  TIBETO-BURMAN MOUNTAINEERS CHEERS  SUBMARINE  BOAT (what!  like in the movie 
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2012?) "Name counters"  there is a list of 120+ names used world wide referring to the Oannes/Anu I was asked to collect, not 
yet published.  But the words could be COUNTER NAMES – using names which mean the opposite to how it appears;  such as 
JESUIT, GOVERN-MENT, "CHRISTIAN" (all those empty expensive churches which lock out the homeless on cold nights) which 
un-educated people, (meaning not educated to the alkhemyst puppeteers,) who do not see it when they are looking at it. Heck, 
the very word GOVERNcontrolMENTminds should be enough to send you all into a silent tizz of Self Defense Mode.  
Only if you do value your mind, and it follows, your soul. 
HENCE ENCOUNTER TIBETO-BURMAN'S OARS  saying those from Argo and the Leptorrhin entities inside the Altai mountains 
A Cassiopeia/Elohim NUMBERS  THE OCTANE  BIREO robed ones-Leptorrhin - Bireo of Cygnus   BECAME  ABORTION  - TERMINATE stop it  
HUNTERS Orion Group OANNES REFUTE,  [hunters] AMBUSH ENTOMB  BRAINTEASER Nostradamus,  AUTHORISE  BOMB  ENTRANCE  TO 
ROOM jump room BEAN pulse  CENTURIES…   a pun, the Centuries are obtained using a jump room, this must be how UUilliem52 
died, helping Nostradamus escape via the portal (see STAGE GATE – STARGATE, & SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS)  when the 
Orion Group entombed Nostradamus. 'Pulse centuries' might mean radioactivity, or that the stage gate is alive for centuries 
R.O. – NOTE:  THE BICARBONATE  BATCH HERBS MENU  CURE,  BEATS  SUBHARMONIC  STEREOBATIC  M.E.weapon  IT  

 red horse Oct 28 - Nov 24 or Nut Nov 12 to Nov 21 and/OR BEER date  May 13 – June 9 
OBAMA'S INCOHERANT (non thinking) ETHNIC THIRTEEN  RIB  E.T. BRUTES  BEAM THEREABOUTS  IN ACORN. BURN  ROSE 
means both a portal and on a Friday  THESE BOUNCERS NOT ENRICH BRUTE OBAMA TENURE  
CHEER  OBUMBRATION The act of darkening or obscuring  BORNE  ETNA'S/ATEN'S  ENCOUNTER … ICES  NORTHERN  EARTH  
NICE SHORTEN (Bill) BEEN NORTH, ENCOUNTERS THE BRUTE  OBAMA RIB IN FOURTEEN – CURSE IT (did they clone him?) 
Answer:  UNSET NICE BROTHER, THEN  REBORN  SENTIENT  able to perceive or feel things. So, yes, Bill Shorten is cloned 
NICE THORN,Cepheus E, INHERENT CUBE Elohim SORT pun NORTHERN OBAMA BRUTES  SITE (U.S.A.) FOURTEEN so here is the 
reason for the Black Knight, they are Seraphim  of  1 10 although the Elohim do think of them as "brutes" too, since they do 
brutal  stuff, such as sasaring the jump room dome on Mars,  an explosive event which appeared on youtube October 2014, 
disguised behind the words "caused by the passing comet..." but in reality caused by the Seraphim preventing the elite from 
using the jump room as an escape route when they had planned to bomb Yellowstone & walk away from the consequences. 
OBAMA, HE THE ARAB, ABHOR BOTHER THE BABE (he is homosexual), HE BAR ABBOTT,  HE EBB … fade off  
BOB not  being AHA … previous lines said Obama was trying to be the first pharaoh (again),   that it will be Ventura who is 

HERBS  MENU  CURE,  see  FEATURED  GINGER  BOX next line 
10 56 2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche         A great flow of blood will come out of its mouth     
                ERID.ANUS  those shape shifters in the U.N.          
TELLINGER:  HARANGUES FOX OF BAD FRAUD CRAP the bankers TELLINGER – GUARD OFFagainst ARAB  PURCHASE  FOX   
FOX AFFORDS causes BAD  CAR IN DAN Scorpio. The bad traffic jam in another line.AND FOX BRAG, OF PURCHASE  FRAUD 
RE: FOX SUFFER BAD AUTOGRAPHING (gets caught via his signature)  FOX (banksters)  BEGGAR ADULT 
TELLINGER: BURGLAR PROOF AFRICAN  EDGED  EXHAUST  FAN  FLAT                                                                       
FAR UP A Elohim SAFEGUARD, BUFFER ANCHOR TELLINGER  AFFAIRE D'HONNEUR 
ANU APEX FOUR HANG AXE UP   like burying the hatchet 
The 'apex four' are also the 'insane four' in other lines. These are those of SAMAROBRIN: SAAM, RIB, ON and R/Draco 
R.O. BUGGER OFF PRAETORIAN Roman/Norma/Chertan GUARD, SINE Oannes AND ULTRA-ARCH C Ophiuchus/Abus PARADOXES ,  
EXCHANGES  BAD RADS FLUFF radioactive seas  BEFORE EXPURGATING remove matter thought to be objectionable or unsuitable 
from (a text or account).    FOUR-AND-A-HALF, the inner planets  GUARDING FURTHER OFF-BALANCE PARADOXES.   R.O., 
DALS AND AS  CONFIGURE , EXPAND AIR, EARTH  FAR FLUNG FOURTH 
BUG Mantids GARDENER  EXIT FLUFF  FROM FOUR AND A HALF  planets 
AS God of the Aettir AND  A Cassiopeian/Elohim BUGGER OFF CORRUPT FLAXEN HAIRED AN (and/or those from Alcyone in the Pleiades 
but in contract with the Anu/Uan) AND  BUGGER OFF EXTRA  SPECIAL  HARD  FOUR (in DAN? no answer yet) 
PLEASANT R.O. BUGGER OFF HARD PORTAL  BOX  SAFEGUARDED  FRICANDEAUX veal fillet. against  FAR REACHING SUN 
PARCS FIX UP, BUGGER OFF BAD PARADOXES AUTHORED IN CALENDAR   
another line about the 324 years removed and or the 1000 years added which in sum total means 676 years added 
AS, A AND A PREFIX (lord En.ki) IS SUFFIX E.Yah OF HUGE GRAND OPERA these texts  ABHOR  A  BAD CROUUN (Otto? Leech?) 
REGARDED  AS HALF-EXPERT  FRAUD  OFF CALENDAR:  FORUUARDS  ING  the reaping  CALENDAR  
FOXES  GIRAFFES/Camelopardalis  BAD  CALENDAR  NOUU 
FAR OFF OX Aldebaren/Nazis  EXCEL,  ENRAGING BAD ONE FORUUARDS  CALENDAR – BEGGARS prevents FINE  FORUUARD PTAH, 
R.O. ABLE FIX GRADUATE PARCS UNDER SOUTHERN (this is now the sixth line saying this) FEATURES  GINGER  BOX 
FLAXEN-HAIRED PARCS GUAGED BROAD EARTH TURN OFF, EXAGGERATED OAR HANG OFF,  BLUFFED FOUR-IN-HAND 
(Auriga – see the Second coming where OAR/Argo are the desired coming Quite so. I had been describing them as the mole in  
camp not realizing that the Mantids of the Elohim have been COPIED by the Copyists.  Not to be mistaken for the Insectoids – 
which word IS in the Template. Hopefully there are enough years left in me to produce that forum.) 
BROAD EARTH TURN OFF – our orbit, growing as we speak and dilly-dally about protecting ourselves, keeping our guns 
loaded, and polishing our defensive mirrors)  PTAH, is EnKi/Yah
10 56  2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche           
LAURENCE GARDNER using Ormus for porting: BAD SUFFIX ARAB GOD Alla.Lu.cifer GHOST AFOOT - FOX UP GRAPHIC AFFAIR  
exactly what I have been saying – even though Ala.Lu was found dead on Mars, makes no difference, he had time gates 
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GRAPHIC AFFAIR sounds like the false messiah holograms, one can see why Allah might do that, or the NUCLEAR HOLOGRAM  

10 56 2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche     continues      
SUFFIXE.YAHFOXED ARROGANT PARUECHAL OF GENDER AGENDA,(! see I Darius) SUFFER cause EXTRA BAD DRAGON BAD ING 
harvest  DARN GENERAL OFFICER UUAXgrows  INTO BAD FROG. reptile  NOUU RELAXING, BRAGS  ''AFFORDED  created  FARCE''  
Created the removal of 324 years?, and the addition of 1000 - saying it was worthwhile?  What a psychopath! 

DARIUS  STAFF UP, BUFFER UP LABOUR EXCHANGE, SAT GALAXIES. FAR FLUNG DARIUS A NEANDERTHAL FOX – BAD 
EXCHANGE RATE NOT BUGGER OFF HEXAPLAR SIXFOLD FARCEthe second coming  AND BUFFER GALAXIES' FOUR  CARP IS PROOF.     
DARIUS FAR FLUNG PAD ROB RATE OF EXCHANGE souls? AND EXACERBATED made worse THE PLAN  OF EXTRA  ARCH  FOE.  
GALAXIES' CARP Oannes CRAP BROUUNED OFF FAIR GRAND FATHER (AS) 
10 56 2  Grand fleux de fang fortira par sa bouche           
GRAND  FATHER, ANCHORNOSTRADAMUS, UUASP* BRAIN AND CORE Kore/stage gate ABLE  FIX  FROG reptile  DRAB ANGEL FOX 
GRANDFATHER IN BEARD (Darius)  if not Darius, not certain since E'Ya is described as clean faced. 
* UUASP is APIS/VESPA/MUSCA (the hieroglyph sigil) 'camped at' Gliese 876C – the He Rod J-Rod52 who have two brains 
** such as Nostradamus, Da Vinci and Mother Shipton 
RED DRAGON ChinaBOASTFUL AFFAIR BRUTAL EXCHANGE eating souls  FACES OFF FAITHFUL SUFFIX E.YAHUP,  ABLE ARRANGE 
CHAT,  EXCHANGE  ABORTS FLU-UP AFFAIR;  ARRANGE BOX UP FLU. RED DRAGONVatican EXPOSING  ARABS  CHAUFFER 
CHILDREN  AUGUR says in future EXPAND, GO FASTER. EXPOSURE GANG OF FAT CHILDREN  FRAUD  
 

GREAT PIRAHNA BARRACUDAOANNES  PHOENIX'S McCain ERDOGAN,  FEARFUL OF PURCHASING  EXTRA  BADSUPER SOLDIERS  
ERDOGAN HALF EXPECTINGhoping  IS EXAGGERATED,  ARRANGES PLANS OF FORUUARD BAD BRANCH G.M. DNA? SUPER SOLDIERS 
OF LARGE  EARTH BREACH EXPANDING FORUUARD ,  ABHOR LARGE  FAST  EXPANDING,  AFFECT EARTH 
 

PREFIX  DRAGON M'ABVS  IS ABLE CHANGE  FAST-FORUUARD  (time gate) 
PREFIX LORDBRAG HENDECAGONAL of 11 angles and 11 sides FAST-FORUUARD is this speaking of the elite having a portal? see 7 73 
E.D.extra dimenHALF-EXPECT ARABS OF RANGING FORUUARD using time gates, which is what all the wars have really been about 
 

ELEPHANT Cepheus BAGS REAR-FACING OXFORD DUUARF (Asmodeus) UUARN GIRAFFE Camelopardalis/Anakim BAGS OXFORD CARD 
looks like someone was depending on information gained via a time gate REAR-FACING = Janus 
 

DUUARF OF ELOHIM ABLE TRANSFER AND FOX GEOGRAPHIC – RATHER,  EXPOSING OFF-BALANCE  DRAG IN I DAN HALLOWEEN 
this is mentioned in other lines about Earth's core being 'dragged' by the passing solar system of Nibiru, as well as made "off-
centre" by the particle colliders.  
AND FIX IS EXCHANGE  LARGE  GEOGRAPHIC LABRADOR –  
(Tea means in Sagittarius, the same date for Fresno Dec 1) but also a pun SPRING weather gone because of an event in Sagittarius 
DUUARF  "ABSENT"  FLAGRANT  DOXOGRAPHERS  historians with their own opinions describing the points of view of past philosophers and "historians".  

DUUARF Hreidmar FOX vb BREATHING SPACE  OF DARN REPROACHABLE  GANGSTERS elite  This has been repeated frequently 
GRAND  FATHER  EXPLAINS  'BAD'  AUGUR  OFF CORE KORE PORTAL FAR OFF OX ALDEBAREN/NAZIS  EXCEL,  ENRAGING PTAH, BAD one 

FORUUARDS  CALENDAR – BEGGARS  prevents FINE  FORUUARD NOUU PREFIX LORD FLAG AS: BAD GRAND FATHER, BRAGS GOD 
LEFT-HANDER (sinister)  PARAFFIN  UUAX effigy  
GRAND  FATHER, ANCHORNOSTRADAMUS, UUASP* BRAIN AND CORE Kore/stage gate ABLE  FIX  FROG reptile  DRAB ANGEL FOX 
GRANDFATHER  IN  BEARD (Darius or YHWH)         *UUASP is Gliese 876C – the He Rod J-Rod52 who have two brains. 
PTAH E.Yah REUUARDS FOX REGARDING OFF-BALANCE FLAUU. PTAH, COXAIN, OF GARDEN,EARTH UUARBLER SINGING BIRD AND  
OF GIRAFFES Camelopardalis  ANAKIM  REFERRING GRAND SCALE OF BAD UUAXING (growth) SUN.  
PTAH,  GARDEN Living Library UUARBLER singer GUARDIAN,  FOXES  CIGAR CRAFT  OFF IN DAN – Scorpio (using Yellowstone?) 
LARGE FOX (fox faced grayle) UUARN PTAH  CIGAR  BAD ALGEBRA metrician OFFENDERS,  FLOUUN CIGAR, ARRANGE*  BAD FEEDERS 
*ARRANGE  by getting those shape shifters in the U.N. to herd people into FEMA camps 

*COXAIN, = the Mantids from Puppis in Argo, seen as the "cockerel" in many vignettes & and probably the COQ in many of the 

Quatrain & Template lines. The word Coq/cockerel can also mean year of the Rooster which was 2017 & any 12th year after 
that. France itself has the Cockerel as its sigil with Russia using the Bear, England the rampant Lion and USA the Eagle. From 

the Template of the Quatreins, Australia uses the Emu. 
ZEPPELIN 

“… the electromagnetic airships of Atlantis are introduced, along with radio and television (don’t forget, this book was written in 1886). 
It is explained that the airships, similar to zeppelins, but more like a cigar-shaped craft, are electro-magnetic-gravitational in nature. 

They move through the air using a form of anti-gravity and are also capable of entering the water as submarines.” 
"“Terziski maintains that antigravity research began in Germany in the 1920's with the first hybrid antigravity circular craft, the 
RFZ-1, constructed by the Vril Society.       In 1942-43 a series of antigravity machines [Including the Vril-7 —culminating in 
the giant 350-foot long, cigar-shaped… space station, which was constructed in old zeppelin hangars near Berlin by E4, the 

research and development arm of the SS… ”  
[The 350-foot long cigar-shaped craft, I argue, was photographed by contactee George Adamski back in the 1950’s. See below picture—GJ] 

“If in fact the  Vril-Ya  do exist and the Nazis did indeed establish contact with this superior race, then we could assume that   

this antigravity propulsion worked on the principles of vril force… ”                   by Greg Jenner  from DarkStar1 Website 

  Vril-Ya   =  someone has been lied to, and this is how it really works. “We”, in this case Hitler, believe the fallen angels 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_ufoaleman.htm
http://www.darkstar1.co.uk/
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From SOLAR FLIP Jan. 8 2014: 
7 38 3 FEET IN THICK LIPPED MOUTH (eaten feet first)  the texts hidden by Nostradamus say:  
RAIDS IN IRON AGE (Halloween which is Scorpio & Virgo)  
DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR [ufo] UP APRON [Van Allen Belt] ~  PROVE SUPERNATURAL (!) in/from DAN (Dan is in Scorpio)  
ENTRANCE AMID DREAM (while asleep) –  DETER DAMN AMERICAN (FDR) TRADED MEN  
from i558  Monster of Abus: 
1. FRIENDLY ELECTS BEHOLD: OLDEST BRIDES OF HELL FEEBLY LY [lie], CYLINDER DESCEND (see "ZEPPELINS" following,  
CELEBRITY HOLDS, FONDLES CHILDREN BEYOND, BLEEDS FLESH. BLONDS [Aryan Vril] RELY, LET FEED CHI  
2. C [Mabus] R [Draco] NEED ENROLLED, NEED TRANS RED CELL ~ NEEDLE RENDER CLONE 
E.D. (Andr. Council) LEARN, SEND STAR ELECTRON./Menolea/One Male ("Enrolled/tag" is how they find the children) 
Star electron – the event Chani speaks of which sets off the ice age, then we read (here) this stops the mass abduction 
3. U.N. READY UNIMPEACHABLE UP. AIM DENY UNREACHABLE CAPAuriga*. BUNDLE UP AMERICAN. 
(the U.N. are infiltrated by Other Worlders) Auriga part of the second coming 
4. TRENDY IGNORANT OF (the celebrity) [CAP Auriga] DRAGON – ENTRY IN TIN (Sagittarius) OS (in Capricorn) 
QUALIFIER CLUE: ISON/Nemesis  CAME DIMMED, ENTRY IN TIN (Sagittarius) OS (in Capricorn) true 
COME AS MORE LIQUID.  ISON CLUE = ACQUIRES FILM MODE(a covering? a hologram?)  EQUALS (the U.N. are 
infiltrated by Other Worlders) MIMICcopy DIRE, IN  I (Halloween date or eve of solstice) to OS (Yule/APPLE date) 

o MIMIC DIRE = pretend chaos 
dens: car prophete proprement mon filz eft          because my son Filippo will be replacing missing prophet 

THORN the sky rune for Cepheus/Arm those hibernating in Black Knight  
(also in 1 10 the seven children of the King means the constellation of Cepheus, king of kings – hibernating above)  
COMPETENT THORN (sky rune for Cepheus) PERFORMS FRENZIED IN APPLE, Celtic tree zodiac Dec 23 to Dec 31 & a Friday 
CONTEMPT FOR PENRE (Anu go-between)  
HALF FROZEN PTERIDOSPERMseed fern  
(saying the tropics are half frozen, not yet perma frost: see the word "suddenly")  
SELF APPOINTED TRENCHERMEN FROZE PROMPT (trenchermen - (suddenly & think The Day After Tomorrow) –  
THEN THOSE PERPETRATED FROM ZEPPELINS CONFORM (saying a sudden ice age stops the reptilian harvest)  

(trench·er·man [tren-cher-muhn] noun, plural trench·er·men.)  
1. a person who has a hearty appetite; a heavy eater. 2. Archaic. a hanger-on; parasite. 

From: Da Vinci Met Nostradamus July 2015 
10 60  1 Je pleure Niffe, Mannego, Pize Gennes,  
OANNES APE MEN ZEPPELIN OPENING SINE, PLUNGE FREEZES JUNGLE, SEE PENILE GAOL (Earth) JUMP ZONES 
GANGRENE die off  
GENUINE PEER ZEE ANGEL PEEP SEEN, PENS INFLUENZA: PENS FEMINIZE – SANG OPENS ENGINE FOR SERENE 
GREEN JUNGLE ENGULF  
o APE MEN Ahpee from Sirius  

4 49 3 Mais d’vn long temps ne fera entendu But for a long time of any nothing will be heard, 
GOVERNMENT F.E.M.A. DISPENSE FUNDAMENTAL, (!!) …..  
DRAFT TO FUND DEPRAVEMENT OF UNMEANINGNESS (MEANLESSNESS); NOT REAL DEVELOPMENT 
PREDOMINANT VENGEFULNESS MET IN  DAN, (in Scorpio) 
MANNING DEVELOPMENT OF FEASTS [reaping/rapture] UNDER F (Pegasus/Tall White Grayles) GOVERNMENT: 
ARGUMENT IS  DEPENDENT ON  LAUU MANUALS – 
 
 

The Missing Time Machine 
 

An eccentric priest claimed he had a machine that could see into the past.  
folly or fancy? 

 

In his little 12 by 12 foot monastic cell Father Pellegrino Ernetti greeted Father Francois Brune one afternoon in the early 1960's.  

The two men had just met for the first time the day before during a ferry ride across Venice's Grand Canal.  During their short 

conversation, Father Ernetti had said something that stuck in Father Brune's mind.  The two, who were both experts on ancient 

languages, were talking about scriptural interpretation when Father Ernetti remarked that there existed a machine that could easily 

answer all their questions. 

Did Father Ernetti actual have a machine that 
could see back into the depths of time?  

(Copyright Lee Krystek, 2009) 

 Antique Greek Coin depicting a UFO centered between twin suns—
Sol and Nibiru? 

(Source: Atlantis: The Seven Seals by Zoltan Andrew Simon ©1983. Page 137) 

Vril-Ya 

See how easy it is to fool us? We never question what we hear or are told 
this being part of our mentally controlled (govern-ment) upbringing.  
By tacking Ya onto the Vril title – misdirection at its zenith!  
For one thing, Ya is not a race, but one entity.  
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Father Brune was puzzled about what kind of machine could do such a thing and resolved to bring it up again with Father 

Ernetti in that day's meeting. When asked about it, Father Ernetti described a device he called a "chronovisor" that looked a 

bit like a television. Instead of receiving broadcasts from local transmission stations, however, the chronovisor could tune into 

the past to allow the viewer to see and hear events that had occurred years or even centuries earlier. Father Ernetti told Brune 

that the machine worked by detecting all the sights and sounds that humanity had made that still floated through space. 

Father Brune wanted to know if Father Ernetti and his collaborators had been able to see the crucifixion of Christ.  

Ernetti replied, "We saw everything. The agony in the garden, the betrayal of Judas, the trial - Calvary." 
Father Ernetti's Chronovisor : The Creation and Disappearance of the World's First Time Machine by Peter Krassa, New Paradigm Books, 

2000. 

https://www.ancient-code.com/chronovisor-device-used-vatican-look-future-past/ 
(Keeping In mind that this crucifixion was all a charade by the Copiests to manipulate our belief system. 
This interesting article goes on to describe the team which was compiled to make this chronovisor. Amongst them 
was Enrico Fermi, Father Agostino Gemelli a specialists in Gregorian Chants and  VVernher Von Braun), 

" In the wrong hands, Ernetti said, it could create the "most fearsome dictatorship the world has ever seen." 

Which is WHY the Templars had it buried under Oak Island – and were murdered in order to keep the secret. 

Not very successfully kept, this is the secret of  7 73 1  Maintaining the Anubis Seat to manipulate profits. 
"The diaries of Hans Nilzer or He was sent to work in the Vatican archives.What hides the Vatican?  

"12 Aug 1899 every day of my work are multiplying very strange facts. The gospel story appears in an entirely new 

light. However, I do not trust anyone, not even my diary. 

23 Oct 1899, I wish I was dead this morning. For the collections entrusted to me, I found many documents saying that the 

story of the Savior [was]  invented from beginning to end!  

November 9, 1900 Decided to leave aside the documents associated with the middle Ages.  

My work in the vault is almost over, and it seems that I don’t want to let out top-secret papers. Apparently, my superiors 

have conceived some suspicion of, although I try not to attract their attention." 

http://all.true-news.info/what-hides-behind-the-priests-of-the-vatican/  

 

 

JUST A REMINDER (additional to chrono-visor) 

See the Maccas sigil bottom left 
 

This image should have gone into the pdf forum 
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR TIME TRAVEL 
 

That human meat (the leg) is being eaten at places with that 
symbol we all know as Maccas. 
That doing so is the same as killing one's brain. 
(Prion disease) 
 

A lay monk (brown habit) meaning "unlearned" 
Is he wearing white gloves? That signifies "leper" meaning 
"not wanting to make use of education." 
The flower he holds is a rose, signifying time gate. 
This is image 74 painted by Cesar de Notredame – from a 
former version which also shows the unmistakable big "M" of 
MacDonalds  
The footwear shown is that of 5th C. 

 
 

https://www.ancient-code.com/chronovisor-device-used-vatican-look-future-past/
http://all.true-news.info/what-hides-behind-the-priests-of-the-vatican/
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sodium ascorbate (the real Vitamin C) 
https://www.drugs.com/vet/vitamin-c.html 
VRIL DONALD MARSHALL INTERVIEW  1 05 52 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sCuLRc2Vvk&feature=youtu.be 
 

Billy Meier also mentioned how Malona/Phaeton was destroyed in Contact Report 251:           
C+F+PHAETON in the Template 

Malona, or rather Phaeton, was destroyed in fratricidal wars by its genetically-manipulated inhabitants who had originally come from 

the Sirius regions, and who blew up the planet by diverting parts of an ocean into the subterranean or underwater magma 

chambers of a gigantic volcano.  

Also mentioned in Contact Report 251 is how the inhabitants of Malona/Phaeton constructed cities, pyramids,  

stations and other things: 

Upon leaving the Sirius regions, the other genetically-manipulated peoples found a way to the SOL System, where several 

thousands of rebellious genetically-manipulated people had previously been banished (BY WHOM?) to a myriad of terrestrial locations 

as a punishment." http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Malona 

5 7 3 Ceux d'alentour ne feront en repos,  Those from thereabouts will not be at rest, Industrial Military Complex 
NONE EXERT  FREE UP EXACT DATES ONE  FOUND,  OFTEN EXPOUNDED IN PDF. 

  UNDOES: = FIXES WILL ENSURE REFUTES (TONES ENTER NEURON TEXTURE OPENER) UNTO EON FUTURE FURORE UNREST  
6 53 1 Le grand Prelat Celtique a Roy fufpect,   The great Celtic Prelate suspected by the King/president   

 Marcabians disguised  in other words, those orbiting in our air space LAST SUPPER ART SQUARE CARTEL  
 REQUIRED  YSUS  OSSUARY  PERSUASORY  YOU  ALL.  

                                                        

5 99 1 Milan, Ƒerrare, Turin & Aquilleye, contin   

during the mystery immolation by sasar of California and Spanish suburbs October 13 2017 was writing this 

RARE SMELLIER MAN-LIKE AQUILA  ALTAIRAN the ‘Semitic’ type  LIAR E.T. LURE  MENTAL UNREALITY  FREAKILY  IN AIR.   
INFURIATE UNTIMELY INFERNAL FIERY ANIMAL-LIKE  MILITARY ANU AIM  INTER-NEURAL FAILURE,  
MAKE  MINUTE  SMALL  TINY  LINEAR fetch ALIEN  EUREKA  SINE ,  
 EMIT: FIRES A REALITY – NIL FUNERAL NIL MATERIAL REMAINS      = directed energy fields 
TERMINAL SERIAL KILLERS LATELY AUTUMN  &  UUINTER  SEUENTEEN
(ELITES’ MENIAL SINS MERIT ‘EARN UUIN’ ATEN-ETNA TRIALS)

 MEANUUHILE URANILS  QUARREL  OUER  ‘MINE MINERALS’: 
 YEAR UUE SIMULATE  INITIALS MENU    (S.O.S. 2013 or Pi in the Sky 2012) 

 orbits LIMITS SUNNIER ALL-TIME  (in Oct 2013 we began a larger orbit) QUEERS ANNUALS
o so saying that back in ca i676 a.d. the calendars alteration coincided with the battle for Earth minerals by off worlders 

 LAME  UURINKLIER  ALUMNI  NELL EMAILS  LITERAL  ALERTS
” 

o MAULER MANURES are those Vril fallen angels, the UTILE (handy) 1,000  years added to our calendar, around the same time as the 
“INITIALS” of  A.D. were invented, and the “i” changed to a number “1”  by the same who  LIMIT SUNNIER for ALL TIME  

o FIERY ANIMAL-LIKE  MILITARY we know them as the Industrial Media-Military Complex.  
o NIL FUNERAL MATERIAL REMAINS California right now, just like the Twin Towers – no remains. The word    FIRES  is a pun. 

The seven branches will be reduced to three,    (7 orbits? Elite? Planets?6 11 1 Des fept rameaux a trois feront reduits,   

FIRST: SURE-FIREpun ENSURE  SAFER TO MAINTAIN  FIREARMS –  
SATAN PARASITE DRAFT FEARSOME: EXTREME SUUIFT ORDERS  
ONTO ‘PATRIOT’ AIM  F.E.M.A. DOMINATE  DISPARATE  PROLE  TUUITTER :  ARE TERRORS SEASON SORROUUS EXPERTISE 

(Twitter simply means social media) Same as "YAHOO" means all search engines run by Military Industrial Media Complex. 
 You might notice if using YAHOO to find The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus, that you will not be allowed to open the web site.

 

8 11 1 Peuple infiny paroiftra a Vicence  i562  A multitude of people will appear at Vicenza (refugees)  
IS INCAPACITY OF NAÏVE PEOPLE VIA FANATIC’S NARRATIVE  
IN PIONEER EFFICACY OF INFECTIVE PRURIENCY.  IS PURE AVARICE.  
UNFAIR TYRRANIC INACCURATE IFFY VACCINE PIRACY VEIN.  
IS RARE INVARIANT IN ACTIVE AUTISTIC INFANCY PAIN. 
RIP-OFF ALERT: PRENATAL YUPPIE PAY DNA PRICE,  = 

FLAIRS EERIE PUPPY-FAT (REPTILIAN ALIEN REAPPEAR, ATE)  
o The word INFINITE applied to REPTILIAN ALIEN here – a bit scary.  
o The word PIONEER refers to them inventing the entire idea...  
o plus studies have confirmed that obesity in children is caused by vaccines and the damage they do to immune systems. 
FIERY PINNACLE VOLCANO ERUPTION IN FACE SCORPIO first ten days of Scorpio = over the week of Halloween 
CLEANS UP PANIC PLACE, CANCELS FACILE VIP FECAL RACE

https://www.drugs.com/vet/vitamin-c.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sCuLRc2Vvk&feature=youtu.be
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_251
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_251
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Malona
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the "third peoples of the ante-christ”  under Antarctica. FEMA organisers 
FALSE ATEN/asteroid-ETNA REPLACES FINANCE PLAN [trade]  
APPLIANCE VIA VILE PALACE  PALEFACE  white supremacy 
o FINANCE PLAN the secret  “free trade” agreements  
o VILE PALACE  meaning Vatican & QEII who run all other “leaders” 
o In the matter of PLAINER  FLIP (laying down of Earth).  
o A false asteroid onto Etna sure could do that, so could Nemesis 
recall 1 100 3 QUEUE FREE ‘CURES’ = PURCHASE MENACE.     The word “purchase” indicates there is still a cost 
 

Ancient Aliens 2017 - Alien Spaceships Approaching Eart... 
http://www.jutube.cz/watch/CpJAQDKsKrg 1:12:27 
 

https://yandex.com/video/search?filmId=13833219082959725786&text=Ancient%20Aliens%202017%20-
%20Alien%20Spaceships%20Approaching%20Earth...%20video&noreask=1&path=wizard&reqid=1505277802242656-
185355676767011953161765-vla1-1412-V   15:05 

 

 

Spotted this in the margin of the video linked underneath here. 
I have not yet watched it, but the number "82" caught my eye 
simply because (out of the Template of Hidden Texts) there are  
84 Off Worlders named.  
 

The added  "2"  are the Andromeda Council (which has inmates 
named in the 82) and the Elohim Alliances, whose members are 
also named within the 82. There are 20 in the Elohim, with a PDF 
forum titled The Elohim in Alphabetical order describing them. 
 

to find this video, copy and paste: 

Video: 82 known Alien species are in contact with Earth claim ... 

keeping in mind these are the ones named in the texts involved 
in having an affect with subsequent effect on us or our planet. 

https://www.ancient-code.com/footage-reveals-deputy-sheriff-saw-roswell-hauling-big-creature/ 
 

 

C+F+ANOTHER 

 
There are several things about these, one of which disturbs me. The numbers involve 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 12. Trying not to 
obsess about the 12 (after all – there are 12 Centuries, and EnKi-E'Ya was once an anu). Returning them to a 3D image 
tells us that these are the dodecahedral Therses.     The one on the right is the exact same one as that which Leonardo 
painted into the Last Supper. As a 2D image it shows a cube that "looks like" a star. The illumination field surrounding  
it is what causes it to appear spherical to the naked eye.    This is easily seen through even the cheapest of telescopes. 
The picture  on the left in 2D shows a cube, with the same round illumination surrounding it (texts describe it as LUX). 
A physicist might find better descriptions regarding the loops & coils being formed by fields, but the diamond shaped 
objects leave me none the wiser. I wonder if they are related to the "Adamantine" which points to silica?  Maybe not. 
The very next day after writing this, a contactee on Fb posted something which fits. I have not asked this person for 
permission to publish their name yet, but the Group we are in is  REPTILIANS ALIENS DISCLOSURE ;  where he posted it. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/attribution_link?a=r8h-q88TEvZi9b-Q&u=/watch?v%3Dws6hPWRg1z4%26feature%3Dem-subs_digest-vrecs&g=ALM6BvyH2O3wQInKeqIVxNkLp0zGRZrizpUVmr5HogkDo6adIHmKQDcpfGJ7vZHqlmkN50TPi_lDaYAtZgachR1JAnhWobOXTKEFwT9v5hup05_bx7ZzgBEOw7M-F1bmuUxomrz5v1Q-7n6OQs0SW7_mRjZT3KgTYfrweDi2zA7qIOr9I9bJiDJLQVBfuTSAdwAlXdaAdsTdsVAg
http://www.jutube.cz/watch/CpJAQDKsKrg
https://yandex.com/video/search?filmId=13833219082959725786&text=Ancient%20Aliens%202017%20-%20Alien%20Spaceships%20Approaching%20Earth...%20video&noreask=1&path=wizard&reqid=1505277802242656-185355676767011953161765-vla1-1412-V
https://yandex.com/video/search?filmId=13833219082959725786&text=Ancient%20Aliens%202017%20-%20Alien%20Spaceships%20Approaching%20Earth...%20video&noreask=1&path=wizard&reqid=1505277802242656-185355676767011953161765-vla1-1412-V
https://yandex.com/video/search?filmId=13833219082959725786&text=Ancient%20Aliens%202017%20-%20Alien%20Spaceships%20Approaching%20Earth...%20video&noreask=1&path=wizard&reqid=1505277802242656-185355676767011953161765-vla1-1412-V
https://www.ancient-code.com/footage-reveals-deputy-sheriff-saw-roswell-hauling-big-creature/
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I asked him what does "bindu" mean. You can see the reason for my 
question since there is a "bindu" in each of these crop circles, or rather, six 
of them.  (I should have asked him what the "ha" means too.) 

His answer was: 

Helen Parks the aliens used it to translate egyption to alien languages. 
So, does it mean "translate this"? Or – just "translate" which by definition 
means turning one thing into another – usually of the same genre, like 
language, or in geological terms, earth moving.  
Thus, "moving one thing across into another."  
That would be an apt  definition for a "Therses". 
Looking at those "bindu" in the cropcircles – what are they doing?  –  
they are moving... from one state to another. 

Another thing which disturbs me about the one on the right – its outline forms a star of David, which represents more 
than the public comprehends. Including me. It may be that the Star of David represents a Therses! What do we know? 
We know that Rothschilds "invented" the state of Israel in I948.   
We now know this family was 'bred' up in many ways to operate for and on behalf of certain off worlders. The same 
which are slowly destroying our planet in such a manner that none of us has yet acted on, nor done anything about it. 
We now know the "elite" are using time lines to "manipulate profits".  See 7 73 1 and  C+F+ 'chronovisor'.  
Refer to Andy Basagio;who as a child was utilized by the Military Industrial Complex (run by off worlders) in their new 

 Aerial Reconaissance Chambers (A.R.C.) jump room experiments. 
Often I wonder if Andy Basagio is actually aware that the technology he has become used to, is part of the 1933 F.D.R 
"treaties"  between four parties which signed us all away?  The cloned F.D.R. thinking the other three parties offering 
the so highly desired technology; were all true extra-terrestrials (which two had once been) but had come from Earth.  
Antarctica, formerly once known as LeMuria: of whom the inhabitants had battled fought and warred against Atlantis 
and of which we have been led to believe were the victims of the power hungry Atlanteans. 
The only way we can judge them is by their actions.     What they do, and what they are doing is displayed in the false 
clauses of the "Treaties". Where they had arranged the alteration of our Calendars in order to bring forward the dates 
they want to profit from. part of which scenario to maintain their DNA The worst of which is the stealing of children, 
via adenochrome found in the blood resulting from extreme fear and pain. 
THIS is the very reason the elite do not want full disclosure – quite apart from keeping free enrgy to themselves since 
1934, consequent to the 1933 Pact (or "PLAN 9" as Ed Woods tried to warn us).    It is also the reason for the GREADA 
"Treaty" of clone Eisenhouer, arranged at the end of  I951 & signed  in I954, in a smoke screen camouflaging the I933 
agreements signed between  of Sirius FDR, a Grey faction, a "Nordic"(fallen angel) and a Human shape shifted Oannes
all three of which came from under Antarctica. Noting that all three of these extraterrestrials are part of Orion Group. 

At this juncture we all need to understand the misinformation which is cleverly infiltrated throughout – well, 
everywhere.  Best exanple is Wikipedia.  
For exactly the same reason NostraDamus hid his most intriguing works – the Sixaines – from view,  knowing they 
would not be found until the times which need them the most: – Wikipedia is attempting to do the very same.  Try 
as I might, I have not been successful in adding to their blog on NostraDamus,  that there were twelve books of the 
Centuries. The illuminati-run Wikipedia does not want you to know what those extra two books of sixaines broad-
cast. Not just Wikipedia – but ALL illuminati run blogs, (like Wes Penre, or the Ashtar 'Command')in their attempt 
at controlled opposition. You will find the Gaia TV "information" likewise lacking in truth. Feeding the public only 
what the trendies expect to hear, or want to hear.        (You watch Wikipedia now, they will add that 'edit' to falsify me.) 
Have you yet heard any of the here-mentioned bloggers speak of treaties which depend on our altered calendars to 
activate the false based agreements in exchange for technology? The very same that the elite were handed the next 
year after the first signing of the false treaties?  If any of those aforesaid bloggers do ever speak of the Elohim – it is 
always to paint them in a negative light – same for E'Yah – but we NEVER get to hear of the jealous wrathful  hatred 
of EnLil/YHWH out of their mouths! 

 Noticeably when people do begin to mention the The best weapon they seem to wield is that of falsifying dates.  
'treaties' I have not yet heard one say the term of each treaty is 9 years. I have heard many other lengths of contract, 
but not the one named for us in these texts. TREATY 9 of 2014/I690. We have seen search engines naming  F.D.R. 
signing E.T. agreements in 1933 (once easily found in search engines but becoming more difficult to do so)... and 
that date is confirmed from many various sources, those which have no axe to grind. 

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=gc&dti=441778046007401&hc_location=ufi
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Thus – mathematically speaking – 2014 minus 1933 is  81. Treaty 9 (81 years after the first) ratified Nov 8 2014.    
If you have been following these hidden texts you will recall numerous lines which state the nine-year term. Best 
confirmed in the Year of the Horse pdf forum where all the years involved in the calendar alterations have been a 
year of the Horse. A coincidence almost as incredulous as the details in ʺWhat Are The Chances?".  Prince Otto's i676, 
(year of the Horse) bringing forward the  millenium of I,000 A.D., (a year of the Horse), 2014 (a year of the Horse) 
being  [in one calendar] I690 (a year of the Horse). With two calendars having been changed, one having had 324½  
years simply plucked out, removed and the other having had one thousand years tacked on, added by making the 
"i" ("I") or the "ƚ" prefix into a number "1". The sum total difference being an extra 676 years. So, back in 2012 the 
real 2012 still had 676 years to go. Same with the Age of Aquarius. 
(Just a thought, probably means nothing, 676 divided by 4 = 169.0)  
We need to hark back to the detail provided to us relating to the Bentwaters-Rendlesham Forest incident. Begging 
a question which comes to an obessive mind – what was Rendlesham really about?    Apart from downloading  into 
the mind of Jim Penniston untold amounts of  code; what else could have a "pretend" crash of a Yod craft been truly 
doing?  The answer in my [obsessive] mind is this.  To bring attention to the incident  itself.   
Where else has this event been named, apart from earthfiles.com?  
I, (the collator) have also received reams of columns of numbers. Five columns. Scrolled in my mind until I got a very bad headache. 
In the  Hidden Texts Template, the very one directly related to words in the Quatrains, in particular PLUS OUTRE 
which is FURTHER BEYOND. From which came the message in  6 70 2  After this, further beyond, doubted, feared, loved : 

YES, BURN RED HOT (the Twin Towers)  – BOTHERED  U [heavenly] YOD  ten  YEHU BRENTFORD  Rendlesham BRETHREN  FRYEND. 
BRENTFORD is generic, because other lines pointing to the same incident refer to it as “Pennington” or “Crabwood” and both these 
places are a stones throw from each other

We have not been taught in schools to observe what we see.        Consequently a medieval painting is "just fine art" to us. 
Having chrono-visors, those in medieval times did try to send us warnings. The best and most enduring manner of these 
warnings to us was in their art, be it a painting, a wall relief or even  in sculpture. Hidden in plain sight. 
So when we are told certain dates by the mis-informing bloggers, we do have a need to discern, to dig out the real truths. 
It has been a hard road for me to trust what these Hidden Texts tell us when at almost every turn our modern "informers" 
have said in various forms of media – something quite different. Such as the lack of agreement between them about pole 
shifts and another~Best Example is the erstwhile age of the Giza pyramids, and that there were four of them. 
We saw (twice) how the Orion Group has attached its "title" to many things, one of which being Google Earth. 
Being the "ESTABLISHMENT" it is a rare archaeologist brave enough to be bucking the traces of their own income source 
and it is high kudos indeed to Robert Schoch who disturbed them so much when he dated the Sphinx pre-great wet times! 
We have yet to see an archaeologist brave enough to publicly state that Giza was NOT BASED on the Orion constellation. 
There has been an attempt or two to state Giza was based on Cygnus. Meaning those who came to this conclusion did so 
because they discovered that Orion's Belt does not quite fit  the design. Cygnus does not fit properly either – leaving none 
of those thinkers - with enough dots to join – the idea that perhaps Giza was not where it is today.  Their  hint sits in the 
word "bennu" as in the Benu Caves. The word means "land in the south". Is that why the caves were renamed (in videos) 
as the "Cave of Bats"  despite the many hundreds of mummified Ibis found there? Ibis aka Benu aka Crane aka Heron/Grus 
It is also they which have tried to gain an authority by claiming the Giza plateau was theirs. Since they are infiltrators of 
the Masonic Lodges (the big "G") then it is they who govern (control) the "illuminati" and provide us with the perverted 
view of Everything We Think We Know. They do it via the likes of Wikipedia (and have the hide to ask us for "donations") 
The "scrambling of dates" given by the "establishment" has always been one way of  tearing down one's story: his-story. 
It formats a lack of co-ordination between diverse facts, and this then becomes a contra-diction. 
Certainly a "reader be aware" if that reader wants to know the reality of the subject. 
It would not look very good in court would it: "oh sir, they changed the dates on me". 

   

 
07/29/2005 -- Bentwaters and Rendlesham Forest Mystery Beyond December 1980 at earthfiles.com  
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6:35:1 Pres de Rion, et (&) proche a` blanche laine  
ALIEN ABLE ECHO DESIRE  
POINTER CHORE CHANNEL, PIPE,  
ORIENTS REEDS AT CRABHOLE (crop circle) 

Near the Bear and close to the white wool  
Near Ursa and Aries, or Milky Way  
Abductees taken by Greys often say that the alien  
can impose feelings    CRABHOLE Crabwood?  

There were several really important crop messages at this location, including the infamous grey holding a binary 
coded disc in square format appeared August 2002 at Arecibo.   
Purporting to be from Orion due to the three dots over its shoulder, thought to be the Orion's Belt. 
What has not been  made public at any great length was the other grey holding a disc in a "Sparsholt Hampshire" 
circular crop circle Aug. 15 2002 with two types of binary code.     This is an Elder  (published in the previous pdf forum pg 39).   

See he is telling us he uses timegates (the wormhole) and over his shoulder is a very small star system. 
The Orion Group (FreeMasons) will withhold any information regarding the "positive and nurturing off worlders"     
as far as they are able to do so.   War and Destruction is the Agenda for the Orion Group, not loving information. 
The decoded binary disc Hegelian "warning" of the "Orion grey" crop circle has been deciphered and published 
world-wide at great length.  The other, The Elder's disc message and vertical binary message – crickets chirping. 
Even when the Golden Cube first appeared in our skies. Knowing it was there and knowing Who they really were, and 
unable to do anything about the Appearance of the Golden Cube the FreeMasons simply told the world that the Inter-
national Space Station would show "as the next brightest thing to Venus in the night skies" and all the sheeple includ-
ing myself took that story on board.  
" Survival could be directly linked to spiritual growth and keener perceptions of the unseen, not material acquisitions 
and technologies. 
Survival is a reoccurring theme in the non-human phenomena - ours and the Others, whether extraterrestrial biological 
entities, time travelers, inter-dimensionals, angels, or a mixture of them all. Many in the abduction syndrome have 
said that whatever the aliens are and want, we humans affect them, too. Perhaps one truth was described by USAF 
Staff Sergeant James Penniston from his December 1980 RAF Bentwaters experience in England when he said the 
entities were time travelers on a grand mission to avoid extinction in a distant human future. Sgt. Penniston said the 
entities that landed in the Rendlesham Forest near Bentwaters "...  
are us (from far in the future.) ... They need chromosomes.  
... (They are using us) Like Band-Aids." 

Part 5: Military Insiders Comment About  
Zeta Reticuli and EBENs  
© 2007 by Linda Moulton Howe 

“The Ebens set us in motion genetically and are watching us grow, 
like ‘watching children grow’ is the way it's been described to me.  
One of the Ebens said, ‘We made you. We put you here.  
But you have to live it.’ ”   - Military Insider 

The sentiment described within the words : ‘We made you. We put you here. ’ ” But you have to live it.

may well be an obfuscation by the 'military', to mislead us. These words would be the same which may come from an E.N.E. – 
(and not an' EBEN' android) which the "military" did capture at one of the space craft crashes – and to which Dr. Dan Burisch 
communicated – the same E.N.E we have been learning in the Hidden Texts "volunteered to return in order to repair our 
timelines" – a very brave individual. 
As Linda Howe currently puts it: "a hall of mirrors with a floor of quicksand". 
The reason "not an EBEN" is simple. The Zeta Reticuli Androgyne EBEN androids are hive minded,  have no soul, no autonomous 
individual thoughts and are directive-driven. 
Return to Part 1  
September 16, 2007  Albuquerque, New Mexico - The government insiders I am calling "Sherman" also described seeing 3-
dimensional, moving images of Jesus Christ in the Yellow Book. Further, the Ebens allegedly communicated "there really is a 
devil."  I asked Sherman, "What role do you think Christ has played in all of this if it's true that the Ebens had a connection to 
His birth on this planet and are somehow involved with the recycling of souls?"  

 Christ in the Yellow Book
"The Yellow Book had Earth history, including the time of Christ, who the Yellow Book said was put here by the Ebens to 
teach humans about love and non-violence, but humans killed him anyway." 
"Did you see Christ in the Yellow Book? Did you see Christ speaking at the Mount of Olives? Or was he being crucified?  
"Yes. 
"The picture that I saw was after Christ was crucified and died and was ascending into heaven. It was beautiful, kind of an 
aurora ring over his head. These pictures moved. They were moving pictures." 
"So you saw Christ moving up in the aurora light?" 
"Right. And then there were people on the ground and the people were moving. It's kind of like when you were a kid and got 
the things that you put the round circles of pictures into and clicked it to see different images. But this had 3 dimensions and 
moved. The pictures only moved within the photo you were looking at. It's hard to explain.   But I saw Christ and then I 
moved it and lost it to other pictures. There were big, huge pillars coming out of the ground like an earthquake. Then it 
showed the Earth and it showed a space vehicle." 
"Was it a silver disc?" 
"Yes, typical, every day flying saucer.   It also showed a cigar shape, which is a mother ship farther out in space.

"if it's true that the Ebens had a connection 

http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=1310&category=Real+X-Files
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"to His birth on this planet 
"to teach humans about love and non-violence 
"but humans killed him anyway 
"there really is a devil. 
"was ascending into heaven 
"typical, every day flying saucer 
"also showed a cigar shape 

Is There A Devil? 
I asked Sherman, "Is there a devil out there somewhere?" 
"There is an evil force. Even the Ebens talk about it. There is a Supreme Being and then there is what the Ebens refer 
to as an evil entity. The Ebens are as scared of that evil entity as we are of the devil, or Satan. I think it's the same." 
"Where is the devil?" 
"I don't know.  
But what worries me is that if the Ebens are scared of the evil entity, I'm damned scared of it because the Ebens 
can control everything! They have been around this universe and done everything. And if they believe in the same 
Supreme Being that we call God, and they say there is an Evil One - then there really is a Devil." 
"Sherman, some abductees also say that the main reason for the animal mutilations and human abductions has to do 
with the creation of a hybrid species. But no one knows whether the hybrids are supposed to replace the current Homo 
sapiens sapiens container model. There is a sense that whatever the non-humans are up to, it has something to do with 
survival - theirs and ours."  
"Maybe. All I know is that the Ebens are supposed to have manipulated DNA in already-evolving primates long before 
humans were created. So, there must have been a series of experiments like Neanderthal before Cro-Magnon. And 
Neanderthal's gone. So who knows what's on the agenda for humans?"  
  
A landmark study in the July 1997 scientific journal, Cell, reported that Neanderthal DNA is not linked to human DNA. 
Researchers from Germany and the U. S. extracted less than 1/100th of an ounce from the upper arm bone of the first 
fossilized Neanderthal skeleton ever found in the Neander valley of Germany. Maternal DNA from a pulverized piece of 
the bone estimated to be 100,000 years old was compared with genetic material from hundreds of people around the 
modern world. 
[ Editor's Note:  Source:  "Neanderthal DNA Sequences and the Origin of Modern Humans" by M. Krings, A. Stone, R. W. Schmitz, H. 
Krainitzki, M. Stoneking and S. Paabo, Cell, Issue 14, Volume 90, No. 1 © 1997 Cell Press, Cambridge, Mass.] 

At this point I would strongly recommend that the reader become a member of  earthfiles.com  (like I did) and actually 
read the remainder of this article – along with the rest of them. 
The only discernment I might proffer [to journalists,] is to keep in mind  that there are at least  33  different forms of 
"grey" "EBN" or  E.N.E.,  that have a direct or indirect effect on us or our planet. There are at least 220  types which make 
use of the Living Library according to Bill Ryan,  but the early  "military industrial complex"  seems to have not made 
the differentiations at the time (1940s and 1950s).  Emphasis  on "seems". 
The other interesting item is that there is a forum of hidden texts lines about Linda Moulton Howe and her work with  
mammal mutilations. At the time that forum was first collected, the Triple Method had not been made available to me 
and it probably behooves me to finish that pdf collection. 
E.B.N or EBEN = Extra-terrestrial Biological Entity.  Mainly Zeta Reticulan, not omitting the Altairan 'semetic big nose' 
nor those Proetus from Alpha Centauri which "float but walk like Donald Duck" ("QUEER UNAGILE STEP " 2 56 1 and 
"STRANGE ANGULAR STEP" 1 20 3. Also CAENUS UNIFIED FIEND  SEDUCE U.N. , CAUSE NERO FACET CLAUSE 3 11 3.)  It 
seems these are somehow related to the Aryan, the fallen ones, reptilian infiltrated Pleiadians from Atlas & Alcyone.  
E.N.E. = extra terrestrial Noetic Entity, those with one of three  genders and two brains. Chlorophyll blooded.  It was 
one of these "He Rod" as his assistant which NostraDamus named UUilliem52.  It was one of these described himself 
as "J-Rod52" under interrogation. The suffix description  "52" or LII in the Template nearly knocked me off my chair. 
Not forgetting the other qualifyer description as "He Rod", meaning he had a gender. This detail peppers the Template 
disguised as HEROD. It also sits in the word HORDE – but "hordes" does not refer to the E.N.E. which are us, that is : those 
of us who chose to choose the transhuman pathway seen in the Hopi Prophecy Rock.  
One other tiny detail many might have missed.  
Dr Dan Burisch tended the problems J-Rod52 Chi'ilah had with his skin with  no mention being  made of the dangers 
of actually touching a grey – when referencing this one.  
There was an article I read, not certain if it was from earthfiles.com, where an abductee in the Mexico state had been 
picked up and sexually abused.  She was returned with a sexually transmitted disease that was totally untreatable, 
just one result of having touched or been touched by, one of those grays. Especially in that area inhabited underground 
by the controllers of the western hemisphere. Very likely the Grayles of Phil Schneider – who tried to warn us that the 
"New World Order and Alien Invasion are one and the same thing". 
Keeping in mind the fact that many greys feed via  their skin. This is called "anointing with axunge" in the Template.     
Axunge is animal fat.  (You can C+F+AXUNGE in the Template) 
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Thus one of the several reasons for animal mutilations.  Other needs are gaining hormones and animal material that 
forms the "glue" certain off worlders need to maintain a vertical duodenum.  They use YINM for bloodless cutting.  
Yet Chi'ilah (or Che-ilah as in Che-rub) was not feeding using animal fats.  Chi'ilah also seemed to have a soul. 
Recall the complaint of the greys which "overloaded the power system of the planetoid" NostraDamus was using and 
the real cause of his death? They had complained (according to the Template of the Hidden Texts) that "humans do 
not deserve a soul".   (See the pdf forum ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS where every line in 2 72 refers to it) 
This detail all on its own tells us directly that it was not one of the "hive minded directive driven" grays that murdered 
Dr. NostraDamus, and not one of the J-Rod52.  It makes sense that it would have been a biological entity of the Aryan-
Anakim (under Antarctica) allied with the Altairan and their agenda – who have the most to lose should these texts of 
both NostraDamus and Da Vinci ever become accepted world-wide knowledge. 
Is the reader wondering now about the word "anointing" ~ and its source? 

 
 

 
Winchester Hampshire August 15 2002 
6:35:1 Pres de Rion, et (&) proche a` blanche laine  
Nearby  Ursa and near the white wool/Aries or Milky -
Way. "Rion"  from Trion – Latin for Ursa Major 

ALIEN ABLE ECHO DESIRE  
POINTER CHORE CHANNEL, PIPE,  
ORIENTS REEDS AT CRABHOLE 

(crop circle)
 

Allan Webber had direction to use "et" for the 
ampersand.  

According to J Torben Staehr of Sweden: 

If you examine the Crabwood disc carefully you will find that it says:  
"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN 
PROMISES.Much PAIN but still time.EELIE1366E.There is GOOD 
out there.We oPpose DECEPTION.COnduit CLOSING," 
 ASCII signs form the letters. ASCII code is a binary code that is 
normally used in computors to encode letters and other signs.  
Each sign containing eight binary digits.  
"EELIE1366E" cannot be "EELRIJUE" or "BELIEVE", like some people 
say, since eleven digits are used to form the binary number "1366".  
ASCII signs contain only eight digits.  
If you look carefully [at the Arecibo disc message] you can, quite easy, 
see for yourself that there is always a half size digit between two eight 
digit ASCII signs. And that the only aberration from this is the 
highlighted sequence with eleven digits.  
The other abnormalities, though, could be caused by tampering 
with the crop circle. 
 There is no "bell sound" in the end of the message.  
I have no idea whatsoever why some people say that. 
To check the code there are several online ASCII converters, like this 
one for instance:  
http://www.vortex.prodigynet.co.uk/misc/ascii_conv.html 
http://www.mathsisfun.com/binary-decimal-hexadecimal-converter.html 

 August 14th 2001 

 http://www.con-tru.com/spotlight/flat-earthers-are-part-of-a-cia-black-op-designed-to-destroy-truthers 
 

http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234553/the_truth_about_the_book_of_giants/?utm_medium=email&ut
m_campaign=viral-2017-10-16&utm_source=crit_send  
 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/study-finds-a-substantial-very-strong-link-between-gmos-and-
multiple-diseases/ 
 

http://humansarefree.com/2017/10/the-un-is-normalizing-pedophilia-
deep.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Hum
ans+Are+Free-Blog%29  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVPukpGbmQA 
 

http://www.vortex.prodigynet.co.uk/misc/ascii_conv.html
http://www.mathsisfun.com/binary-decimal-hexadecimal-converter.html
http://www.con-tru.com/spotlight/flat-earthers-are-part-of-a-cia-black-op-designed-to-destroy-truthers
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234553/the_truth_about_the_book_of_giants/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=viral-2017-10-16&utm_source=crit_send
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234553/the_truth_about_the_book_of_giants/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=viral-2017-10-16&utm_source=crit_send
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/study-finds-a-substantial-very-strong-link-between-gmos-and-multiple-diseases/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/study-finds-a-substantial-very-strong-link-between-gmos-and-multiple-diseases/
http://humansarefree.com/2017/10/the-un-is-normalizing-pedophilia-deep.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/10/the-un-is-normalizing-pedophilia-deep.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/10/the-un-is-normalizing-pedophilia-deep.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVPukpGbmQA
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234530/its_back_another_large_sphere_drawing_plasma_from_the_sun/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-10-16&utm_source=email
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234530/its_back_another_large_sphere_drawing_plasma_from_the_sun/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2017-10-16&utm_source=email
http://www.unmuseum.org/chronovisor.htm
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This Sparsholt Hampshire arrived the same DAY that August 15 2002 
the famous Winchester did  - above left;  (Who is copying who?) 
seemingly in response to the Crabwood  binary disc crop square. 
For all we really know, this Elder circular crop circle may have arrived 
before the Winchester one.  

 It certainly has been kept very muted to the public. 
 Why would that be? What do the two messages say?

See the comment made by J Torben Staehr of Sweden for the above –  
"The other abnormalities, though, could be caused by tampering   

  with the crop circle. 
 There is no "bell sound" in the end of the message." (top left image)" 

Recall that many people have come to believe that a bell sound is 
related to Pleiadian inference – or to the sound of a typewriter 
finishing its line?  Why try to lead the public to think that?  
Having said that, it is a little bell they ring announcing their arrival. 

Linda Moulton-Howe of earthfiles.com has done an article outlining the sequence of crop square events, but 

not included is the Sparsholt circular one (directly above). Why is that?   Did no one report on Sparsholt? 
The earthfiles.com reports can be found on : 
UPDATED  
· 09/27/2001 --  Scientific Report About 3 British Crop Formations: Milk Hill, Chilbolton "Face" and "Code"  
· 08/30/2001 --  Part 2 - Ground Details of Chilbolton "Code"  
· 08/30/2001 --  Chilbolton Observatory - What Does It Do?  
· 08/29/2001 --  Part 1 - Ground Details of Chilbolton "Face"  
· 08/25/2001 --  Are Crop Formations at Chilbolton Observatory A Response to 1974 Earth Transmission?  

 12/07/2002 -- Evolution of Crop Patterns Near Britain's Chilbolton Radio Telescope Obs., 1999 - 2002 
Article on the Crop Square: 
" Personally, I find the message to be unspecific and unnaturally composed. The capitalisation is all over the place, and I 

have a gut feeling that the message is multi-layered. One researcher is even suggesting that there is a further message 
contained in the disk encoded in trinary (search for trinary in www.google.com and you will find plenty of articles), using 
squares, triangles, and flattened crop. Currently we have only deciphered the basic code, but I feel sure there’s more to 
come." MARTIN NOAKES discussing the square crop circle.  continues... 
" Apart from the mathematically complex spiral and general layout of the formation (which I will leave to someone else to 
discuss), it has been designed to be seen on at least two levels. 

1) Clearly, so that the code on the CD can be accurately read and deciphered.  
2) Blurred, so that the image becomes the “real” photograph/picture/rendered image that probably originally was! 
(see images). 

On the blurred images (see ttp://www.electricwarrior.com/expose/ewExpose0007.htm for the work that inspired my own 
efforts here), look at the detail, it is truly astonishing. The image becomes three-dimensional. Look at the fingers holding 
the CD, look at the chest, the nose. The eyes even have pupils (which, incidentally, archetypal ET’s don’t, they have dark 
black eyes with no visible pupil. However, there is speculation that the black part of the eye is in fact a removable 
covering, to protect against bright light, much like our sunglasses). An Adam’s apple is even visible. The disk now 
becomes a light source illuminating the beings face. Could this be a representation of the Sun? Or maybe it’s one of the 
balls of light often seen in and around crop circles? After blurring, it really appears to be a genuine still photograph/image! 
At the very least it may be a computer-generated rendered image. The graduation between features is absolutely smooth 
and the shadowing is perfect.  
(Study the shaded area of the face - the crop was hardly touched, and yet the detail is amazing.) 

A researcher called Jay Goldner, (who has what promises to be an fascinating book coming out in October called 
“Messages From Space”), discovered that the formation contains two prime numbers: 59 standing lines and 17 
sections from the centre of the CD out to the perimeter. (Prime numbers are unique numbers that are divisible 
only by 1 or by themselves). Scientists have always argued that this is the kind of thing that a non-human 
intelligence would use to attract our attention, as we would recognise these numbers to be special." 

 

7 19 4 Aux citadius eftrange efpouvantal. 
SANITISED NATAL DIANES/Orion ACTINIDES (IN TRADES) INSTEAD A LUX glow INDICATES STRANGER UUEAPONS DISSENT: READERS' 

AGENT'S  RANGE  PERSONAGES  UUANT        no doubt about it. Found this the morning after a strange incident here May 29th 2017 
5am to 6am – the entire farm lit up by the  witnessed by me and neice and nephew Golden Cube,

A /Cassiopeian and Elohim Alliances  LUX: bright light  RANGE could be a verb or a noun. STAR ANTS RIDE              continues 

FORGIVES  ADEPT NELL FOR 'UUANTING IN UUIT', IS ESSENTIAL FACTS  DUUELT IN PATIENCE! LATTICED DAHL DICTATES: 
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shaking my head. More than once recently I have had a minor complaint that They could have chosen someone with a faster "wit", it 
seeming that I am such a slow thinker. Here they explain that this is part of the plan, that better results [facts] arrive using patience!  
The other interesting detail in this line is that face in lace crop circle relates to the Cat Eyed Dahl "waiting and watching". 
AUUAIT TENTACLED DECAPITATER SATAN ANU ALA.LU FAUX PAS, TUUATTLED "EDIT PAUUNS, UUIN ASEXUAL LATER" 

this would relate to the word [c+f+]DILDO 

4 26 4 Cieutad trahido p cinq legos no nudos  (lhos   i555 publication     Citadel handed over by five speakers not nude/not transparent 

ADUISE  SCHOOLS "CHILD USE DILDO CHOICE"happening now SQUASHING COITUS ADDICTION, 

8 52 2 D'Amboiƒe & Seme viendra le long de Lyndre  from Amboise and 'Seme' the length of the Indre: 
NOBLE-MINDED MEDIEVAL YODELLER, MEAD, REDEFINED MODERN LIONLY SAAM GREEDY MONEYLENDER BLEEDING ALL 
FEEBLE-MINDED  (IS MORBID DILDO VENEREAL SELF-LOVE REVENGER) AND ILL DEFENDED by  NOVEMBERelections BOSS 

6 35 1 Pres de Rion, & proche a blanche laine, Near the Bear, and close to the white wool, (either Aries or the Milky Way) 
BEAR ARCHON ALIEN PORN PERPS ABLE ECHO DESIRE – 
R.O. ,  ARE ABLE PERSONS ARC PERIPHERAL ACROSS HER LONELIER ACRES.  SANER CHANI BRAINIER SLENDER HERO CHE HEALER ELDER

 see photos of  the Golden Cube/s taken early June 2018.  PERIPHERAL  is spot on – one at each side!    C+F+SLOVENIA 
 BEAR ALIEN from Ursa Major has the word ACROSS with PARKS RANCH – and I wonder if that is the strange thing in the sky  

which is nearby the second GoLden Cube caught in the photo shown here on page 12. 
CHANI CHE ABHORRENCE BOORISH PENILE ANAL HERPES AHPEE PRINCES EBN NECROPHILIA REAP, HARD ON PLEBEIAN 
SHEEPLE ABANDON INSANE HEBEPHRENIA; BEHEADER LEO ALLAH, HEAP PILE PIRANHA "SHEPHERD"NEED HALAL BLEED 
NOIR EBONIC HEADPHONE PHASER SPAN, ALPHA  E.N.E.  DAHL ENABLE SHAPE, BEND,  SEND PERENNIAL  CROP CIRCLE 

NOBLE PLAN  HELPED READER LEARN  IN DEEPER POPLAR:   IN ALE, READ CALENDAR  HORRORS  
o DEEPER  which were the crop circle dates!    ALE, May 13-June10  quite so, today is May 22 
o AHPEE PRINCES = Sirius  EBN  NECROPHILIA   mutilations  REAP, a form of harvest more in line with raptor-picking up.   
o HEBEPHRENIA – crooked thinking, not thinking carefully or with common sense, a form of schizophrenia 

 
this caption kept turning up as "image cannot be displayed" every time I opened the Word page,   
so it has been screen-shot and placed within this box to see if it does the same as a unified image. 

 

 

3 92  i557 
The world nearing the last period-end, 
Saturn again will be late return'd:  Earth moved to the dark area, Saturn new sun 
Empire transferred towards the Dusky nation,    Afrika    
The eye all around plucked out at Narbonne . 
The all-seeing eye = FreeMasons 

Saturn again – recall the last line on the page with ONE MALE being read by a long haired man with crown-of-thorns 
scars on his forehead in a vignette showing the single tree (which could be a Rowan tree also known as the Dragon-tree) all 
hovering above a split earth – (tectonics or Earth dividing/leaving) with Sagitta firing at the two fish of Pisces – and many folds 
in the "banners" of the Milky Way. Sagitta standing in the pose of the Hero.  
The last line says JNO SOL and consequent to researching those words, the result was Jno Cook.net "Saturn Cosmology" 
which takes Velikovsky a step further. Stating that Saturn was once before our sun. These texts have been saying that 
Earth will be placed in her "New Earth and New Heaven" path out "further beyond", safer; past  where Mars is now. 

3 92 4 L'oeil arrache a Narbon par Autour.  The eye all around/all seeing FreeMasons plucked out at Narbonne. 
Recall "what begins in France will end there"? in 11 #42 pairing  1 70 3 Those (actions) started in France will end there 

11 42  (LA could be Louisiana, being a French name) 
The/[La] mighty city  where is the principal man  (president)  
I've named the place -- just read the line again!    (La = L.A.) 
Is sore alarmed, with soldiers all afield. 
Both war and flood the city shall assail 
Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail. 
Six hundred ten: then see these things revealed.      (C6 Q10)>>> 

In a short time the temple of colors          The Sirius UFOs/or One World Religion 

Of/by white and black of the two intermixed :                         GREYS                                       
Red (Erid.anu) and yellow ones belonging to them                         Khazar                           

Yellow Hordes – see King of Fear 10 72 forum 

Blood, land, plague, famine, fire [all] extinguished by water. 
where "fire" means volcanoes or directed energy weapons 

"TEMPLE OF COLORS" has new meaning recently with the RAINBOW cult rising. That which promotes the    
  Gay, Lesbian and Trans-sexual league along with Pedophilia/ 
 

 the negatives play with my net-connected computer too, removing usb ports I know 

this is the 

third time 

this 

appears 

but it is 

urgent to 

be aware 

of this 
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3 92 NarbonAutour  (noting the word "autour" meaning "around about" was capitalized) 
OUR R.O. AUNT, RA, ANT, OAR, RAN, RUB OUT ANU: ORB OUTRUN, ROUT NORTON BRAUUN

/giants 
AT 

date 
April 21 – 30, October 24 to November 11 and these northern "brawn"  are said to be taking advantage of an "event" – the Oct 10/11? UUA'NUT.

define "norton"- north-town = the "dreaded Hanix of the North" meaning northern latitudes or skies. 
 

BRAN
 = Chani, a Saturday 

UUARRANT UUOUU BOON UNTO U – NOR UUANT
/need 

ATAR
 = your educational grading

 
BOAR-NAN/

fallen angels, 
ON,

Oannes
TURN ON TON 

1000 years
   

ANON NOB/elite ROB BARROUU, RANT, TOUT:  BAN ABORT OUUN:  their own 
o ROB BARROUU= either root veges/fruit once sold from a barrow. The word "barrow" could mean corporation 

UUONT BORROUU
/buy into 

ARAB ROUU
/argument  

"AT UUAR" NORA
 = flaming horror

 ROT NOUU 
OUR ARAB NOUN/Alla-Lu TOUR ABOUT URBAN TOUUN RABAT

/Morocco 
TO ORAN

/Aden like seagate
 BURN TUN

/orbit
 –  

RUN U-BOAT, RUN TABOO AUBURN
/red haired giant

 AURA/
DNA 

OBOe
/reed date = Scorpio 

TUNA UUANT TO BAR TUBA BARON (NO AURA/HALO) UUAR –   ARA 
o ARA  2

nd
 decan Sagittarius, an area or a date  TUNA the tuna colored Andromedans of Alex Collier 

UUORN ARRANT BRAT/
ninurta, the "nephew"

 AT   RAT
/2020

- ARROUU-BOUU
/Sagitta

BRAUU
=astonishing

 BROUUN TOR/
mountain-planet 

TURN BOAT.
/Earth

 NOON
/middle, 

TAR
/blackens 

RAUU ON TARO ROOT
/Asian plant 

UUARN ABOUT BOAT/Earth BORNe/carried ART TAB OUT  NOT TOO NARROUU
/close 

(further beyond) 
o ART TAB OUT  seen more than once in crop circle "art" 

UUAN
/pale

 BROUU
/thinker

 ANTON
/E'a 

UUON BATON ROTA/relay – the multi race, see Part 6:  Non-Human Entities (NHEs): 
TAN A.A. ROBOT/Android TOUU TUUO,  BORON

/trace element 
TORAN 

= gateway with two upright pillars/stargates/dimensions 

I wonder if this TAN Ancient Alien ROBOT relates to the Moon Madonna ("Mona Lisa") of Apollo 20 Mission.  
Another intriguing video to watch is APOLLO 18 – naturally these could be hoaxes, or The Powers That Be  are 
relying on the publics ignorance and doubt. T.P.T.B. do love to rub vicarious things into our collective faces. 

Part 6:  Non-Human Entities (NHEs):  
One View from Alleged Government Insiders  

© 2009 by Linda Moulton Howe  
“The aliens have spliced into the human seed to prolong the form.  

... They have been collecting every species and every gender of plant  
for hundreds of years so that nothing will be lost when the last shall come.” 

- Betty Andreasson Luca, Abductee  

 
“The people of all races and times encased in clear rectangular 

receptacles” for preservation by the non-human beings Betty Andreasson 
called The Watchers, who have monitored the Earth for thousands  

of years. Earthfiles.com   Illustration © Betty Andreasson Luca.  
 

An explanation which has never been provided before regarding identifying asteroids. The Template had directed the 
collator to collect the (2,200+)  names of asteroids. Just as  compiling the Alkhemye List, this was a bit of a slog.     Names 
like Ariadne Aten Arethusa Bride Edda Erato Louis Marie Moira Morta Norse Stone Uppsala Weaver Lille & others turned 
up & do relate to asteroids. An ingenious way to utilize available letters of the alphabet. 

- CUBE ORACLE'S Nostr. FINAL FILIALrelated  LONER; LABELS LEISURABLE LILLE/false asteroid: FAILS NONE. 
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9 52 2 Oncques ne fut la penrfuitte fi- grande,  Never was the pursuit of it [war]so great, 

 

 

 

If you have been a reader of consistency, you will have seen this appear more 
often than seemingly warranted. 
My only claim for reasoning is that I am such a Slow Thinker – and having 
'Them' say to me in 7 19 4 Aux citadius eftrange efpouvantal  

LUX LATTICED DAHL  DICTATES : IS ESSENTIAL FACTS  DUUELT IN  PATIENCE! 
FORGIVES ADEPT NELL FOR "UUANTING IN UUIT"            pairs 7 22 2 below 
shaking my head. More than once recently I have had a minor complaint that They could 
have chosen someone with a faster "wit", it seeming that I am such a slow thinker.   Here 
they explain that this is part of the plan, that better results [facts] arrive using patience! 
So: – it has only taken me ten years to realize the date that is in this vignette. 
The animal is a Hydra dragon (has wings). See the "pope's" very long fingers. 
We have seen the "grey bird" spreading its "filaria" (worms) in the chemtrails. 
These chemtrails look almost black – what else could they contain? 
This   DATE is DRAGON-TREE.   The Rowan tree. Celtic Rowan tree zodiac date
It has three periods =  
October which includes  

 

7 22 2 Yrez encontre amis de. Tarraconne, (Roman Catalonia or Iberia) Of anger against [Spanish] friends.  Catalonia (or Iberia in Spain);  
Continues with: games, rites, banquets, every person asleep 

SECRETARY MEAD RECANTER:
 
singer 

ICON DERN 
Dahl  

CENTRES TREE CODE METRIC IN TRANCE, ERECTS MIND ZONE  

TRADERS CONSENT TO TRADE EERY  R [draco] MIDAS [Leo Chertan] = MISTREATED ARMIES  
(soldiers are experimented upon by mandatory needles, by mind control and by genetic manipulation)  

ADMIRE SCENERY ONCE (after) TRAINS M.E CANON ONTO MANTICORE [Sphinx] CREMATIONS 
Roman nones was 5th day – of April. The word RAT is in this line and that would be 2020. But it could be the preparation which takes  
place in the spring, and not yet the event 

When They do this: have me re-iterate a topic, (from Febraury 2015 in this instance)  it is always for a reason. 
Here the reason was a contra-diction in the date/s for the Giza Sphinx "cremation" which I had as in Relics  (C+F+2 81 4) 

  footnotes  refers to J 555  the first year of publication of the Quatrains  in which 1 42 1 has  it  as: 

The 10 th day of April [calculated] in the Gothic fashion. !  
Why is this fascinating? Beause in i555, (the real date of the publication, due to Nostradamus giving us the serious hint 
 in  Presage J562 – printing it thus, with not a prefix "1" but of "J"),  the calendar was still  Julian:   

being almost 30 years prior to J 582  ~ the year pope Gregory published his calculations resulting from the need to change  

/repair the outdated Julian Kalendes which had crept past the full Easter moon period.  
J 582  was also 16 years after the death of NostraDamus.  

1 42 1 was about the arrival of the book "The Law Of One" April 10 1904.  This Quatrain pairs Presage #76 J562 
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70  J 562 Auril. 

 De LOIN viendra susciter pour mouuoir, 

 Vain descouuert contre peuple infini: 

 De nul cogneu le mal pour le deuoir, 

 En la cuisine trouué mort & fini. 

From Leo he will come to revive by moving, 
vain discovery against infinite people: 
Known by none the evil of  the duty, 
Because of the menu - found dead and finished. 

71 I562 May. 

 Rien d'accordé. pire plus fort & trouble, 

 Comme il estoit. terre & mer tranquiler: 

 Tout arresté ne vaudra pas vn double, 

 Dira l'iniq, Conseil d'anichiler. 

Nothing in accord, worse and more severe trouble,  
 land and sea returns to quiet: 
All (Earth) arrested, it will not be worth a double,  
The iniquitous one (Israel) will speak, Counsel of annihilation. 

 

72 I562 Iuin. 

 Portenteux fait, horrible & incroiyable, 

 Typhon fera esmouuoir les meschans: 

 Qui puis apres soustenus par le cable, 

 Et la plus part exilez sur les champs. 

Portentous deed, horrible and mighty-incredulous great, 
Typhoon /YHWH will motivate the wicked ones wield:  HAARP weather wars 
Those then afterwards supported/sustained by the net,    Blue Mouse Project 
And the greater part exiled [out] on the fields. 

Those then afterwards supported/sustained by the net, Blue Mouse Project Recall the top line on the Hopi Prophecy rock = transhuman 
And the greater part exiled [out] on the fields. Then along the bottom line on the Hopi Prophecy rock = living in nature 
73 I562 Iuillet. 

 Droit mis au throsne du ciel venu en France, 

 Pacifié par Vertu l'Vniuers: 

 Plus sage espandre. bien tost tourner change, 

 Par les oyseaux, par feu, & non par vers. 

Righteousness put to the throne arriving from the sky into France, 
The Universe pacified by Truth: 
Much blood scattered. functions sooner chance, 
By the birds, by fire, and not by "forsooth".  (saying "in-deed" – not by treaties) 

Righteousness put to the throne arriving from the sky into France,   "throne" means the "ornament" which is NostraDamus 
the February i554 UFO flap over France which led to NostraDamus becoming the purveyor of the Centuries of Quatrains, 
with "Righteousness" being those Who gave him the work ro write up. 

By the birds, by fire,/volcanoes - in  2 44  i555 earliest publication (add 458, the Jain cipher = 2013, having just received the Triple Method that date)  

2 44 1The eagle [Anu] shooting encircling the encampment  
2 44 2 Will be chased from there by other birds,  the same "birds" in line 4 of Presage  #73 

2 44 3 When noise of cymbals, trumpets and bells  (the announcement) 

2 44 4 Pronouncing the lady makes sense of the senseless.   (Having been provided with the Triple Method...) 
74 I562 Aout. 

 Les coulorez, les Sacres malcontens, 

 Puis tout à coup par Androgyns alegres: 

 De la plus part voir, non venu le temps, 

 Plusieurs d'être eux ferôt leurs soupes maigres. 

The coloured ones, Sirius the Sacred dissatisfied,      papal 
Then in one stroke by the happy Androgyne:Procyon  are the "Happy Ones" 
Of the greater part orbits to see, the time not yet arrived, 

Several amongst them will make their soups thin.  Famine 

75 I562  see the forum UNDER OCTOBRE 

 LXXV. Septembre. 1562 

 Remis seront en leur pleine puissance, 

 D'vn point d'accord conioints, non accordez: 

 Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fiance, 

 Plusieurs d'entre eux à bande debordez. 

They adding with powerful pregnancy made,  
Conjoined at one point of the agreement, not [all] in accord: 
All defied. to the Shaven Ones/greys joined more afford,       (allowed) 
Several banded amongst them overflowed. 

76 I562 Octobre. see the forum UNDER OCTOBRE 

 Par le legat du terrestre & marin, 

 La grande Cape à tout s'accommoder: 

 Estre à l'escoute tacite LORVARIN, 

 Qu'à son aduis ne voudra accorder. 

For the legate of sea and terrestrial,                  Maritime Law 
The great Capon Androgyn will accommodate itself to all: Artificial Intelligence 
LORVARIN ORAN/Orion VRIL to be listening tacit, secretly 
(Crowley) not wanting to agree with his advice at that. 

The actual occasion the one Presage which showed the "J" with its year number was in the Presage "Under October".  

His one and only chance to give an observant reader the clue, in much the same way the people of I.820 did, "in stone" on a 
stone plaque shown in the Antiques Roadshow.    The "expert" of course – most likely being clueless, and if the "expert" did 
know, was in no way going to say so in the public arena! 
When looking for the "MOMENTS IN STONE" (in the pdf forum FIX THE CALENDARS) it came to me that the answer to why   
the would want to do anything about calendars is for the same [but different] reason VALIANT THOR  came offering his NAVY 
drivel sure in the knowledge the Military would not l;isten to him – then go on to show them where they should position their 
nuclear plants – all on fault lines!  VALIANT THOR being a carnation of EnLil   Lord of the Airways, Frequencies, Storms etc. 
In 1 69 2  

Is BECAUSE E'YA – EnKi is the LORD OF WATERS AND EARTH and not only that LOVES HIS SONS especially his CREATED ones!
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September 2008 Bob Dean Interview continues: 
KC:  OK. But let’s kind of move back to the question, because I want to get, sort of, drilled down to this answer.  
So they’re still at war? 
BD:  They still have a difference of opinion about us.  Now, whether Enlil and...  
KC:  Enki. 
BD:  Ea... Enki... He goes by two names. Whether they still are alive or not... With the genetic geniuses that they have 
been, that they are, they can genetically manipulate... You know, they ingeniously genetically manipulated their own 
chromosomes, DNA, till they literally have become practically immortal. 
Now, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if Enki and Enlil may still be alive. Maybe they’re running around with a cane, like I 
do, [Kerry laughs] grunting and groaning. You know, they’ve got the great-great-grandkids doing the running and... I 
don’t know that, and I’m sure that no one else does.  
But, apparently the factions are still divided, and the one side wants to use us as they always did. And the other side 
wants to give us the opportunity to be our own species, to chart our own future, and to call... you know, to determine 
our own lives. And there apparently has been this difference of opinion going on. 
KC:  So, when we get back to the national security state, and the state of the U.S. right here and now... I mean, you’re an 
ex-military. I hardly want to call you “ex” because I think you’re, in some ways, probably still consulted here and 
there. You know, we’re about to go to war with Iran... This was back in 2008! 
BD:  No, we’re not.  
I have a half-penny in my pocket... I don’t believe that we’re going to have a nuclear war because I don’t think the 
custodians will allow it. The planet is too valuable. It’s too rich a reservoir of life. Not only the humans that are here on 
this planet, but all the other creatures. This planet is an absolute cornucopia of beautiful, beautiful forms of life.  And, 
not only that, but the... What is it? The fauna and the... what’s the other term? 
KC:  The flora? 
BD:  The flora! The flora is infinite, almost. No, the planet’s too valuable. 
Note from The Collator:  you can find the entire article (25 pages of it) simply by copying any sentences 
above and asking your search engine to find them.   I suggest those words in purple should do the trick. 

continues 
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B.Ryan:  Sure. I mean, I understand this well enough to know not to laugh at a comment like that. That’s for sure, so...  
That, believe it or not, was meant to be a minor question. I have a more major one, something that I thought you might want to talk 
about. Or, maybe I misunderstood you a little earlier on, I think, in a conversation that Kerry had reported with you. 
Some serious researchers, Linda Howe, Jim Marrs, quite a lot of other people, are really suspecting that there may a hoaxed alien 
invasion as a kind of major celestial 911 event in our skies. 
BD:  You’re talking about a false flag kind of situation? 
BR:  False flag, yes. And,.. 
BD:  If we were to pull that off... If any of our idiot nitwits back there think that they could pull that off, I think they’d make absolute 
damn fools of themselves. Because I don’t believe it would work. I don’t think you can do that when you’ve got the real power  out 
there that wouldn’t allow that to happen!  
BR:  Not so much an “invasion,” but a big display in the sky to create fear and make you believe... to control... like Carol Rosen said 
that she had always been told by Wernher von Braun many years ago. 
BD:  Yes, Wernher shared that, apparently, before he died, that he... It was one of the programs that the government at the time was 
considering. You know, they’ve had these little plots they’ve been working on all the time. This war, that war, a stock market 
crash... this, that, you know... all these little magician things that, that while I’m showing you this hand, I’m picking your pocket 
with this one. 
FROM THE EPISTLE TO HENRI Puis le grand Empire de l'Antechrist commencera dans la Atila & Zerses descendre en 
nombre grand & innumerable; tellement que la venue du Sainct Esprit, procedant du 48. degré fera transmigrastion, 

deschassant  l'abomination de l'Antechrist, faisant guerre contre le royal qui sera le grand vicaire de Iesus-Christ, & contre 
son eglise, & son regne per tempus, & in occasione temporis, & precedera deuant vn eclypse solaire le plus obscur, & le plus 

tenebreux, qui soit esté depuis creation du monde iusques  la mort & passion de Iesus-Christ, & de la iusques icy, & sera au 
moys d'Octobre que quelque grande translation sera faite, & telle que l'on cuydera la pesanteur de la terre auoir perdu son 
naturel mouuement, & estre abismee en perpetuelles tenebres, seront precedans au temps vernal, & s'en ensuyuant apres 
d'extremes changemens, permutations de regnes, par grands tremblemens de terre, auec pullulation de la neufue Babylonne 
fille miserable augmentee par l'abomination du premier holocauste, & ne tiendra tant seulement septante trois ans, sept moys, 
puis apres en sortira du tige celle qui auoit demeuré tant long temps sterile, procedant du cinquantiesme degre, qui 
renouuellera toute l'eglise Chrestienne. 
Then the great Empire of the Antechrist will begin, where Attila and Xerces descended, in numbers great and 
countless: so many that the coming of the Holy Ghost, proceeding from the 48th degree, will change place, chasing the 
abomination of the Antechrist, making war against the royal who will be the great Vicar of Jesus Christ, and against 
his Church, and his temporal reign, and in opportune time, and will be preceded by a solar eclipse more obscure, and 
more dark, than any since creation of the world until the death and passion of Jesus Christ, and from there till here, 
and will be in the month of October that some great translation will be made, and such that one will think that the 
Earth field has lost its natural movement, and be plunged into perpetual darkness, will be before spring time, and 
following thereafter with extreme changes, reversals of kingdoms, by mighty earthquakes, with increase of the new 
Babylon, Amerikathe miserable daughter, augmented by the abominations of the first Holocaust, and it will hold only 
seventy three years , seven months, thereafter will it issue forth from the stock which had for so long remained 
sterile, proceeding from the 50th degree, one who will renew the whole Christian Church. 

where Attila and Xerces descended 
Attila "descended" onto Persia/Iran, thence towards Turkey across Mesopotamia/Iraq, THUS the "place where" the 
Antechrist activity will begin is across the  headwaters of  Tigris (and Euphrates).  The closest latitude for those 
mountains is 39 degrees N and not 48 degrees which goes into Armenia.   
(4 95 4 Victor born on Armenian soil) 
Fifty and sixty degrees north was named however, in Canada. 
Pointing once more to the "third" species of AnteChrist being that of the Kazar banksters from AskheNazi and brought 
on by Turkey.  Keeping in mind the Kandahar Giants, the Og and of MaGog. 

augmented by the abominations of the first Holocaust, 
Additional but the same as the first holocaust – FEMA camps, the regime for which will last over 73 years 
  

IF  IT  IS  GOOD  ENOUGH  FOR NOSTRADAMUS  TO  SPELL  IT  AS "ANT CHRIST" ... FOR  HEAVENS  SAKE  WHY IS  IT E

NOT GOOD ENOUGH  FOR  MODERN  IDIOTS  TO  DO  THE  SAME? 
See how Nostradamus spells "ANT CHRIST" in quatrains  8 77 in line 1 and 10 66 in line 3 E

1 50  

De l'aquatique triplicité naiftra  ANTECHRIST in QUBITS 

From the three water signs will be born/made a [speciesof]man –  
from three constellation, Urn, Bennu-Grus and Crab  AQUARIUS  PISCES  CANCER 

1 50 1 De l'aquatique triplicité naiƒtra.  
QUERIES : ILL-PAID TRIPLE third  ANTECHRIST READ : LIARS OF IESUS IDEAL = AHPEE AQUILA-SQUID AIRCRAFT PAIR  
ALLIED PIT-REPTILIAN  UATICAN PATRICIAN QUIETLY LIQUIDATE ~ IDENTIFIES APRIL RACE RADIATE ILL-FATED AIR. 

"April race" are the Vril of 1 42 1 The 10 th day of April [calculated] in the Gothic fashion. 
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1 42  was about the arrival of the book "The Law Of One"  10 1904 to Aleister Crowley, who described an android 
giving the book to him.   "To revive again the wicked people"  "the fire is put out and the diabolical gathering"  
"seeking the gold knowledge of the 'Ornament' Nostradamus & Psellus. Which is quantum physics = The Law of One.ness 

3 92 4 ARCANE LEO TO UUAR ARACHNEspider RACE REACH APRON
 atmosphere

 LAIR
 Earth 

APRIL  [DNA] 

........................................... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs  
yes, the Rephaim are the "third peoples of the Antechrist" which Nostradamus wrote FIVE times in his Epistle to Henri II.  
Then in two quatrains he also spelled it ANTEchrist (BEFORE Christ) Q8 77 line 1 and in Q10 66 line 3.  
The ONLY place in the bible it appears is when John spoke of it, spelling it Antchrist. Taken from the Greek. John's book is 
written in the Greek. Meaning ―against or “substituted”.  Seems to me John in the bible was a disinformer  OR trying to tell us 
something else.  Substituted  is what is happening all the time with our "leaders", and as Leonardo told us in the Last Supper 
by having the halo-free Jesus  shape shift into a lion headed one. 
 

The Question I still have about this android which gave Crowley The Law of One, being described by Crowley as 
"Lam" and as Aiwass – then described in UNDER OCTOBRE  line 4 of J562 (See more in FLAT EARTH THEORUM  pg 19)  

"Whose advice he Crowley will not want to agree with. /That was not his parting wish granted. (whose wish – Aiwass - Eihwaz?) 

Begging the question: how could a member of the Elohim Alliances make such an error ?  
Was Lam a "copy" made by the Copiests?  Offering the Law of  One/ness to such a person as Aleister Crowley ?? 
Presages LXXIII (76) (2034) Octobre (appears in Leonardo an Incarnation of EnKi Pt 4) appeared published with only two lines in a frontispiece  

Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee, Greys defy all. born more of the lithosphere/ underneath the Earth’s surface  

Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez. Several of them between Mobius strip dimensions.   
NO LONGER BETWEEN ~ UPRISING BEYOND: - 2 13 2  2 13  EXPEDITIONARY FORCES ~ BLOODLESS CONSCIOUSNESS                                            

Orion Group, Fallen Angels  and Men in Black 
NO LONGER BETWEEN ~ UPRISING BEYOND: -  
SLEEP WALKING   -  ACTIVE AMONGST THE AGES            Because of using the Stage Gate 
DAY OF DEATH IN ABEYANCE OF BIRTH-DAY, DIVINE SPIRIT TRANSPORTING THE SOUL 

We have learned  in very early pdf forums that it was "The Hero" "Eihwaz" who "moves the Earth".  We have seen that it was a "small 
eyed" android described by Crowley, that may be the same "small eyed" android on the medallion shown in the Flat Earth forum, and 
finally, my question is raised because it was described by the military thus:  "the surviving grey of the 1947 Roswell crash 
was different to the dead ones, having small eyes and not the wrap around type of eyes the dead ones had".                          ??

Although - One tiny detail I noticed – the military said it had 'four fingers,  not like the others' -  (if we can believe 
them) Was this another of the copiests Yet the one on the medallion with the Casseopean craft has five fingers.  ??  

We are also told in these texts that this was:  i) a He-Rod (having a gender)   ii) from our distant future   iii) volunteered to 
return, to "fix the time lines" being fooled with by the elite (in 7 73 1). It seems to me that Aiwass of Crowley and Eihwaz of 
the Elohim Alliances were one and the same android, strictly speaking, not an android, but an E.N.E. derived from humans . 

1981 solar simulator 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdgdcQVsPCs&feature=youtu.be  
vaccines 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156492698398530&set=a.10152755770178530.1073741833.643753529
&type=3&theater    
form for your doctor to sign 
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fplaylist%3Flist%3DPLxc_8SlQA3h2Bwj6NuRCwqGzWylU-
hNlq&h=ATNUASJo_3TKfOch1kANTjkCi0zYLuwYQhx0PV0b2zHKubJTGv0fMud_Qqfmf6mkG3K80ApLDhk 
 

This image was found in my old files while looking for some-
thing else. It is dated 2002 (or earlier).    One can see that the 
bright object  could be a cube. If that very small planet is Earth 
(it has an atmosphere which looks as if it is "lagging") then  
The Cube is very large. 
If the top left object is Nibiru (with its atmosphere) then the 
cube IS huge!. Nibiru is supposed to be 14 times the size of 
Earth and 10 times the density. Comparing the smaller planet 
with that one on the top left the proportions seem to fit those 
estimates. Of course, the tiny planet may be way out in space.  
The really interesting part of this image is the humungous 
incoming ether "waves" (could be those of Pr. Paul LaViolette). 
Nibiru is about one third the size of Nemesis, and Nemesis is a 
tad under half the size of Sol, our sun.  
 

REMINDER TO SELF – GET THE HARD-TO-FIND LINKS WITH THE DETAILS OF THE 1941 MISSOURI CRASH, WHICH WAS SO IMPORTANT TO THE DESTINY OF EARTH 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdgdcQVsPCs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156492698398530&set=a.10152755770178530.1073741833.643753529&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156492698398530&set=a.10152755770178530.1073741833.643753529&type=3&theater
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fplaylist%3Flist%3DPLxc_8SlQA3h2Bwj6NuRCwqGzWylU-hNlq&h=ATNUASJo_3TKfOch1kANTjkCi0zYLuwYQhx0PV0b2zHKubJTGv0fMud_Qqfmf6mkG3K80ApLDhk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fplaylist%3Flist%3DPLxc_8SlQA3h2Bwj6NuRCwqGzWylU-hNlq&h=ATNUASJo_3TKfOch1kANTjkCi0zYLuwYQhx0PV0b2zHKubJTGv0fMud_Qqfmf6mkG3K80ApLDhk
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https://www.easytourchina.com/photo-p7512-
pharaoh-stues          SAYS it is in a theme park 
Schills loudly proclaimed that this appears in a 
theme park in China. And so it does seem. 
The grass, trees embankment hardly looks like a 
garish Theme Park to me, but the hieroglyphs at  

 foot are another matter indeed.
Either the theme park people were historians 
( and REALLY observant ones at that ) or 
this is for real. 
See encircled to the left the frequency waves 
which also appear on the Kariong walls at Bambara 
near Gosford New South Wales – with a broad band 
and long slow fetch – the very low Electro Magnetic 
Frequency (EMF)  which we are all about to 
experience. This frequency range flows along the 
ground to about a hundred feet up. 
Then the middle circled glyph represents the 
wormhole of time-space travel, often seen as the 
"barque" represented in form by their sailing boats. 
And last, but not the least, the encircled glyph to the 
right is the same "aerial refueller" which appears on 
a 5th dynasty stele in the Br. Museum titled "Hunting 
Scene" performing its task which it is doing here too. 
Also appearing  on the plastered over door lintel of 
19th  dynasty Seti I (a caucasian giant) 'upside-down'. 
This is the same aerial refueller  of Edgar Cayce.  
The 5th dynasty is the same period that the 
causeways were constructed to three of the four 
pyramids at Giza because the Nile had moved away. 
These texts say that Snefru (Sneferu) of this period 
was Marduk.  This is the same timing which has two 
cartouche sigils that show on said door lintel AND on 

The Goose Returning/Cygnus; the walls of Kariong. 
and the Apis-Musca- – Vespa of Wasp constellation 
where the E.N.E. He Rods have been camped.Burisch 

 

The significance of the  meaning Cygnus the Northern Cross "returning" is that it had "gone away".  "Goose Returning"
The only way Cygnus could have "gone away" is via a polar shift, a turn of the Earth.      These texts say there was a 
"PERFECT FLIP" in the Age of Gemini (circa almost 7,000 years ago).  This period of ca 7,000 years ago did witness 
many Earth anomalies, such as great volcanic disruption (Crater Lake for instance) non-stop rain in Peru – which is now 
considered to be the driest place on Earth; apart from the Antarctic which is covered in water in its other format (ice) but 
does not rain. This is WHY – prior to ca 5,300 B.C. it was the  we see in hieroglyphs throughout Egypt, which Bennu Bird
suddenly became the Goose Returning/northern cross    and no  Bennu Bird in sight! 
The reason the Bennu Bird was no longer engraved is because it was no longer in the skies!  
It had "gone south" where it is today – as Grus Constellation with its sharp beak in the tail of Pisces. 
Yet Benu/penu means So – prior to ca 5,300B.C. when the Bennu Bird (southern bird) was  "land in the south". 
engraved everywhere – it was because      Great Southern Land.   Egypt was in the south!  

 This is the reason the Giza Plateau was designed on GRUS CONSTELLATION – the Bennu Bird.
while working on 8 52 2, I see line 4 is truncated. A mere two words. Devant Boni.  Capitalized =    VAN BEND BOAT TUN/orbit 
VETO AND BIN DEVIANT OVEN BANDIT  (those heating up the planet using chemtrails, quite the opposite to the story) VOTED BAN IN BENT DEBT IN VAIN ON INNearth 
BIN/son of NOB/elite/god EDIT DNA, INVENT BAD BOON. money AVID NET/reticuli BOND TIED NATIVE VEIN...  ADVENT  IS VIA SEMI-SAAM 

In the English the words are BEFORE BONI: which seems to be Boniface/pope  Boniface or  St.                 Saint Boniface 675AD 

ROBIN/Hydra FOE BEEN, BRIBE-FEE  ONE OF FIRE  BORNE/carried BOB,cut short ROB,took away EON/age REEF-IN pull /ale May 13 –June 
10       ROBIN as a date Wren =  June 10  BEE is also Ale     WREN is also Dec. 23 INFER  ROBIN/Juli  BE  BONE/Yule -July 7 
ONE OF FIRE = LEO – pope Leo 440 – 461  OR  Pope Leo X i513 – i521 or does it mean  ONE OF THE SUN?  

https://www.easytourchina.com/photo-p7512-pharaoh-stues
https://www.easytourchina.com/photo-p7512-pharaoh-stues
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Explanation: while working on  3 51 1 (comettre) this line jumped at me, in particular the "Ʃ 2 ʺ tacked on 
which is why the collator was asked to  "reclaim authenticʺ and "edit the wreckage" 

9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffouz l'umbre des courges
    

 
RECLAIM AUTHENTIC  MDLU [MDLV i555 [poetry]   i555 publication...  pairs 4 44 1 ] METRICAL 

  EDIT  INADEQUATE  UURECKAGE  UUREAQ’D  UUHERE DATA AGITATED  QUEER
4 44 1 Lous much lauded gros de Mende,de Roudes & Milhau               i555 publication 

the same quatrain advising to find the true original publications also hints at anagramming 
MEAD:  GOOD IDEA USE SAGE’S HUMDRUM SOUND MDLXII i562  UERSION MODERN MUGS ODIUM SOURED, DISHONOURED [that edition] AS 

UUELL AS  DESIGNED ROUGH DIAMOND UERSION MUGS IGNORED.                     

4 44 1 i557 publication   

 

3 17 4 i 557 Leurs ges d'eglife comettrot.les efcladres. E 2 

 
TODAY JUNE 30TH – MY WORK COMPUTER DIED – fortunately I had just copied the days work which 
reaches this point. Out of time and out of space anyway and had to remove two pages as it is. The above 
lines here will be transferred over with  two other pages also removed and appear as PART THREE. 

 

WHY AIR FOOD AND WATER ARE POISONED part 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJDD2oNHt-E&feature=em-uploademail 
part 3 AIR 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/why-are-food-water-and-air-life-s-essentials-deliberately-poisoned-
part-3-air/        

 
 

TEMPVS EGO IMMENSVM 
SPATTIS DIMETIOR 

ORBEM 

TIME IMMENSE/BROADSWORD EGO 
(ID

/Orion
) 

FROM SPACE TIME DIMENSIONS  
[IS] 

DEPRIVED OF SPHERE 
appears in Adriatique, AnteChrist 

IN 2023 
 

 

PROGNOSTICATION 

OF THE REVOLVING 

for the year one thousand 

565 

 

A winged angel Elder 
showing us the number of degrees the Earth will lie down 
as stated by Isaiah 
 
search "video SALYUT7 COSMONAUTS SEE ANGELS" 
noting the side comment "Hubble telescope sees these too 

Calculee fus l'Orizon de la treƒtriumphante, treƒ- 
FLUENT HORIZON REALM FRETFUL, IN FLAMES,  FIRMAMENT FELL FULL TERM ON TRUE ANIMAL FARM  (EARTH NOT FLAT)  
ELITE LEFT PLANET, RUN IN RETICULATED  SPACESUIT  ELM-MA DATE – MET THEIR  FRENULUM/flimsy CONNECTION  FATE  
REFER  the "final baby" quatrein  "IF ONLY FINAL CHILD"  
TELL NAME DOREAN LETTER-NUMERAL (TAU CETI POLICE DEPT), TEN,   ALL MERE  MATTER, FLEUU OCEANS  UP FLUFF;   
NOT POLARIZED (FATHER'S UUELL-RUN AFTER-EFFECT)  
PRAISE MATURE MANTIDS  ELOHIM TEAM ALERT: RAPHAEL, RETURN EARTH, NULLIFIES M.E. MUFFLED  UP UUARMER, MILD 
ORION NET CERN DEFAULTED OFF-CENTER CHEMTRAILS ONCE PENETRATE FECULANT NECROTIZED FELL'D CONTENT-FREE  
PRESIDENT TRUMP AFFECTS EFFORTS, DRAFTS POTUS EDICT 
PRIZED NATURE'S UUONDERFUL  
 
magnifique, treƒrenommee, treƒ-antique, & 
 
Royale Ville de Paris,Capitale de France. 
SPACE  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJDD2oNHt-E&feature=em-uploademail
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/why-are-food-water-and-air-life-s-essentials-deliberately-poisoned-part-3-air/
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/why-are-food-water-and-air-life-s-essentials-deliberately-poisoned-part-3-air/
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105 1565 CV Sur la dicte annee.       dictated 

Pire cent fois cest an que l'an passé, 
Mesme au plus Grands du regne & de l'Eglise: 
Maux infinis, mort, exil, ruine, cassé, 

  A mort Grande estre. peste, playes & bille. 

 

A hundred times worse this year than the year passed, 

Even for the Greatest ones of the realm and of the Clergy: 

Infinite evils, death, exile, ruin, smashed, 

To death great woman to be. pestilence, plague sores, hail  and bile. 

  

2023. hail = = storms in May and bile = June. This could be the date for the "Day After Tomorrow" scenario hagaliz 
 

 While  looking for Saqqara details in my files I came across this, relating to Newton's suspicions that there is around 300 years "missing". 

 REVISION OF ANCIENT ARCHAEOLOGY Conclusions from Newton4 the Historian.
P John Crowe. Michael Reade. 
Copyright March 15

th
 2001 Amended 09.08.07 

Some important conclusions from Newton's historical studies are: - 
 The early Greek and Alexandrian chronologists such as Eratosthenes, Manetho and Berossus are 

shown to have greatly exaggerated the antiquities of Egypt and Assyria.  
1. The classical dates for the Trojan War are shown by mutually supporting literary and 

astronomical evidence to be  yet the conventional chronology still too early by some 300 years,
accepts them.  

2. Neither Newton nor any other historian over the previous 2000 years knew of any Greek Dark Age. The 
genealogies of several lines of rulers during the period from the Trojan War up to the Classical period of 
ancient Greece show this period is perfectly accounted for. Yet Egyptology has demanded the Victorian 
invention of the so-called Greek Dark Ages to sustain its Manetho-dependent chronology.  

3. Newton agreed with Josephus that the Biblical Shishak was the Sesostris of Herodotus, &  Herodotus  that 

simply got the name wrong. From what is told of , his frequent campaigns across Asia and his Sesostris
conquest of Nubia, he perfectly fits the mantle of the pharaoh whose name we can read as   Tuthmoses III*

4. 
Newton, Sir Isaac. The original of Monarchies. Published for the first time by Manuel F.E. in his book 'Isaac Newton    

  Historian' Cambridge University Press, 1963. 

* Historians do have the difficulty that Pharaohs carried with them at least five different names, one for each occasion, such as war...  continues with 

2.5  The Birth of Egyptology and the False Chronology.
The Revision of Ancient History  
'Testing Time - the New Chronology in 2009: David Rohl 
SIS Autumn Lecture Sat 19th Sep 2009 

 Publications  
o SIS/C&C Review  
SIS/C&C Workshop 

SIS Internet Digest (Discontinued) 
o C&C Review 2008  

Conference Proceeding  
o C&C Workshop 2008:3  

SIS AGM & Meeting  
April/May 2009 tbc       

Appeared in THE ADRIATIC AND LEONARDO continues from Page 41  [of the pdf ] The Adriatic  
 124 I566 Iun.2024/year of the dragon   l'Orient mis en armes: The East made put to arms                 (written a handful of days before NostraDamus was found dead) 

SINISTER MOLE MAN SIR INTERS TIRELESS MINOR STERNER REST IN TIERS SITE Saqqara-Ziggurat RISEN, REMAINS LIAR  
IN SEMINAR The Last Supper  IS RIOT RANSOMER IN S.S.RITES – RESISTER : RESIST ENTIRE

 
  THE word BEEF above was meant to be placed as:  VIPERINE BEEF INVADER, since the BULL refers to Ninurta 

http://www.sis-group.org.uk/ancient.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/workshop.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/publications.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/review.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/workshop.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/idigest
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/review.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/workshop.htm
http://www.sis-group.org.uk/sisevent.htm
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1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee i 562 edition 
ENTOMBED SNEAKIER NINURTA 'AS DEAD' MAN-LIKE LEONINE RANKLESS;  IS 

so his own kind did it to him, we saw in a another line it was a rarely mentioned relative (another son of Marduk) who locked Ninurta 
away, and that was what the huge lid pushed aside on one of the sarcophagi was all about, Ninurta escaping. 

from LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED contd. Dec 29 2016  the link here is a screen shot, so I will write it out 
and it will need to be copied into a search engine 
 http://khemitology.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/April-2016-Techno-Spiritual-IV-Tour-itinerary.pdf   

 
 
 
 
 

 

1 26 1 Le grand du fouldre tumbe d'heure diurne 
OFTEN RUE HUGE DERO MUD BUILDER HUG UNDER [ground]; LAUGHED, BUILD LADDER (star gate) UNDER, MURDERED IN 
FOURTEEN, READ – RUB OUT HUGE RUDE DULL MINDED (Vril?). ELITE UNDERFUNDED LABOUR,  MURDERED,  HE BURN 
DREADFUL RUDE BUM UNDERGROUND ELITE. DOUBLE HUNDRED (200 fallen angels) GUARD ELITE -  FREE MUD, RUN. ARGUED 
SUN MURDERED ELITE. MURDER O.T.O. BEGUN REEFED IN DATED DUAL FOUR  HUNDRED A.D. (800). ELITE HUMOURED 
BURGLE "UNTO FREED"  UNDER -FUNDED  DEED 

 
1 26 2 Mal & predict par porteur poftulaire 
ELITE IS PERPETRATOR UTTERED TETRA-FLUORIDED, AIM PULL A CORRUPTED PROCEDURAL FILM [a giant hologram] 
APPROPRIATE/vb  CULTURAL IN APRIL  
 
1 26 3 Suiuant prefaige tumbe d'heure nocturne 
PUT  UNAMBIGUOUS, TRUE  HEARTED  INFERENCE  IN  FRENETIC  TUNE: (the texts) 
A HUGE CUBE, NICE BUG UP [Mantid],  
E.D. (extra dimensionals) AIM INTERRUPT SUN THREAT DUE FOURTEEN,  
GATHERED IN EUBACTERIUM (which had been sent in chemtrails in another line)  
 
1 26 4 – Conflit Reims, Londres, Etrufque peftifere. 
R.O. (Andr. Cncl) FIRST ORDER FREQUENCIES INTERRUPTED ROLL IN FIFTEEN,  
FRICTIONLESS  PRELUDE - R.O. FREQUENT [ATTEND]  PLENTIFUL SEQUENCES 
 
 
 
 

should read 
PRICE EPIC DEED 

the words I AGREE were also in this line. Prince Otto was highly superstitious, believing to be crowned in a millenium year 
would bring good fortune to his reign. So he simply had the following year named 1,000 A.D. I am not certain where I read 
that, it could have been in the Cronographia  or in Professor Niemitz'  "The Middle Ages Never Happened".  

http://khemitology.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/April-2016-Techno-Spiritual-IV-Tour-itinerary.pdf
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There are just some things the Elohim Alliances will 
not allow ~ and this is one of them. 
First we can all see there is no craft, of human origin,  
in front of these chemtrails.  A vague rocket  of  some 
description, even then, only in hologram format. 
So why the cloaking device?  
What type of craft is really spreading this bug spray? 
And what was so dangerous about it that it will damage    
the Living Library so? – for the orbs  to appear & endanger 
themselves in a western hemisphere-run negative races' 
directed energy field scanned boundary. 
 

This was sent by Jill Larken July 26, 2017, and to my 
knowledge it has not been placed in a pdf forum yet. 
 

There have been so many warnings within these texts, 
including the exact date, of Elohim Alliances removing 
deadly substances from chemical trails, that I have lost 
count.  
Repairing the Calendars will go a long way to the legal 
prevention of this activity 

 
 

+ THE 

VII PLEIADES 
not  say ing  the  Seven S is t e r s  o f  Ple iades* 

FROM  SIEUR  OF 
C H A V I G N Y ,  B E A V N O I S ,  

made divided into VI1. books. 
 

Priƒes & tirees des anciennes Propheties , &  conƒe- 
Seizing & drawing out of traditionel  prophecies & ... 

POET'S REPREHENSION SPACE SITES DIFFERENCES  IS  R.O. 
 REFER FINE SERENE FRIENDSHIP,  POTENCE PERFECTION:  

DEFINED CREEPIER COPIEST PHONINESS POSERS OFFENDS, 
POISONED EARTHS TREES.SPEEDS CERN OFF CENTRE, PENS 
THEIR POISON SEEDS NECROPSIES THREATEN THEE PERCEPTION:  
INSPIRES NEEDS ERECT   EFFECT RECEPTION.  EFFICIENT SAPIENCE

rees auec les Oracles du tant celebre & renommƚ 
& bestowing so many with well known famous oracles (quatrains) 

CELEBRATE ENORMOUS, SEEMLIER, TREMULOUS,  ASCENDENCE 
CONSUMMATE R.O. RE-RELEASE TIME RECLUSION MERIT CAUSE 
INSECURE ARES COMMONERS ALIENS EAT ADORE MOMENTAL 
CURRENT MODERN LARCENIES TO SECURE NUMEROUS  SOULS  
MEASURES MELODIC SONIC REASON  IS NOT IN CRUEL'D  MEAT 
DEMONIC ORMANCERS CENSORED UUILDERNESS'S OF OLD.   
MELODIC SONIC REASON= 432hz   ARES=genocide   ADORE/Libra in  RAT 2020 

M.  Michel de Noƒtradamus , iadis Conƒeiller & 

And M Michael Nostradamus long ago counselled/informed       REJOICES 

SMALL ROMANCES MIRACLES OF FAITHFUL-MINDED UUHO 
REJECT HALF-MAD MALADJUSTED CARNAL CRIMINAL ELITES:  
Medicin de trois Rois tres-Chreƒtiens. 
three medicinals (triple method) for very Christian kings 
DOMINEER TERRORS CHIEF RESTRICTIONS,  DISCREDIT SERENITIES 
 

* not saying the Seven Sisters of Pleiades, just The Seven;  

   thus excluding  Atlas and Alcyone from where came the  

    Fallen Angels. Nostradamus knowing there are 9 Plejaren stars            
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2 2 3    i 557 edition      
Mort a l'antene grad pendu fus la branche 

Death at the great antennae (HAARP) suspended/( in the air) 
under  its branches... refers to 5G in other lines, but could also 
refer to this anomoly, having learned about nano satellites 
Photo  caught June 3rd 2018 Golden Cube (there are two over my 
farm “PERIPHERAL ACROSS HER LONELIER  RANCH”) 
and I had a suspicion they are here to stop the negatives from 
doing stuff. 
So, on enlarging this object up high in the atmosphere and not far 
from the Golden Cube –  it does look like a HAG fish!.  
There is a number of small scout craft at the “head” of this smoky 
looking trail. and you can see them yourself by copying and 
enlarging it. 

Mort a l’antene grad pendu fus la branche by removing the 
letters N.O.S.T.R.A.D.A.M.U.S  first =  ‘C’ is also ‘K’  provides this: 
NOSTRADAMUS ALERT: ENHANCED HAG ENTRANCE – 
LOOKS LIKE SMOKE DANGLES NEAR GOLDEN CUBE,  
CANDLE [sun light] BENDER BEING (ARAB ALLAH-LU/Lucifer) 
UUOULD-BE PLUNDERER ENDANGERS HUMANKINDS TUBE  

tube here means forward progression 

Pres de Rion, & proche a blanche laine,  6 35 1 

Near the Bear, and close to the white wool, (!) 
, R.O. SANER CHANI BRAINIER SLENDER HERO CHE HEALER 

 ARE ABLE PERSONS ARC PERIPHERAL ACROSS HER ELDER, 
LONELIER  RANCH  ACRES.       The GoldenCube in this photo 

 

 Near the Bear, and close to the white wool 
           Ursa  Major and the Milky Way...! 6:35:1 

 

Take a close look at the date of   I 607.      

What do you see? You see the capital letter  I  (Iesus) 

followed by a character space, then the number which 
has a full stop emphasizing no character  space.   Thus 
dividing  the letter prefix from the number.  
THIS is what tells us that Chavigny was in the know! 
That exempting Chavigny from his last Will was a real 
smokescreen set up by the doctor in order to free his 
assistant from future scrutiny. 
Just like Judas – Chavigny is "doing the right thing" 
according to the directions  from NostraDamus!  
Hinting to the public who See-What-They-Are-Looking-At 
that all is not quite right with their calendars.  
A very dangerous thing for both the printer and the 
author – snubbing "authority" right in their faces.  
 

Reucues, corrigees & augmentees. 
Receiving/rescuing,  correcting/repairs and augmentation. 

SUUEET GRACE SINCERE UUORM EMERGES, RESUMES UUORK 
in Alkhemye terms, "WORM" means Sagittarian 

ENERGETIC GEOMETRIC MAGIC SCREUUING GEM, CENSURES IN 
STONE-AGE SEUUER SCORE, ENCOURAGES "UUISER" SECRETS  

"SEWER SCORE" refers to changing the harmonious 432hz 
SINCE "OUUNS" GENEROUS RESOURCES SINECURE  (the Anu & mining) 
IOU RECOGNISE GRUESOME  EGOCENTRIC  CURSES  RACE 
R.O. TIME USERS URGE CUE CURES, COURAGE GENE ACE GONE 
ONCE/after UR EA GENIUS  GAINS "GREEN ONES" EGGS AGES AGO 
ROGUES SECURE ANGER GENE RECOURSE: MAGNETICS  UURONG 

refers: M.  Michel de Noƒtradamus , iadis Conƒeiller continues 

CONFOUNDED UNMELODISED HALF-MADE DNA ELECTRICS, 
DEMI-HUMANISM OLDEN MEN FIENDS  OFFENDED MORALS: 
NULLIFIED THE FAMOUS  MAJOR  MATRIARCHAL FEMINISM 
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Footnotes    MOONSHIP   
Nostradamus was found dead in his bedroom standing up. But he was killed in a space station, a  "spheroid moon"  September 19 2011 

 8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie  
……  BI TIME  PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP  
RIDE ON   OTHER SPHEROID MOONSHIP   HIS
MENTION EMOTIONS, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE 

2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe see 4 31 EQUIVALENCE ME: 

(Nostradamus) EERIE LATE EXIT (equals the Dr.: September 19 2011 
"you saw me die" In 4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu  
Looking south (yes) - hands on breast (yes) – (there are) bodies in the fire (in the sky) 

romainsgaule  
LARGE ON [Oannes] MEGALOSAURS IN RIM [orbit] 
ANALOGUE (analogy) –AMORAL [no morals] ROGUE 
ANIMALS' GENIUS AIM OUR ANGELS, AIM  U.S. 
IGNORAMOUS  IN ALE (May 13 – June 9) 

2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte: 
 PROTAGONISTS DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR (of the 
space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL (the real manner of 
Nostradamus death) dying in the future before he was due to die – hence 
"one sent to die, uniquae of all deaths" 

thefinrubicon  
IS ON [Oannes] IS IN NORTH CUBE – FUNCTION 
ENRICH (elite) BUT… ~ ROB IS CHIEF IN U.N. 
ETHNIC …  HE NOT RUB  RIB (Chertan) – HE 
BENTHIC IN FOUR  (The "insane four" of 
SamaRobRin) In other lines Oannes are "undines" (dwell 
in water) BENTHIC: of or relating to or happening on the 
bottom under a body of water 

2 72 3 Romains luis,o Gaule repoulsee.  
ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE – PLEIOMEROUS ALIEN ARGUE 
SOULS POSE GLAMOUROUS LEISURE.  
Saying having a soul is a luxury too good for humans!  
Here is the reason things went wrong in the planetoid, which shares the 
DNA of the pilot: pleiomerous 1. Having more than the normal number of 
parts. Either a negative Mantis or the soulless two brained Zeta45 he rod. 

celtiqueitalie  
ELITE ELICIT QUA, [that which does];  
EQUATE ICE TIL I (from May to Oct 31 or December 
18,19,20)… see 1 50 3 reiterates BEUROCRATIC PALS 
IN FRONT OF [before] FREEZING OS (starts 
December 22) IS BOASTFUL, PRONOUNCE CRAFT 
[ability to control the weather] FREEZING AIR 
ABERRATIONS UNZIP CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 
OFF: ELICIT A QUIET ALE  
(Celtic Brew date of May 13 – June 9)  

2 72 4 Pres du Thefin,Rubicon pugne incerte. Au  
IS GHEBER BEG RESCUE: PUNCTUATION HERE UNDERPINS 

[foundation] CURE
 celtiqueitalie 

  QUA, [that which is told]; ELITE ELICIT

EQUATE ICE TIL  I (from May to Oct 31 or December 18,19,20)…  
see 1 50 3. GHEBER is Zoro.Aster (and several other names) who is Lord of the 
Rings. RESCUED the body of Nostradamus via the time portal and returned 

it to July 2nd   i 566. 

I [Nostradamus] CITE EQUATE ILL – EAT ICE: EQUALS QUITE ILL 

(radiation?) 

FOX  in other lines is Parvechal who is  a warrior lord in  “the other moonship” with Enlil/YHWH (R.R.Giroux) HIS – who was this?   

 

 

If your g_bberment is publishing this knowledge now 
then you can be assured they have been using this capability for 
at least thirty years in their own realm, with the technology available 
to them for decades before that. 
 
The worry is this: 
what do they have now that supercedes this ability? 
The murderer robots? Androids of their own, ones that replace clones? 
 
They only ever release "scientific" results when they have some other 
higher technology  
 

https://www.facebook.com/InTheKnowInnovationAOL/videos/1897203347238986/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxO
DoxODM0NTk5ODE2NTk5Njc1/ 

ONE example of "legal"  propaganda 

  

https://www.facebook.com/InTheKnowInnovationAOL/videos/1897203347238986/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NTk5ODE2NTk5Njc1/
https://www.facebook.com/InTheKnowInnovationAOL/videos/1897203347238986/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NTk5ODE2NTk5Njc1/
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Mark D. Hunziker (friends with Joseph Burkes) also commented on Joseph Burkes's link.  

Mark wrote:  

"Hello Helen Parks...., I think Dr Burkes and I would agree that if somebody with your ability to approach such 
"extremes" as ideas being entered here with such diplomacy in your nature, your entries are welcome.  

It seems only years of exploration will get one to a clear bottom line about all of this.  
The question becomes who might guess they've got a handle on the actual bottom line - and, that is merely one more 

trap of ego in an ongoing realm where learning continues for all until otherwise shown. I don't pretend to know much of 
anything after many decades of seeking and finding, seeking and finding. In the end, what can I lay claim to know other 

than that which seems truly relevant to our Humanity's outcomes?  

Therefor, I enter the threads with ideas and questions perhaps yet unexplored.  
Yet, that bores the crap out of people.  

Yet, if truths can be laced in STORY...., and the story in riveting enough to be one that gets told around the campfires. it 
is possible to transmit the ideas.  

I have been failing at it because I have dropped the veil of STORY merely to share what I've construed as the larger 

picture.  
I feel I've penetrated the Wizard's lair behind the curtains and seen behind the illusion where one finds at least one more 

perspective regarding what controls so many things in this reality.  
That is a lifetime of work.  

I would rather not be out here, as if to be at the edges of my herd on the precipice or cliff shouting back to my kind,   
"we can avoid a stampede!".  

However, especially Americans, are blinded to our own extremes like parallax warped paradigms of patriotism and 

schisms in our views of SELF. Of course, my ideas are all rendered through filters made up of my own journeys through 
this incarnation.  

It might be that I might be so warped myself to be of any use for the collective with whatever I might feel to be valuable 
about what each human entity owns metaphysically and Universally.  

I can see how I might bore men who's attention spans are fixed and/or entertained so much by "ACTION" movies rather 

than love stories.  
Our realm has not only programmed us but also equipped is with all the riggers of daily competitions, up to and including 

those leading to death and destruction.  
It seems we've failed to come out of that Fog of War (good documentary by the way) in order to seek, act and become 

the step higher on the ladder which would be that of cooperation with each other. But then, what of any score keeping  
or winning?  

How can a species count win/win when there are not points to be scratched on assorted surfaces or electronic counter 

boards?  
Where is any excitement in that? 

Helen, I'm going to guess you would like the lecture by Mark Passio on YouTube where he models being abandoned by 
ET intelligences visiting Earth back when we became a hybrid race at their hands. Apparently we defaulted to seeing 

them as Gods and perhaps even encouraged to do so.  

My guess is likely so.  
You can search it at Youtube via: Mark Passio - Cosmic Abandonment." YouTube Mark Passio - Cosmic Abandonment 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IzOO8Tnt9kA 

 

https://www.facebook.com/n/?mark.hunziker&aref=117946823&medium=email&mid=b13a6bfG5af3694d3776G707b9c7G13G140b&bcode=1.1420405137.AblGJvjXwV2vxTZ3&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/n/?joseph.burkes&aref=117946823&medium=email&mid=b13a6bfG5af3694d3776G707b9c7G13G140b&bcode=1.1420405137.AblGJvjXwV2vxTZ3&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/n/?joseph.burkes&aref=117946823&medium=email&mid=b13a6bfG5af3694d3776G707b9c7G13G140b&bcode=1.1420405137.AblGJvjXwV2vxTZ3&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/n/?joseph.burkes/posts/4933623354096&comment_id=4937480450521&offset=0&total_comments=6&aref=117946823&medium=email&mid=b13a6bfG5af3694d3776G707b9c7G13G140b&bcode=1.1420405137.AblGJvjXwV2vxTZ3&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=YouTube+Mark+Passio+-+Cosmic+Abandonment&spell=1&sa=X&ei=-MipVJ2LMIa9mgXLqYKgCg&ved=0CBsQvwUoAA
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IzOO8Tnt9kA
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SmartSpaceSuits 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/artificial-bio-inspired-membranes-for-water-filtration/ 

 

IF THIS DOESN’T MAKE YOU A BELIEVER... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVF4T0OXHkU 

 

if the links do not operate (because the pdf is encrypted) – type in the title with the word 'youtube' or 'video'  
 

 

They Have Been Cloning People Longer Than You Think 

21:41  

LINK: 

https://youtu.be/eK2SN7ZoAoM 

  

 
 

STILL WANT TO CALL IT THE "TREE OF LIFE" ? 
 

 

 
 

in the book I AM DARIUS, the author, R.R. GIROUX,  

a contactee, said that this is what he saw on board: 

https://www.express.co.uk/…/Psychasec-Altered-Carbon-
when-o… 

SSP 
This person  (next page) has said almost all that explains much 
The only detail she does not seem aware of is that QEII is "owned" by the Vatican, or that it is prince William 
now in charge of SERCO (which owns the particle colliders and ObamaCare). 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/artificial-bio-inspired-membranes-for-water-filtration/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVF4T0OXHkU
https://youtu.be/eK2SN7ZoAoM
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/903069/Psychasec-Altered-Carbon-when-out-release-date-Netflix-CES
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/903069/Psychasec-Altered-Carbon-when-out-release-date-Netflix-CES
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Jocelyne Halbert "The various independant teams of old-timer intells feeding Mr Trump what has been going on since 1945 - much 

of which seems he was aware of and he's listening - including ex crypto/decrypto experts, hi-tech engineers and law historians, have 

been publishing their digs at such a rate that even Sc-Fi films are eating dust!  

You're still really a British colony, your Deep State is SES (Senior Executive Service), you have a bunch of 500 SES lawyers in occult 

power and [in] charge of all the various administrative & corporative entities' imputations of costs, salaries, etc.  As they wish, under 

no control whatever.... They also orient what outcomings are to be reserved for all affairs, investigations - sealed up in advance.  Like 

the present Spygate with DOJ IG greatly purged report. Or why whistleblowers are always chop-blocked.  

The SSP appears to be in the direct line of what the German Nazis had started off in Europe and continued in the US, thanks to the 

PaperClip trail. Lockheed Martin and all the big corporations lead you to SERCO (that owns them), QEII (owns SERCO), her Privy 

Council, her Golden Share (finger in all pies), MI6 and the vatican (of course). In other words, your 'boss' was always the German 

European bloodline sitting on an English throne... 

These selected facts should indicate why certain decisions have been taken and why Mr Trump is cutting off the many E.U. 'oxygen 

tubes' planted direct into your tax collector's piggy banks, during past century/ies. 

Info goes deep, deep. Most probably too shocking for the average to mentally deal or sort out. Cheers to all." 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/trump-signs-new-space-policy-directive_2566199.html 
Messages from a Star Traveler 
June 23 at 6:53 AM ·  

"Planetary Corporations and the Secret Space Programs 

The technology the SSP programs have gotten from ET's [in exchange for human cyborg slaves] is beyond the belief structure 

of Earth based humans. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg: 

-Time travel through man-made time dilation portals and clock works devices or through naturally opening energetic portals 

that open on planets these are activated with SSP Asset psychic abilities 

-Soul transference between bodies, with soul trap technologies operated by electromagnetic stasis fields 

-Regeneration that can bring you back from the dead, regeneration tanks with different green and blue goos, holographic 

medical pods, and portable meditech units 

-Personal cloaking devices, smart suits with electromagnetic fields to shield again energy weapons and projectile bullets 

-Devices that allow SSP Assets to alter their DNA and genetic body structures on the molecular level to temporarily transform 

into other ET's and have their genetic stalk in your body's system. This can be achieved with drug serums or shape shifting 

devices. 

-Personal portal tech like star gate platforms or naturally opening teleportation portals that are opened with psychic abilities 

-Directed Energy Weapons that cause internal bleeding or cancer these weapons have invisible laser frequency fields 

-Warp drives and crystalline based engines or plasma cores to travel beyond the speed of light or for inter-dimensional travel 

-Access to the wormhole system of the galaxy or the cosmic web of space teleportation energy transfer hubs 

-Replicators for food or any other 3D material you want 

-Zero Point energy and clean energy that can remove pollution, and terraform planets or moon systems 

NOTE: The tech in Star Trek is even behind what is available to the more advanced groups like the Planetary Corporations 

 and Nacht Waffen.
Sources of Information: 

Penny Bradley and Elena Ka from the Secret Space Program Group 

Image likenesses which represent what the Planetary Corporations look like are from video game: Eve Online: Dust 514 

https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/photos/pcb.1642250895824451/1642247055824835/?type=3&theater 
 

You will recall from Part One of this Topic, the pdf forum ANDROGYNE, DOREAN and SMARTSUIT published May 1 '18: 
the reason I immediately accepted the testimony of Ileana?  There were three reasons. 

1) Ileana was trying to explain to the public the dangers of believing Corey Goode, which these texts also did. 
2) Ileana used the name DOREAN.   
3) Ileana mentioned in passing the gore kills on board when the Dorean had boarded the arrested cigar ship. 

NOWHERE else have I heard ANYONE use that word – under ANY context at all. Albeit, the word appears in the 
Template for the Hidden Texts as DORLEAN – that was because Allan Webber did not know what it was either. 
The ONLY people who might know are those with the Triple Method in their head.  Not many of those around ! 
Knowing immediately who and where from, provided from within the word  DORLEAN – DOREAN from  L = Tau Ceti. 
There is a need to add that for PART ONE  of this forum Topic  published May 1st 2018,  it was commenced   about  six 
weeks before that – around the middle of March 2018  (I start collecting information ready to collate, in this manner). 
You will note that I had therefore  BEGUN  THE  SECRET  SPACE  PROGRAM  TOPIC THREE  MONTHS  BEFORE  TRUMP.   
had made any public announcements.  By doing so he opened the door for the  public  questioning of full disclosure.  
The final detail to be named is that all throughout these hidden texts right from the very beginning,    whenever  the 
cigar-cylinder-zeppelin craft and their owners became subject to scrutiny, I have always added "except that the Tau 
Cetians use a cigar shaped craft too" For purposes of discernment that the observer not presume only the negatives 

 would use this type of craft.  Never dreaming that that craft used by Tau Cetians, had been absconded & taken over !
  

https://www.facebook.com/jocelyne.halbert?fref=gc&dti=1042073159202454
https://www.theepochtimes.com/trump-signs-new-space-policy-directive_2566199.html
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/?hc_ref=ARTqJokA4HkzSx6PbcDdqyROr5w3N8IJI7gcjAecZMGe-YgFSuk6i0qr62QivAEUZ0o&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/posts/1642250895824451
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/photos/pcb.1642250895824451/1642247055824835/?type=3&theater
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For those of you who have been reading  as 'entertaiment'  but not believing 
in the warnings from The Hidden Texts of NostraDamus,  (and Da Vinci's 
Script of "Riddles") that: 
a) there has been more than one Off World "treaty"    (Plan 9) 
b) that these "treaties" were commenced as far back as Teddy Roosevelt, 

yet arranged long in advance,   prior to  676 A.D.  
When time travel is involved there are NO boundaries 

c) that these treaties have always included "trade for men" 
d) that  which now incorporates the herding of people into designated 

areas to facilitate abduction  &  blood drama 
e) that manipulating weather and seismic events does this  mustering  

very nicely.  Most victims run towards "FEMA" believing that their 
beloved  g_bberment is "caring" for them 

f) that all g_bberments  have been involved – the evidence being the 
building of over 600  "camps" world wide across decades. 

It is possible by now, to see the wisdom of Those who provided the works to NostraDamus to write up;  so that for 
centuries in his future a Professor of Mathematics would set out to disprove anagrams have any meaning, only in his 
efforts to prove they do. 
The wisdom to divide the work, between two different types of people:  
One the mathematician and the other with the opposite type of brain, having been a professional copy-holder- proof- 
reader.  Albeit, one with a mildly autistic O.C.D. collating brain. 
Still, the collator does not take at first glance that any single "thing" is what it says it is.    Not until watching the 1990s 
videos from Alex Collier (named in the texts) and hearing him speak of "The Ayse", then on reading Anton Parc's 1981 
French works which also mention "Ayse", and puzzling over the four "A"s on the Cross of Hendaye did I connect the AS 
in the Quatr&ins being the same Ayse/Aise: 

Anton Parks'  Le Secret des Etoiles Sombres   &    PREFACE to Ádam Genisiš 

Anton Parks Describes his Experiences 
(See http://www.karmapolis.be/pipeline/anton_parks.htm [K1])  

Parks' experiences began at the age of 14, in , with a series of "flashes" that would occur at any hour of the day, and completely 

beyond his control. These eventually evolved into "visions" that took place from once to three times each day. 

Before reading his books, one needs to know what they are. The best way to begin to understand is through 
Parks' own description of how he acquired his information. For this we turn to a penetrating interview of Parks conducted by 
Alain Gossens of  Karmapolis.be [K1]. 
 

" ...and then the rabbis fabricated the story of Yahve-Elohim making Ish fall into a torpor at which time Ishsha 
was fashioned from his side etc. 
Anton Parks' series, Les Chroniques du Gírkù, promises to reveal practically everything on the authentic genesis of humanity and 

our origins. Today we have only sparse traces of this history. The most significant are those graven on the Mesopotamian tablets 

and some of them have been stolen from Iraq and are now 

circulating on a profitable black market. 
These clay tablets trace the history of a group of immigrants named Anunna(ki) who descended here many millennia ago to exploit 
the multiple riches of our planet.  whose life became known to The individual known as Sa'am, through years of Anton Parks 
total-immersion memory flashback experiences, lived among these felons during his entire history. 
Parks states that  the history of humanity has been skilfully deformed .... 
The Anunna were proposed as a race of warriors to defend the Amašutum against an unseen and amorphous enemy who in fact did 
not exist. (This dynamic, which we have seen in our time, clearly has ancient roots.) * 

 This is of key importance because the religions permitted the usurpers of the planet to divide the

people and Today, the religions are too often the direct cause of conflicts and wars. Thanks to religions create bloody conflicts. 

and (since in principle all religions possess the same precepts!) their deliberately deceptive disparities the different beliefs 

 permit killing one's fellow

man in the name of God! In the course of the most sinister centuries and millennia in the history 

of this planet, religions have caused the death of millions of individuals. 
Today religious conflicts make it possible to "administer" the size of the Earth's population and 
to make huge profits from manufacturing more and more murderous arms. 

 
Credo Mutwa... names the reptilians who direct this world "the Chitauli," meaning "dictators" in 

Zulu. ... this term can be translated into Sumerian....  

[See Decoder for Chitauli" and "Gina'abul / lizard(s)".] 

Humanity possesses a prodigious destiny. The aim of humanity is not to reproduce the errors of 
the reptilians who intended to genetically diminish them, who posed as their creators! To continue with the 
discussion of cloning and creating, next see To Be a Clone. 

We have not finished discussing the characteristics of the modern human and the circumstances under 

which they were imparted! This is taken up in the second book, Ádam Genisiš 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars.htm%23Contents  

 

http://openseti.org/OSReferences.html%23Parks%202005
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/Preface1.pdf
http://www.karmapolis.be/pipeline/anton_parks.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/anunnaki/anu_1.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_credo_mutwa.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars06.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars02.htm%23Clone
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars.htm%23Contents
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He [Anton] found striking similarities on concepts having to do with which have also been cloning, well detailed on the tablets, 

discussed by modern authors  Zecharia Sitchin,  R. Boulay,  and  David Icke. 
Most important was information relating to the central personage known in Parks' first volume as Sa'am, who took other names 

 - though no more was spoken of this in the interview.  Many of the personages introduced in Le Secret came while on the Earth
to Earth and persisted into the Sumerian, Egyptian, and "Biblical" epochs   under various names.”
All of these are discussed in Ádam Genisiš. 

Note: Anton Parks' design of  [the real] Sa'am's profile has been published in the 3rd edition of Le Secret; 

thumbnail on this website under Personages. 

*EnLil/YHWH/QuetzalCoatl as "lord of the airways and chief pilot" is the warrior-king. Lord of false soldiers who have no real 
enemy.  Anton Parcs says EnLil called these soldiers (which had no sexuality) the SAAM.  
Seems to me this was a slur directed at E'a, the famed geneticist. 

A good example of the "deforming of history" is that E'a-E'Ya-EnKi considered himself  as  SAAM – and Marduk appropriated 
that as a title then had Wes Penre use/publish it as a title, in just the same way Marduk purloigned the title "Ra". In the same 
way "YHWH" told the world in the many times edited bibles that it was he who gave the Ten Commandments to Moses when 
all along the base number for YHWH/EnLil is 12 ; via 60.  
EnKi-Yah (E'Yah) uses the base number of TEN just as the Elohim Alliances do. TEN human types and ten non human types. 
One of these groupings is the Yod (YÖD). 
 

Anton Parcs/Parks was writing that Akhenaton  :-  
"without doubt one of the last Egyptian Kings possessing the blood of the 'gods'", 
long before the DNA evidence from the mummy of Akhenaton proved exactly that. 
 

At this point, we can now understand why Nostradamus was in 1 40 3 : 
"assigned  to  Egypt to study its history"  
 
New Genetic Study Suggests The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt Were ...  

https://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2015/06/01/new-genetic-study-suggests-the-pharaohs-of...  

o Jun 1, 2015 ... “The ninth sample belonged to Akhenaten, the enigmatic 14th century BC pharaoh and father 
of Tutankhamun. A small fragment of desiccated brain tissue had been the source of the alien DNA” ... 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-  
Lost Papyrus of Thutmoses III Reveals Extraterrestrials Visited Ancient Egypt  
One of the most intriguing ancient texts, the Tulli Papyrus chronicles one of the earliest mass UFO sightings.  
http://alternativenewsproject.org/newsletter-rss/article/unexplained/lost-papyrus-reveals-extraterrestrials-
visited-ancient-egypt-1/  

AND Obamba likes to think he was cloned from AkhenAten! 
1:4:1 Par l’Univers fera fait un Monarque 

(‘q’ is also ‘k’ and ‘c’) i 562 edition
 

ENQUIRER OF SURREAL SUPER URANIL – ALIVE INFIRM, PART PURE AKENATEN FRAIL –  
UNFAIR RUMOURS PREVAIL 
ANSWER TO FAVOURITE PARKS; ANNOUNCES FAR FUTURE CREATURES:  
ARE ARCANE CREATORS RUN NATURALE  

In previous forums the early pharoah Menes/AHA was named as the paternal tail line for Amenemhat, from whome genetic material 

was taken to clone Obama- not being able to use that of Akhenaten due to his alien DNA. 1 42 4 Cherchant les or du d'Amante & Pfelyn 

LEFT-HANDER PRESIDENT OBAMA PREACHED CULL REAP AMERICAN CHURCH. DRAFT SCHOLARS ‘LUNCHES’ DEADLY MEAT   which the Obamas did 

 

1 40 

The false edict concealing madness,       (removing 324 years) 
One Byzantine made changing of laws:         (by Constantine) 
One assigned to Egypt to study that history   (Nostradamus) 
Edict altering legislation and money.   [system]  the fiscal year. 

The fiscal year was more likely the reason for bringing the millenium forward, like Y2K 
 

3 77 2 The year  I 720 with September made October see 7 20 

 

7 20  

Ambassadors of the Tuscan language   LATIN 

April and May , and  sea  crosses Alps: 
The man of the calf  [Ninurta]  will deliver the harangue,  
French way of life not going to wipe out. 

 

De Senegalia le Comte a fon fils propre,      The Count of Seneglia to his own son, 
10:8:2 DRAGONRIES REASSIGNED AS CLONED PRESIDENTS ARE  REAL DANGERS  
 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sitchin.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/serpents_dragons/boulay-index-en.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_icke.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars03.htm%23Personages
http://alternativenewsproject.org/newsletter-rss/article/unexplained/lost-papyrus-reveals-extraterrestrials-visited-ancient-egypt-1/
http://alternativenewsproject.org/newsletter-rss/article/unexplained/lost-papyrus-reveals-extraterrestrials-visited-ancient-egypt-1/
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  ~ Requiesce In  Pace ~   

dear Healer Friend Kareen 
June 8 2018 

Who Had so much Faith In Me 
since we were little 

GONE, so unexpectedly 
The Books that were in Us never to Be 

 
 


